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PREFACE

Numismatic literature has hitherto been prepared

for the specialist, and adapted to those who wish to

possess in categorical form a complete—or as nearly

so as the writer's 'knowledge enabled him to make

it—list of the coins and medals of the period

under review. Some books have been written for

the beginner and those who at small cost were

desirous of obtaining an elementary account of the

particular branch of coin collecting in which they

were interested. Few attempts, however, have been

made to provide in condensed form a book dealing

with the obsolete currencies which have, throughout

the world's history, been used by its most prominent

nations.

In this little work the author has endeavoured to

"skim the cream" off the heavier and, to some,

drier problems of numismatology, and to present in

acceptable "popular" form the more interesting

facts which should be known to every collector.
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Among the branches of study touched upon are

those associated with the coins of the ancients most

prominent in European history. The beauties of

Greek coins and Roman medallions are strongly in

evidence. The dawn of civilization as seen in the

early currency of Britain is pointed out, and step

by step the story of the coinage of Great Britain

and her dependencies—the Greater Britain beyond

the Seas—is unfolded.,

Recognizing not only that the blood-relationship

of the freebom sons of American soil makes the

coinage of the Old World which their forefathers

handled interesting to them, but that the coins used

by dwellers in the United States and in Canada

are valued by English collectors, I have given

prominence to American currencies.

The British regal coinage has so frequently bee-n

supplemented by token issues, which have for a time

become a part of the national currency, that I have

included in "Chats on Old Coins" a few chapters

on tokens.

As an old collector of many years' standing, I

have at different times specialized on nearly all the

branches of numismatic research referred to; and

I believe there are many others, too, who are

interested in the study of coins and tokens from

the broader standpoint of the coinage of Greece,
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Rome, and all English-speaking nations, to whom
such a book as I have aimed at providing will be

welcome.

The illustrations, which are very representative,

should be helpful to many. They are numerous,

and cover a wide field. Many of them are illustrative

of pieces in my own collections, and others have

been secured by the courtesy of collectors to whom
my thanks are due.

I wish to acknowledge the kindness of the Keeper

of Coins at the British Museum for giving me
facilities in illustrating some of the coins in the

national collection. I would also place on record

my indebtedness to Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson &
Hodge, who have allowed me to reproduce illustra-

tions of many fine coins which have passed through

their hands.

The illustrations of tokens are from a fine collection

formed nearly one hundred years ago, and were then

carefully engraved.

If my efforts to convey useful and "chatty"

information on the several branches of collecting

outlined encourage any of my readers to go deeper

into the fascinating hobby of collecting coins which

teach history, I shall be more than satisfied.

FRED. W. BURGESS.
London, 1913.
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CHAPTER I

THE COLLECTORS AIM

An outline of the hobby—The chief aims of ihe collector—Marks of

or^n—The nomenciatnre of ocini.

Collectors' hobbies for the most part take the

form of hoarding things which to the uninitiated

are little understood and rarely appreciated. The
science of numismatics, on the contrary, although

dealing with rarities, is chiefly concerned with

familiar objects, for coins of the realm, in greater

or lesser quantities, are to be found in the posses-

sion of every one. It has been so for ages, for

ev.'ir sin^ orimitive barter was supplanted by

the more venient use of a coined medium of

•A'Ciiangf :: Dme definite value, the peoples of all

civilized >.^ions have daily handled current coin.

Curiously enough, like many comihon objects, gold,

silver, or bronze paid away is scarcely noted, and a

passmg glance suffices to determine its relative

worth or buying power. Thus it is that the

absence of a denominational mark is unnoticed,

and even a coin rubbed almost smooth causes its

owner little or no inconvenience.
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In the days when those who used money had none
of the educational advantages of the present day,
there was greater international use of coins, and as
long as it was of the same metal and approximately
of similar size almost any coin or token passed
current. This, probably, accounts for the curious
mixture of coins found in buried or concealed
hoards. Indeed, until quite recent times traders'

tills contained a varied assortment of pieces they
had taken at the rate of the standard coin of nearest
size in the country in which they lived.

The study of numismatics reveals many fields of
research, especially so the earlier issues of nations
with a " history," and chiefly is this the case with the
coins of Ancient Rome so closely associated with
Britain. Old coins illustrate events which would
otherwise have been forgotten

;
they have a bearing

on the faiths of the people living at the time they
were issued, and are scarcely less valuable to students
of the customs and habits of those who governed
conquered nations. As a science numismatics is

closely allied to art, for sculpture, drawing, and
design are all shown in the work of the die-sinker
which has been handed down to us on well-authen-
ticated specimens.

When a collector takes up a new hobby, or deter-

mines to give more attention to one in which he has
lost interest, he naturally turns to those examples he
already possesses. It is frequently this nucleus that
determines the bent of the specialist—for sooner or
later a true collector who takes a genuine interest

in his hobby becomes an enthusiast, and an enthu-
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siast, if he has concentration and a studious mind,

becomes a specialist He gradually acquires know-

ledge, and by applying it secures better specimens
;

for he is soon discontented with inferior ones. The
desire to make his collection representative is accen-

tuated whenever he obtains some greater treasure

than he has hitherto possessed.

I'erfection is the laudable aim of the advanced

collector. The admirer of ceramics appreciates the

perfect specimen, and avoids cracked cups and

saucers; the philatelist craves for stamps with

original gum and freak watermarks ; and so the

numismatist seeks perfection in mint condition.

It may be pointed out that the true coin is one

issued by a duly appointed authority. It must be

the currency of 'ountry, district, or town in which

it circulates, ai ve a legal and accepted value,

in that it differs from token currency which is a

pledge, usually redeemable in current coin by the

issuer. Such tokens, however, in the past have

been freely circulated, and under exceptional con-

ditions have been accepted without dispute as the

locpl currency ; and they have even become incor-

porated in the national coinage of this and other

countries.

'i he collection of coins is no new thing, for many
of the finds of ancient coins have been so varied in

the reigns included in them that it would seem

highly probable that they were gathered together

from a collector's view point. Others have stored

up coins in mint condition on account of their

beauty or rarity, or from the peculiar circumstances
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under which they were inued, and have handed
them on in almoet mint condition. Many fine
cabinets have been got together as the result of
patient research, often to come under the hammer
in a few years' time. Such private collections are,

alas! rarely open to the public view; fortunately,
however, many museums contain fairly repre-
sentative collections, and the unrivalled national
collection in the British Museum is available.

Reference has been made to the mint bloom so
much desired by the collector. This term is some-
what elastic, in that if applied to coins recently
minted it means that the fresh bloom of the mint
must be untarnished, and the face of the coin
without scratch ; whereas the same state of per-
fection in a coin of Ancient Greece is well-ni^
unobtainable, and therefore the term must be one
of relative meaning, understood by experts some-
what differently in connection wldi various mlnh^.
The ambition of many quite early in their numis-

matic careers is u> catalogue their cabinets ; but to
make such a list intelligible, or to understand what
is written by experts in reference to coins, it is

necessary to know the terms and accepted aUm-
viations in common use. Briefly, for the benefit

of amateurs, some of the chief terms relating to
the particular branches of coin collecting mentioned
in the following chapters are here gi^^.

Obvioufcly marks of origin should receive attention
first, in that to locate the coin to its proper country
is of primary importance ; to determine its age and
fix the reign during which it was minted follows
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in proper sequence ; and then, if possible, to add

the yeur and place of mintage, whidi ^ould enable

the collector to assign it to the ri|^t place in the

cabinet. Some ancient coins were uninscribed

;

others bore the name of the country of issue in

ablnreviated form. The name of the Emperor

ur Governor by whose orders they were struck was

inscribed upon the coins of Imperial Rome, the

legends upon the pieces generally adding some

explanatory particulars, mostly abbreviated. The
coins of Great Britain, however, are more easily

recognized, in that the country as well as the name
of the king, is inscribed thereon. The ej set date

of Roman coins can often be told from the event

the coin is intended to commemorate, by its v
scripti^ or type, and also from the title of the

ruler, or from the year of his Consulate or Tributian

power. The place of mintage was added to some

of the coins of Rome, and it is generally seen on the

Saxon and Anglo-Norman issues. In later years

English coins have had upon them certain mint

marks denoting the places where they were struck

;

and the name of the moneyer, mint-master, and,

m<Me recently, the initials of the die-sinker have

been added. It will thus be seen diat there is

much to be learned from mint marks, and that

they have a bearing on the value of a rare coin.

To a certain extent there is an affinity between

heraldry and sudi marks, wfaidi <rften took thdr

forms from the crests or armorial bearii^ of tiiose

who were responsible .or their issue.

The most important marks of recent days are
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crosses, of which tiwre are several varieties. There
is the cross ^tanct, which is said to resemble in the
points of the terminals a cross-hilted dagger. There
is a crosslet, the ends of which are crosses near the

extremities ; the cross voided has the inner portion

blank, and the cross pierced the mark of a little

hole in the centre. The cross Calvary finds its base
on one or more steos. The pall mint mark is very

much like the letter Y, and is usually found on
Episcopal coins, the word itself being a contraction

of pallium. The pheon is a mint mark chiefly

found on Tudor coins, and is said to be equivalent

to the broad arrow of to-day. The fleur-de-iis is

often seen, and of course it figures or. the arms of

the earlier English Sovereigns, who quartered France
with England. The annulet is a plain ring; the

mullet is in reality the wheel of a spur. The martlet

is a bird of the marten type ; and the gerb, a sheaf

of wheat, three of which form the arms of Chester,

is a mark found on coins minted thttre. The
escallop shell, acorn, rose, lion, crescent, and key
may be mentioned as other common mint marks.

As an instance of marks of origin, denoting the

origin of the metal and not the place of mintage,

there is the name "Lima," under the bust of

George II, seen on many of his coins of silver and
gold. This is explainable in that Lima is the

capital of Peru, which was a Spanish possession

in I739» when this country was at war with Spain.
It was near Lima that the British fleet took a
Spanish treasure ship, in which was no less than

;^3C»,ooo worth of gold and silver. Admiral Anson,
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who brought the tfeasure to port, was made a peer,

and the metal used at the mint In British coinage

received the impress " Lima."

Under the bust on coins of Queen Anne, mostly

dated 170a and 1703, is the place-name " Viga" In

the first-named year Sir George Rooke attacked the

French and Spanish fleets in the port of Vigo, and

there captured much bullion and plate, which even-

tually found its way to the Royal Mint. An instance

of coins owing their names to the places from which

the metal of mintage came is that of the guinea,

which had formerly been called a sovereign. The

coins, minted from gold which came from the coast

of Guinea, brought chiefly by the African Company,

were so named The East India Company furnished

our mint with some gold, a service acknowledged by

the Utters E.i.c. below the bust of George II on

most of the gold coins of his reign.

Many of the coins of ancient nations are remark-

able for their purity of metal. The English currency

of gold and silver, and copper, too, has with a few for-

tunate exceptions been well maintained in all r^al

issues. Coins have been cast, struck, hammered,

milled, and minted by intricate machines during

their evolution from a lump of metal. The thinness

of the hammered silver of the Middle Ages made

it very easy for fraudulent persons to clip. The

first serious attempt to prevent this fraud was made

by Oliver Cromwell, who introduced edge inscrip-

tions. The date letters and marks of ancient coins

fell into disuse, and the practice of dating them was

only revived in cmnparati^y recent times, and
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consequently young collectors, unfamiliar with the
legends, frequently abbreviated, in Greek or Latin,
peculiar to certain periods, are apt to place their

specimens in a wrong category. Queen Mary was
the first English Sovereign to date her coini^,
which she did in 1553, using Roman numerals.
From that time onwards there is not much trouble
in fixing the reign and the year of issue of English
coins. Some diflficulty is experienced, howeve/, in
deciding upon their original current values, in that
most of the old pieces, although thinner, were larger
than current coins of the same denomination.

Marks of value were first used in the reign of
Edward VI, on whose coins will be noticed "Xll"
for twelve pence, the mark of value being placed on
the side of the king's head on the obverse. The first

year of that denominated coinage was 1 55 1. James I

in a similar way marked his rose-ryal "xxx" for
thirty shillings, and his spur-ryal "XV" for fifteen
shillings.

The names of coins reviewed in the following
chapters should be noted carefully in that they are
an interesting study. In the form in which they
were used they frequently present little idea of the
origin of their nomenclature, the discovery of which
often illuminates the purpose of their issue, and indi-
cates the reason for the changes which were from
time to time made in the currency of the nationi.
Especially interesting is it to trace the birth of a new
coin and its gradual use in many countries. The
gold sUto* ofPhilip ofMacedon was not only univer-
saMy empIoy«l by traders <rf all nations, Init it gave
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the size and even design to others in rars co ro-r.".

The Roman denarius became the pen v (( En^Jam)

and Gaul. The Spanish dollar furnishe ; t -.e .' tandai l

of curr«»icy for the New World, and

or reminted became a part of our own coinage.

Names of men and peoples change, so do those of

coins. The " ryal " of early English sovereigns was

originally called " royal," because the king was repre-

sented upon it in his royal robes of state. The
sovereign of to-day comes to us from the beautiful

golden coins of Tudor days, when the king was

pictured as seated on his throne, holding in his hands

the emblems of sovereignty. The noble, the coin

instituted by Edward III, was truly a noble piece.

Notwithstanding that in the evolution of coins

of many nations well-established standards of size,

weight, and purity have been maintained, there have

been many changes and irr^larities which have

their bearing on determining their comet classifi-

cation.

With very few exceptions coins have, except in the

earliest archaic issues, alwasrs been impressed on both

sides
; they are also for the most part of true coin

shape—that is, circular. The principal side, or

obverse, is that on which the Sovereign's head or

chief «nblem of the issuing country is shown. The
oppodte nde, or reverse, firequently shows the arms

or emblems of the Srate, or the type chosen for that

special piece to distinguish it from others : it is some-

times occupied by the value of the piece, or less

frequently by the name of the country. The inscrip*

tion is usually round the head or «nblems ; tiM plidn
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part not occupied by the chief devices is the field.

1 he edge, which in modern coins is either milled, plain,
or inscribed, is found in the thickness of the piece.
The preservation of specimens as well as their classi-
fication being of paramount importance, it is very
desirable that the collector should lose no time in
providing a suitable cabinet or receptacle for his
treasures, where they may retain their condition un-
affected by time. The metals of currency are varied
but chiefly consist of gold, silver, and copper or
bronze. To these standard metals must be added
brass, pewter, aluminium, nickel, and various alloys
which have been introduced from time to time
experimentally.
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CHAPTER II

THE STOkV OK COINAGE

The early adoption of <-m rency—Tlx- sprcid of coined money—Method
of coinage in olden time—The estahiishnieiu of mints—I'resent-
day systems.

The most ancient form of trading was by barter,

which we find described as " an exchange in kind."
Such trading naturally involved disputes and "barter,"
in that the goods offered for commodities needed
would not always have an accepted value, neither
would they be appreciated in the same way. More-
over, barter was soon found to be inconvenient, and
we find nearly all the early nations at the very dawn
of their civilization making use of some recognized
mediums by which goods could be appraised and
cattle and other things sold or partly exchanged.
The primitive nations still in their Stone Age have
their own systems, and although the medium may
seem of small value to us it is the standard by which
their wealth and their requirements are gauged, and
therefore sufficient for their purpose. With some
this medium is found in beads, bangles, shells, and
in trinkets of small intrinsic value as assessed by our

91
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standard With the more advanced there Is real and
substantial value in the skins of wild beasts and
tusks of ivory offered by the hunter, and in the
precious stones and mineral treasures of those who
have found out some of the secrets of Nature's store-
house.

Metal was early assigned a prominent place in the
monetary standard. Barbarian and savage used it,

and the nations of antiqm'ty soon began to tale and
weigh bars of the precious metal, and to give them an
acknowledged value. The wealth of pastoral peoples
lay in their herds and cattle ; the value they put upon
ap ox became the worth of the standard medium,
and when the Romans coined money it took its name
from the cattle with which the farmers had been wont
to buy other commodities. Money is described by
an authority on such things as " that which is among
the barbarous nations for effecting exchanges of pro-
perty, and in the terms of which values are reckoned,
as, sheep, wampum, copper rings, quills of salt, gold
dust, shovel blades, or other much-used staples, is in
common language their money." The ring moneys
of the early Celtic tribes found in Ireland have their

counterpart in other parts of the world. The nations
df the Far East, with their older civilizations, show in
the forms of their "coins" the evolution from the
actual article employed in barter to an accepted cur-
rency. The spade-shaped pieces of brass and knife-

money of the Chinese tell of tools and weapons
in existence before coins. Cowrie-shells were used
throughout the Eastern islands and on the borders
of the coast Snail-money come" from Burma, and
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fish-hook money from the Malay Peninsular. The
Greeks used ingots of brass, and the Jews employed
shekels—weights, not coined money.

In European Greece Phidon, King of the Argos, is

said to have been so impressed with the value of the
invention of the Lydians, who had then begun to
mark their bars or ingots with a punch on which
was a distinctive mark, that he followed suit, and to
inaugurate the new departure sent a number of the
bars of metal which had hitherto served the purpose
of a medium for the transaction of trade to the
Temple of Hera at Argos. Such centres of com-
merce as Athens and Corinth soon followed. The
small bars of metal used in Ancient Greece were
spiked, and not unlike an obelisk, hence the name
of an early coin, the obolus—six of such pieces could
be held in the hand, thus dracknta, a handful, became
the name of the standard coin of early days. Then
catne the more convenient bean-shaped pieces im-
pressed with a punch, which a few years later might
have been seen commonly used among the trading
communities of Europe and Asia.

The method of coinage of these first mints was
simple and yet effective. The oval-shaped ingots, or
flans, were stamped on one side only ; the reverse,
however, bore the incuse mark of the second stamp
or die upon which the ingot had been placed to make
the impress of the obverse. This punch mark early
gave the die-sinkers the idea of a second die, thus
producing a double-marked coin. At that time the
devices were exceedingly crude, merely a portion of
some animal, a bull preferably. The distinguishing
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marks had as yet to come
; they were not long in

making their appearance, for the value and import-
ance of Jenoting the origin of the coins was soon
apparent.

With the spread of the use of such pieces it is
obvious that the coining of money could not be other
than in the hands of some accredited authority, which
in the European islands of the Mediterranean was
centralized withiu each one or in each group ; on
the mainland mints were soon set up, and properly
appointed mint-masters and die-sinkers caused im-
provements to be effected as time went on. Perhaps
the spirit of commercial competition had already
been awakened. Who can tell ?

It may be convenient here to point out that the
primitive method of striking coins was preserved for
many centuries; indeed, until quite modern times.
The pellet of metal assumed a circular form it is

true, but until the adoption of the mill and screw
m the days of Queen Elizabeth coins were ham-
mered

;
the anvil and the hammer symbolically, if not

actually, were the tools by which money was made.
Mints were at one time quite common, and were

not, as now, confined to one or two centralized estab-
lishments where intricate machinery carries on the
plan of coinage with absolute accuracy, and the most
delicate instruments test and pass or reject every coin
tendered. The collector owes many of his rarest
curiosities to the inefficient appliances used in the
past, and finds many of his "freaks" and rarities in
the mistakes which those early mintmasters allowed
to escape their notice.
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In anciet t conntries towns and cities furnished

thdr own supply of coins for local trade. The
authority of those entrusted with the minting of
money in the Roman Empire stretched to its utter-

most parts, where were the armies of the Empire en-

camped. The mintmasters went with the soldiers, and
took care that the troops were paid with the coins of
silver and brass which they often minted from locally-

mined supplies. The Saxon mints were numerous,
as will be seen from a perusal of this work ; in like

manner Norman and even later English Sovereigns,

who retained the right to strike money, set up mints
at many places ; the metal, anvil, and pair of dies,

manipulated by hand and struck with a hammer,
soon turned the flan ofmetal into a coin. In accounts

of the London Mint, always the chief British mint of

modern times, some interesting facts are recorded.

In the museum of the Mint may be seen many of the

early minting tools, and there also are stored a large

number of old dies, some from which it looks tempt-

ingly easy to duplicate what are now among the

greatest rarities of coins ! The visttoi to the Mint
will be familiar with the splendid apparatus with

which the coins of this country and of many of our

colonies are now minted, and will note the marvel-

lous progress made in the making of coins since the

days of Geoi^e II, when a simple screw press was
used.

Gold is the standard of our present monetary
system, and the country's wealth is represented by
the bullion stored in the Bank of England and
deposited in the large banking houses of this and
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other countri«»-|„ «o fcr money of sterling value
.s concerned. The bars of gold are minted md the
silver >s struck with its denominational accredited
values, as it is required. It was not always so. for
trader, and others had in the past often to resort totoken currencies with which to c«ty on the nation',
trade. Sometimes the supply of bullion ran low. at
others It was lack of appreciation of the growing
commerce of the "nation of shopkeepers." It may
occur to some that the difficuWe. of obtaining asupply of metal must have been great befons the

°i
^" Saxon days silver

tim«^ It is Mid that Edward I was able to get
704 lb. weight of silver from . ^im. in Devondrfre inone year. Even until the tl. . of George I Welshand othernative mines supplied all the silver and

Wale, and Anglesey in the eighteenth century, and
their owners issued tokens in the .me metal for thepayment of their workpeople. P a and Mexico sent

u'ZJ ^""^ "^"""S our wars with Spainwe helped ourselve. to the .upplie. of the silver in
Spanish merchant vessels on the high «a* On theday on which the eldest son of George III was born

iZLT 0""^°" twenty wagon-loads of silver.

^fJ'^.^f'^' ^'^^ Spanish.
In 1842 sixty-five ton. of .liver arrived from China,
being the amount of the ransom paid by that countr^The bullion now comes from other sources, although
war tndemniUe. in bullion arc received still.
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CHAPTER III

COINS OK ANCIENT GREECE

An incteasingly populuicriet—Local ewKaciM-~'V«UHMaMl peiiodt—Selected examples.

The popularity of Greek coins has been steadtfy
growing for some years past. Their collection is no
longer the exclusive hobby of wealthy men, nor is it

oonfined to those learned in dead languages. It is

now realized that it is possible to find jAauarMe
delight in the study of the commoner and less

expensive types which were issued in large numbers
in the cities of Ancient Greece, and the islands where
Greek colonies were planted.

Whilst it is true rare varieties and the finest cwi-
clition specimens command high prices, there are
many really good coins in gold, silver, and bronze
which are procurable for a moderate outlay. The
value and interest rf a collection grows as It becomes
more representative

; and although Greek issues do
not take such a prominent place in numismatic
research as Roman coins or those of Great Britain
and her Colonies, they present many attractimu to
the student of ancient histofy. Fortimately, although

m
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the inscriptions are in ancient Greek and archaic
characters, they are simple, and often consist only
of the names of the places of issue. An attribute of
the deity favoured there, or an emblem of the town
or island, helps to fix the locality of issue.

In the later coins, from Alexander the Great
onward to the foundation of Imperial Rome, ending
with the coins bearing the effigy of Cleopatra, an
almost unbroken series of portraits of the kings of
Magna Graecia may be collected. The Greek aspect
of the old gods, not always coinciding with that held
by other nations, can be traced on the coins, and the
differences between the views of the people of the
Grecian sj^iere of influence and that of the Roman,
which followed after, can be noted.

The splendid series of Greek coins and elet:tro-

types of rare varieties exhibited in the cases at the
British Museum are arranged in chronological order

;

and nich a division of the chief periods of Greek
coin^and art may well be followed by the collector,

however modest his aims or limited his resources.

The seven periods so defined are as follows :

—

1. B.C. 700-480. Archaic Art, ending with the Persian Wars.

2. B.C. 48o-4oa Tramitunud and Early Pint Art, to the end of
the Athenian sapretnacy.

3. B.C. 4«>-336. Finest Art. Age of the Sputan and Thdmi
supremacies.

4. B.C. 33fr-a8a Later Fine Art. Ag« of Alexander and the
Diadochi.

5. 380-190. Decline of Art. Age of the Epigoni, etc.

6. B.C. 190-ioa iMirDttHmtfAft. Age of the AttaUds.

7' B.C. loo-i. Last Stage of Decline of Art. Age of Mithia-
dates the Great and of Koman dominion.
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Each period is again divided geographically in

groups, roughly representing : (a) the cdns of Asia

Minor, Phoenicia, Syria, and Egypt; (B) tiiose cf

Northern and Central Greece, the PelofKjnnesus, and
the islands of the yEgean; and (c) those of Italy,

Sicily, the southern shores of the Mediterranean, and

Western Europe.

The three sections in which Greek coins may
be defined as relating to their inscriptions are:

(a) Auionofuous, that is those issued by self-governing

cities; (b) Reg^a/ axns bearing the names of kings;

and (c) Imperial^ that is the late coins of Greek cities

and islands retaining their right of coinage : on these

are the heads of the Roman Emperors, their titles

being in Greek.

This classification oiables the ccdle^or to arrange

his coins in trays so that the art of the period under

review may be fully realized by reference to several

coins of similar types, including those from different

places, showing, however, an affinity in character,

features, and the artistic renderii^ of some da{^>
cated subjects. Thus the cru^ art of the Archaic

period is a fitting commencement, gradually leading

up to the finest art of the third period in which

is included the splendid medallions of Syracuse,

which have won so much fame.

The illustrations which are given show some of

the most interesting varieties of specimens illus-

trating the art of the several periods, and represent

the early archaic rendering of iSa* die-dnlnn, an
improvement being seen in the subsequent period,

and so on until the climax is reached, ami the
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decline of art set in. They are token from
examples in noted cabinets and in the national
collections.

A selection, also illustrated, shows a group of
portrait heads of the kings, others typifying the
personification of the Greek gods. To become
familiar with the portraiture of heathen deities is
one of the first steps towards becoming proficient
in the study of numismatics. Chief among the gods
is Zeus Qupiter), whose bearded head, crowned with
olive or laurel, is familiar to most people. Hades
(Pluto), the king of the world of shades, is not unlike
Zeus, but he is generally represented as accompanied
by Cerberus. Apollo is the personification of youth-
fiil beauty, and his full-length figure, unclothed, is

seen on many coins of Greece. Hermes (Mercury)
is youthful, too, but he wears a close-fitting cap, often
with wings attached ; as messenger of the gods he
carries the winged staff (caduceus). Hephaestus is

Vulcan of the Romans, and Herakles the Hercules
of the poets, associated in his attributes with the skin
of the Numean lion. The bearded head of Pan may
be recognized by his pointed ears. Ares (Mars) is

not commonly seen on Greek coins. Dionysos
(Bacchus) generally holds a wine cup, or is associ-
ated with a bunch of grapes— an unmistakable
emblem. Helios (Sol), the sun-god, is known by
the rays of light around his head. Poseidon
(Neptune), with or without his trident, cannot be
mistaken. Of goddesses personified there are many.
Pallas Athene (Minerva) is one of the most promi-
nent, her hctmeted head ! -ing familiar to all
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cdtocton. Hen (Juno) w«tra a lofty crown, as
befits her station among the goddesses. Aphrodite
(Venus) the goddess of love, is seldom without Eros
(Cupid). Artemis (Diana), as the goddess of nature,
carries a bow and a quiver of arrows. Demeter
(Ceres) figures on the famous medals of Syiacuse

;

and Isis, the Egyptian goddess, Is a noted figure on
Greek coins of that country.

The earliest Asiatic Greek coins cover the period
B.C. 700-480, Fig. 1 is one from Teos, in Ionia, the
emblem, a griffin, being connected with the worship
of Dionysos. The Teians afterwards founded
Abdera, in Thrace, and the coins struck there have
the same embtem. On coins of Cnidus, which was
afterwards united with CherKHiesus, the Hon, the
symbol of the sun-god was used. One of these
pieces is illustrated in Fig. 2 ; the head of Aphrodite
in an faicttse square will be noticed on the reverse.
On the obverse of the coin of Lampsacus (Fig. 3) is a
Janiform iemale head, on the remse tiie liead of
Pallas.

Electron was used for the moneys of many of the
Asiatic Greek cities ; those of Lydia (see Figs. 4
and 5) being the earliest types. Fig. 6 is a coin
of Miletus, on the obverse of which is the forepart of
a lion.

The types of the coins struck in the cities of
Greece durii^ tiie same period ranging from b.c, 700
to 480 vary somewhat from the Asiatic designs.
Fig. 7 is a silver piece of Eubcea ; the design on
the obverse is intended to represent a wheel of four
spokes, on the reverse tliere is an incuse punch mark.
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A Boeotian shield it the emblem on the coin of
Thebes shown in Fig. 9, on its reverse a cross within
a circle. Fig. 8 represents r^. very early Athenian
coin with the head of Pallas on the obverse. Pallas
is also seen on the distater of Thurium, struck about
B.C. 390, shown in Fig. 10 ; the reverse is a bull
butting, in the exergue a fish.

Fig. II represents a silver stater of Elis, on the
obverse is the head of Hera, on the reverse a
winged thunderbolt within an olive wreath. On the
obverse of Fig. 12, a didrachm of Selinus, the
river god Hypsas is seen sacrificing at an altar, in
his right hand a patera and in his left a lustral

branch.

Many of the coins of Carthage are exceptionally
fine, and include rare varieties. Fig. 13 is a tetia-
drachm of the period B.C. 400-310; on the obverse
is the head of Persephone, wearing triple ear-rings,

several dolphins in the field ; on the reverse the
head of a horse and a palm-tree. Another remark-
able coin is the one illustrated in Fig. 14; it is a
tetradrachm of Gela, in Sicily, on the obverse being
an androcephaltts bull and on the reverse a biga
and Ionic column. A bee was a favourite type in
Ephesus

; on the reverse of the coin diown in Fig. 15
is also a stag behind a palm-tree.

Reference has been made to the coins of the
Greek Kings of Egypt ; one of these pieces, struck
during the reign of Arsinoe II (b.c. 285-147) is

shown in Fig. 16 ; on its reverse is a comucopi.-E
with pendants and grapes. On the very beautiful

gold piece of Ptolemy II the conjoined heads of



Fig. 20, Obverses of Greek coins, showing (from left to right) heads
n( Helios, Mercury, and Hermes.
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Ptolemy and Arsfnoe are seen on the obverse, lllus-
trated m Fig. 17. In Fig. ,8 one of the famous
ww»«ww*mi of Syracuse is represented. On the
obverte is the he«l of Kof« wearing necklace and
ear-rings, with dolphins and other attributes- on
the reverse Nike crowning the driver of a quadrimi
with a laurel wreath. One of the finest coins illus-
trated in this section is the piece of Tarentum.
shown m Fig. ,9. This city was fkmous for its
gold currency in the middle of the fourth century

^^L.'" ^° ^'^ obverses of three coins
showing respectively (looking from left to rieht)
the heads of Helios. Mercury, and Hermes. The
splendid conceptioi, of the oW die-sinker, when en-
gravmg the figures of the greater deities must have
iweived much of its force from the reality of their
belief m fh,m and their power. Note the reverse
of Fig. 21. which is a gold suter of Cyiene ; on it
IS Zeus Ammon enthroned, in his right hand an
eagle. Fig. 22 is a silver stater of Terina, on the
obverse the head of a nymph wearing a sphendome
on the reverse a winged Nike seated on a cippus.'m her right hand a caduceus. A silver didrachm

K y ? .f "3 ;
on the obverse the

head of Pallas wearing a Phrygian helmet, on the
reverse a Ikm.

Apollo is frequently seen on coins of Cauionia, on
the reverse of one of these pieces (see Fiff 2a) is a

f f °' " I^'-g 2i repJLnt!
a Stater of Aspendus. on which art two wrestlers

Z^Lt:Zr' • -^^^ - — in the

4
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Fig. 37 ithowB the usual types of biga and
quadriga. Another Uliutratkm the Gredc leries

is a fine gokd stater of Cyiene, on the ravenHt of
which is Zeus Ammon, holding a pa ra in his ri^ht

hand and in bis left a lotus-headed &tuA (t>uu Fig. 26).
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CHAPTER IV

COINS OF ANCIENT ROME AND THE REPUBLICAN
ERA

The an and in diviiiont—Silver and bronie fiunily and oonsnlar coini

—Gold and nlTcr of the Repubik.

There is no branch of numismatics which stirs

up the imagination of the collector or incites his

curiosity so much as the stady <^ tiie cdns of

Ancient Rome. It carries him bick to times when
history and mythology meet ; and waen decipher-

ing the inscriptions—often abbreviated—he realizes

that vrhat we to-day call fables were to the users

of those coins very real. The fcwndations of Rome
were laid when pagan worship had scarcely taken

shape, and the story of its fabulous origin is read

on one of the cr .imonest reverses, that of the suck-

ling of Remus and Romulus, the reputed founders,

by a wolf.

The beautiful coinage of Greece was mint;:d long

before the Romans str eir famous medallions.

But quite early they bt^, to cast their ponderous

currency based on tiw as «r aes, cmginally of twelve

ounces. At first the ImMize of standard wdf^t was
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square or oblong, but such pieces when genuine are
now rare, and those specimens obtainable are of
circular form. Servius Tullius, u.c. 578, promulgated
a new constitution, and he classed the citizens ac-
cording to the wealth they possessed. Their posses-
sions were numbered by the bronze asses they were
able to produce from their storehouse : the as libra,
or pound of brass, althoufrh coined, was taled or
weighed when handed over in exchange for goods
or cattle. The connection between money and
cattle is important to remember in that the Latin
pecunia is derived from pecu, cattle.

The first pieces were uninscribed but designated by
the emblems upon them. The ox was probably used
first, then foUowed others. Such pieces, however, may
well be remembered among the myths of currency,
and passed by as they are now almost unattainable.

It war when the as, or pound of bronze, became
circular that It was a true coin. It was the unit
of the Roman Mint The multiples of the as ai«
dupondius (two asses), tripondius (three asses),
quadrussis (four asses), and decussis (ten asses).
The parts of the as—and in those divisions
collectors chiefly become familiar with ancient
moneys of Rome— consist of semis (half^w or
six unciae), quincux (five unciae), triens (third of an
as or two uncia), quadrans (fourth of an as or three
unda), sextans (sixth of an as or two uncis), and
unda (twelfth or one ounce). Perhaps the most
important thing for a collector to remember when
arranging his cabinet or attempting to classify new
acquisitions is that almost from tiie first tijere was
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a steady downward tendency at the Roman Mint,

and from matters of economy or from penonal

avarice mint-masters reduced the standard weight

of the as, and proportionately of its divisions.

Thus, later piece^ of the bronze currency, although

they may represent higher values, are often smaller

and lighter. Although there are some exceptions,

the distinguishing marks of value come to the aid

of the collector, and these, supplemented by the

known emblems, used chiefly on certain parte of the

as, help to separate the apparent discrepancies.

The prevailing emblems are as follows :—

1. The sign of the as, the unit, is I, the type

of the obverse is the head of the two-foced

Janus ; that of the reverse the prow of a vessel.

On coins of later dates the word "ROMA" fre-

quently appears.

2. The mark of the semis is the letter 8,

both with and without globules. The types

vary, swi^mes a bull or a wheel, but in the

later dates mostly the head of Jupiter, laureated.

3. The mark of the quincux is the letter V,

and five globules ; the type is a cross.

4. The triens is distinguished by four globules

;

its type is the head of Minerva.

5. The mark of the quadrans is three

globules ; and its type is the head of Hercules.

6. The sextans i» marked by two globules

;

and ite type is the head of Mercury.

7. The uncia is known by one globule, and

its type is usually a spear-head or Roma.
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The above-mentioned chmcteritttcs should be
sufficient to enable collectors to determine most
of the specimens from the authorized mints of
ancient Rome which come into their possession;
it may, however, be well to remind the amateur
that the as in most of its divisions was minted in
other places besides Rome itself, and not always
strictly in adherence to the well-defined sizes and
weights then prevailing in the city ; the types of
such pieces vary, too, often being governed by local
beliefs. The as is also met with in the cities of
Magna Graicia, where Roman bronze coins circulated
with late Greek silver.

It is the as of large size that collectors like to
secure. Its type, the double-headed Janus, seems
familiar, for it is from that pagan deity we still call
the first month of the year. In Stevenson's " Dic-
tionary of Roman Coins" we are reminded that
Janus was represented with two faces, according to
some because of the alliance between the Romans
and the Sabines, and by others because of his
knowledge of the past as well as of the future.
The prow of the ship of the reverse is typical of
the vessel which is supposed to have brought Saturn
to Italy, and it was in the Temple of Saturn that
the Roman treasury was deposited. Fig. 28 shows
a small-sized as with the two-faced Janus on the
obverse, and the prow of the vessel on the reversed
In Fig. 29 is given the obverse of an as of the
early period, the original in the .uthor's collection
is a finely patinated specimen. Fig. 30 represents
a bronze coin of Pompey, the type of the obverse
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the Janus head, and that of the reverse the ftaw of
the vessel.

Concurrently with the use of bronse coins, the
size of which had been gradually diminishing, there

came into existence a new type of coin which was
eventually to take the place of the more inconvenient

pieces. Three centuries before the Christian era
dawned, the third Samnite War was raging. It was
then that the innovation crept in. The new coinage
of silver b^an not in the city itself but in Campania,
where it was minted for the payment of the troops.

The eariier pieces were dklrachms, and bore the head
of Hercules on the obverse, on the reverse being the

famous representation of Remus and Romulus already

alluded to ; under this group was inscribed the place-

name "aoMANa" There are others of that period
with the helmeted head of Mars on the obverse, a
horse's head and ears of corn on the reverse. At
that time the coins bore the inscription "romano"
on a panel

A little later tbs name became " ROMA," and it was
in relief, not incuse as it had been in the earlier

varieties. Another change came half a century later,

when the Romans had adopted Tallas as the type of
their city personified. On the obverses the goddess's
head is helmeted, on the reverses the Dioscuri gallop
to rifrht (see Fig. 31) : these pieces are the early denarii,

the size and type of which was mainly preserved
throughout the Consular coinage. Castor and Pollux,
the twin Imthren, were the gods of sailors, merchants,
and travellers, and it is said were accepted with satis-

faction by every class as the type of silver curraicy.
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From the year b.c 217 until the Imperial issues

the coins of Rome are classed as Family eofau.

Those having the right to issue them were the officers

of the Republic and the generals cmnmamUfv ^
armies.

The Family series are by no means difficult to

collect, and may be secured in fine preservation for

from two to three shilh'ngs each, although there are
rarities, and some of exceptional value. In issues of
the period dating onward until the close of the
Republican era there was some use of bronze or
copper, but they were mainly of silver. The quadriga
became the favourite type, and the value mark " x "

«'as mostly used. In Fig. 32 is shown a denarius
of Sulla, one of the Cornelia family ; on the reverse
a military figure stands in a trittm(dial quadr^
crowned by a Victory flying overhead; in the ncefgue
L[ucius] SULLA.

Towards the year B.c. 104 the name " roma " was
omitted In that year - roma " rarely appears, and
her place was taken by a multiplicity of deities,

Apollo, Saturn, Hercules, and Vulcan being the
most frequently seen. From this time to the be-
ginning of the Imperial period a greator irregularity

of type and size is noticeable. The issuers were
chiefly denoted by their family names in full, prefixed
by the distinguishing initials of their first names.
The types vary much, for many of the emblems refer

to events in their lives or in the past of their families.

In the eariy days the minting of money was fre-

quently shown accompanied by minting instruments,
such, for instance, the coins of the Carisia gens, on



Roman i.<>i\s ok thk eoxsinR i>ki<I'II>.

Kiy. 31. Kaily type Kij; .?2. iKii.irius of Siilla (C'oiiicli.i jjcnsi ;

Ki«. .Vi. Julia Kens ; Via. 34, Mark AnUmy ; Fig. 35, Ocla-
vius ; l-'ijj. 3<i, Julia tiens.

IMPERIAL SERIES.

•"'»?• 3". Julius Cesar ; Fiji. 38, Aii^unIus
; Vin. v;. Tihtrius

;

Fig. 40, Caligula
; Fig. 41, Claudius

; Fig. 42, Xcro.
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which is the inscription "CVR.X.FU8.C," and the
legend "moneta." The old dies were struck by
hand and were soon broken ; hence it is that there
are fo many minor variationa in dies purportinf; to
represent the same device. As we have sr^ n, the
coins of the Re[)ubhc generally bore the head of
some deity, for it was not until the Senate placed
the head of Julius Cxsar upon the pieces struck in
his honour that any personal portraits were attempted
by the die-sinkers. There :s an extensive and very
interesting series of coins of th Julia family. The
best Icnown is the one with the type of the elephant
cmsUng the serpent An interesting variety is shown
In Pis- 33 on the obverse b a female head, and on
the reverse the inscription "caesar" and a military
trophy. During the last portion of the Republican
era there were coins bean.ig the head of Julius,
struck by the magistrates and generals by oixier of
the Senate, others which had upon them the names
of Lepidus, Antony, and Octavius. That shown in
Fig. 34 bears the head of Mark Antony on the
obverse, and that of M. Lepidus on the reverse.
The beautiful coin of Octavius. illustrated in Fig. 35,
is in the British Museum. The one shown in Fi^. 36
is also in the National Collection ; it was illustrated
and described by Stevenson in his "Dictionary of
Roman Coins," as a silver piece of the Julia femily

;

on the obverse is the head of Brutus, and on the
reverse the />t7eus, or Cap of Liberty, between two
daggers. That brings the series to a fittin'r con-
clusion in that it was OctavltM who afterwards took
the name of Aiq^ustus, and assuming the Imperkl
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purple heralded in the era of Rome under its

EmpercM^
As a convenience for those about to form a cabinet

of Republican denarii, the following table, giving
both surnames and family names of most of the
issues procurable, should be helpful :-—

SirKN-AMR.

Acuculus
Agrippa

Abate
Ahenoharhus
AlbiniM
Antiatkus
Ac^uinus

AsMgenes
Atratiniu

Auffttrinn*

BiOa
Balbus

Bassus
Bibttliu

Blandtti

Blasio

Biocchus
Brutus

Buca
I^urslo

(!;i'icianu'.

C.i sar

Caliiiis

Capt'lla

Capitu

Capitiilinus

Catlx)

Casca
Cato

MUILT.

Valeria.

Luria.

Vipsania.

Senilia.

Domitia.
Postumia.
Mtenia.

Cxdlia.
Cornelia.

Senpronia.
Minuda.
MVm.
Adtk.
Antonia.
Atia.

GMmelia.
Nsevia.

Thoria.
Betiliena.

Calpurnia.

Kuljellia.

Cornelia.

Furia.

Junia.

.'Kmilia.

Julia.

Oassta.

Scrvilia.

Juli.-i.

O i-lia.

Navia.
Fonteia.

Maria.

Oppia.
I'etillia.

I'apiria.

Scrvilia.

I'orcia.

MHXAMK.

Catullus

Celer
Celsus

Censorinus
Cerco
Cestianus
Cethegus
Chilo, Cilf

Cinna
Codes
Cordus
Cowttt
CoMa
Cotu
Cnudpe*
Cnulua

»f

Critpinas

Croto
rhmnnui
Fabatns
FautiM
Fdix
Flaccus

t»

Flavius

Fliiriis

FosUilus

Frufji

Ual^eria]

(;alba

Gallus

Geininus
Geta.

Grag[ulus]
Gi^icciius

lleniic..*

PAMILT.

Valeria.

Cassia.

Papia.

Marcia.

Lutatia.

Pla-torit

,

Cornelia.

Flaminia.

Cornelia.

I loratia.

Mucia.
Cornelia.

I'edania.

Aurelia.

Furia.

Licinia.

Canidia.

Quinctia.

Metilia.

Rttbria.

RoKta.
Cornelia.

Cornelia.

Kutilia.

Valeria.

Decinia.
AquilKa.
Ponpeta.
Calpurnia.

Memmia.
Sulpicia.

Asinia.

Caninia.

Aburia.

Hnsidia.

Antestia.

.Sempronia.

Flavk.
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Sl-RNAMB.

Hypsanis
Judex
Junianus
Kalenua
Labeo
Labientu
Lata
Lunki
Lariacolus

Lentultu

Lcpidus
Ubu

IJcinus

Limetanui
Lunginui
Longus
Luoutus
Lupeicus
Macer

i»

Magnus
Malleolus

iVlarcellinus

Marccllus

Maridaiaus
MsximiH

»i

Mensor
Messalia
Metullus

Mul.)

Murcu-s

Murena
Mus
Musa
Nasd
N'atu
Nenra

Nomentanus
Nuniiuius

Otho
Pxtui

•»

Palikanus
Pansa
Paullus

PhiUppiu

FAMILY.

Plautia.

Veltia.

Licinia.

Fufia.

Fabia.
Alia?
Pofda.
^lia.
Accolda.
Cornelia.

Emilia.
Marda.
Scribonia.

Porci.1.

Mamilia.
Cassia.

Mussidia.

Terentia.

Gallia.

Lidnia.
Sepullku
Pompeia.
Poblicia.

Cornelia.

Claudia.

Cossutia.

Egnatia.

Fabia.

Farsulcia.

Valeria.

Ca-cilia

Poniponia.

Stalia.

Licinia.

Dccia.

Pomponia.
Axia.

I'inaria.

Cocceia.

Lidnia.

Silia.

Atilia.

Considia.

Salvia.

M\uL.
Considia.

LoUia.
Vibia.

iGmilia.

Maida.

MUKNAMK.

Philus

Pictor

Piso

Pitio

Pius

i>

Plancus

tt

Platorinus

I>ttldter

Purpureo
(Juinctilianuii

Keginus
Kegulus
KesUo
Rociis

Kufiu

KuUus
Sabinus

Sabula
Salinatur

Saranus
Saserna
Satuminus
Saxula
Socva
Scarpus
Scaurus

II

Scipio

Secundtu
Ser . . .

•

Silanu-s

Silianus

Silus

Sisenna
Spinther

Stolo
Strabo

Sufenas

rAMILT.

Furia.

Fabia.

Calpurnia.

Sempronia.
Coxilia.

Pompeia.
Munatia.
Plautia.

Sttlpicia.

Claudia.

FaUa.
Nonia.
Anttstia.

Li\niMia.

Antia.
Creperia.

AuicUa.
Cordia.

Ludlia.
Mesdnia.
Minuda.
Plotia.

Pompeia.
Pomponia.
Sulpicia.

Servilia.

Minatia.

Tituria.

Vettia.

CossuUa.
Oppia.
Atilia.

Ilostilia.

Appuleia.

Clovia.

Junia.

Pinana.
ilimilia.

Aurelia.

Cornelia.

Arria.

Manila.

Junia.

Litinia.

Sergia.

Cornelia.

Cornelia.

Licinia.

Volteia.

Nonia.
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Sdlk
Sulpiciuiu
SurdiaMs
Talna
TampUm
Taams
Thermlu
TowquUus
Tr^emmiu
Trio
Tragus

Corndk.
ainctk.

wk.
Juventk.
Btebk.
StaUUa.
MiniKk.
Manlk.
Corktk.
Luctetk.
Muk.

SimNAMB.

Tubulin
Tullus
Turdus
Turpiltanus

Unimanus
Vaala
Varro
Varus
Vetus
Vitulus

Volusus

K.VMIl.Y.

Host ilia.

Mivcilia.

Papiria.

I'etronia.

Claudia.

Numonia
Terentia.

Vibia.

Antistia.

Voconia.

Valeria.

The tcrniinuls oi the names inscribed an these coins have not
been salisfacturily determined.



IMI-KKI \l, SII.VKK AM) Udl.II.

Fig. 43, G.ilba ; Fij,'. 44 (Jih..
; Fig. 45, Vitellius ; Fig. 46, Ves-

pasian ; Fig. 47, Titust
; Fig. 48, Oomitian.

Fig. 41^ \irvj Kii>. t .iinmodus , Kiig. 51, Antoninus
Fig. 5.'. Fatiatnu. thv Kldcr . Fig. 5j. iAuMi* ; Fig. 54, Auielian.
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CHAPTER V

THE COINS OF THE TWELVE GREAT C/KSARS

The Roman Mint—Coins and medallions of historic interest—The gods
of the heathen—Triumphs, emUens, and inscriptions.

It seems fitting that the coins of the twelve Great
Caesars should be reviewed apart from those—many
del»sed in quality of metal and in siK—of tlte

Emperors and usurpers who followed them. Yet the
earlier reigns do not by any means contain all that is

beautiful or rare in the Imperial series ! They do,

however, lend tone and impart dignity to the cabinet

in they form a fitting place of prominence.
Of diiTerent sizes to many of the later coins, they
may, with advantage, be classed by themselves. The
most frequently met with are, of course, the splendid

series of sestertii, or first brass, but they are supple-

mented 1^ lMS«r pieces known as medallions, mostly
commemo'-ative, and probably issued as medals and
retained c.s such. The so-called large brass coins

minted frooi an amalgam of tin and copper,

and the dies woe airefully prepared and the coins
well struck. With equal precision the dupondii, or

second brass, woe minted, and many of the dies for
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the smaller pieces being in id way inferior to the
Uargtr coins and medallions. The small coins or third

brass of the early Emperors were unimportant and
need not be taken much note of

The gold, silver, and brass of the early ( ssar,
offer many attractions to the collector, especially to
the student of history—the history of a country
which attained an exceptional status it the world.
When the Imperial purple was assumed by Augustus
a new departure was made, and although many of
the offices which had been filled by men associated
with the minting of money were retained, they were
to some extent sinecures. The Kmperors of Rome
acquired the sole right to coin gold aureii and silver

denarii, the mintage of brass resting with the Senate.
The letters s.c. {Senatus amsulto) are conspicuous on
many of the fine bronze and brass pieces, denoting
by whose authority they were issued.

The story of the mint is full of interest. That of
the Roman Mint especially so, for it reveals the vast
resources of that great Empire, and of its mineral
wealth mined in countries far removed from the
Imperial City. Mention of the mines reminds us of
the hardships of those who dug for gold, silver, and
copper, with which to fill the treasure-house of their
masters. In these mines many Christian slaves

vvori<ed
; some, too, may have taken part in the

actual minting of money. Mints were multiplied in

later years, and after the division of the Empire
by Diocletian they were set u[) in many of the con-
quered countries which bci aine Roman provinces.

The coins and medals of the earlier reigns

—
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especially of the twelve Great Caesars—were very
beautiful. The portraiture and inscriptions stood out
in bold relief. On the obverses the heads of the
Emperors and those of their Empresses were excel-
lent likenesses. So true to iiie were they that it is
said the family traits can be seen on coins which
have hitherto been unknown, thus assisting the
expert in naming them. It is a fact that most of
the ordinary issues, however rubbed the inscriptions
are. can be named from the mere outline of the profile
of the head on the obverses.

It is natural, perhaps, that the deities who were
supposed to govern the lives of the people and to
give successes to the army should figure on the coins.
Indeed, the reverses in all the metals are usually
occupied with the representation of deities or their
emblems. The Romans thought it wise to i)ropitiate
them all. Their gods of renown figured with almost
equal frequency; thus in a single tray of coins may
be in- pected the Roman idea of the personification
of Juno, Minerva, Vesta, Ceres, Diana, Mars, Mereury.
Neptune. Jupiter, Vulcan, and Apollo.

It is said that the figure of Jupiter on the coins
was copied from the fiunous statues of Phidias and
Lysippus, and every detal! of form and of his
attributes were carefully executed. Many old
custr>ms and heathen rites may be traced in the
attributes of Juno, the queen of the gc desses
Mmerva. the Greek Athene, is seen on many fine
medallions of the early Csesars, and it v. . » tbut
goddess whose head was chosen to person ,h, Ci».
of Rome on the coins of the Republic, ihc *. ^ <s
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Diana is seen on both Consular and Imperial coins,

especially is she pictured on the later issues of

Gallienus. Vulcan is a familiar figure, and is at once

recognized by his anvil and hammer by all who know
him to be the god of workers in metal and of artisans.

There were plenty of statues of Venus from which

the die-sinkers of the Roman mint-masters could

model their effigies of that goddess ; and the legend
" VENVS GENETRix " IS seen on coins of most of the

Empresses, especially on those of Faustina the Elder,

and Lucilla. The sacred fire of Vesta is depicted

on her altars, and the goddess is recognized by her

attributes.

Mars, originally the god of the agriculturist, became
the god of war. The tillers of the soil were enrolled

as soldiers in time of need, and welcomed Mars as

their preserver at all times. The numerous inscrip-

tions in honour of the god may be exemplified in the

one which reads " MARTI CONSERVATORI AVG N "

[ostri], ( To Mars the Preserver of our Emperor).

The inscription " HERCVLES VICTORI " is often met
with, for Hercules was a favourite protector. The
early beliefs of the Romans were strong, and for the

most part they were clung to tenaciously. The
emblems on the coins they used had a real meaning

to them ; thus Apollo was to them a preserver much
sought after in times of plague and disease. In the

reign of Gallienus, the god is represented by a centaur,

Apollo having been taught the art of healing by the

Centaur Chiron—so the legend ran. Apollo was the

most frequently used type on the earlier coins of

Constantine. Then came the Emperor's conversion
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F'm 6i, First brass of Nero.

62

Fig. 62, First brass of Nero.

i
I

63

Fig. 63, First brass of Galba.
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to Christianity, and suddenly the heathen gods which

had been such a stumbling-block to the early Christian

Church were banished from the Roman coins—they

disappeared before the mystic symbol of the Cross,

which was henceforth to take their place.

Just as the religions of Rome are made clear by
the inscriptions on "a few old coins," so the daily

life of its citizens may be better understood by their

study. The games in which the people revelled are

pictured. Those cruel sports were, it is said, first

instituted to appease the heathen gods in time of

pestilence. They are shown on coins of Augustus
who held their sixth celebration ; and they are again

pictured on coins of Domitian and Septimus Severus,

as well as on some of the later pieces. On a coin of

Domitian the procession of boys and girls mentiofid

by Horace is depicted ; and on another coin some of

the animals killed in the so-called games are repn-
sented. The hopes and aspirations of men were

personifled, and used as emblems on many of the

coins. Thus special prominence is given to Peace,

Plenty, Concord, Eternity, Providence, Faith, Joy,

and Equity.

The common objects of interest around them gave

the die-sinkers plenty of scope for their skill, for the

works of man, too, were conspicuous, especially the

peaceful arts. Very valuable are the coins on which

these were depicted to students of Roman history

;

for on them are seen faithfully and accurately repre-

sented architectural buildings and sculpture, much
of which has perished, and that which remains to the

(Mresent day is disfigured or has lost its (wiginal beauty.
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There are basilicas, bridges, aqueducts, columns,
tombs, arches, and temples. In the last-named group
are temples which had been erected to Jupiter, Janus,
Venus, Mars, and Concord. The fine arch erected in
honour of Nero on the Capitoline Hill is seen on a
first brass of that wicked ruler. Such arches are
conspicuous on coins of Domitian and Trajan, whose
Column is immediately recognized. A splendid
representation of the Fla.ian Amphitheatre (the
Colosseum) is on a first brass of Titus. In a city
so full of exquisite marbles as Rome was in the days
of its greatness, it is no wonder that some of the
works of art, so few of which remain now, were
chosen as the types u r the reverses of the large brass
or sestertii of the twelve Great Caesars.

The inscriptions on Roman coins are a fruitful

source of information. It is true they are much
abbreviated, but that does not deter the enthusiastic
numismatist from deciphering them. The army of
Rome maintained the greatness of the Empire, hence
it is that allusions to the Imperial troops are so
frequently met with. It is quite easy to recognize
the legends referring to them, for the word exercitas
(army) is often mentioned. The most complete set
of allusions is found on the coins and medals of
Hadrian, on which are recorded the doings of the
eleven armies of Britannia, Cappadocia, Dacia, His-
pania, Judaea, Germania, Mauretania, Norica, Parthia,
Rhxtia, and Syria. In explanation of these legends
it may be pointed out that the concord of the army
was of paramount importance, hence the frequent
legend, " CONCORDIA EXERCITVVM "

: the loyalty of
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the army was of equal value, thus we find on the
reverses of many " fides EXERCITWM "

; the glory
and virtue of the soldiers is in like manner com-
memorated. The Roman legions were early men-
tioned

; thus on silver denarii of Mark Antony,
Severus, Carausius, and others, they are referred to!
and typified by their standards. On the later coins
of Constantine the Great the eagles of Rome were
displaced for the labarum, on which was the monoeram
of Christ

It is impossible here to do more than mention a
few of the chief inscriptions which record special
purposes of mintage or give some new glory to the
Emperor in whose honour they were struck, and whose
eflSgy they bore. The consulate so often inscribed
was a relic of the Consular period, when two men of
renown were appointed to rule for the year. During
Imperial power the Emperors frequently non "nated
themselves or their sons. The change had come
when Julius was appointed Dictator. It was the
surname of the Julia family which was selected as
the title for the coming wearer of the purple, and too
frequently a Caesar was proclaimed by the soldiers in
m)ment of victory without any thought of the

y of that soldier prince to rule over the
..u'es of the Empire of Rome.

The superscription of the Emperors brings to mind
vividly scenes in Biblical history. " Whose is the
image and superscription?" was the question asked
by our Lord. And we find the answer before us, as
it was in days gone by, when we inspect a denarius
of Tiberius. For there it is written. In clear letter-
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ing we realize that the Emperor Tiberius ascribed to
himself equality with the Divine. He was the high
priest of the hoithen— tlMlr *• pontifex maximvs."
The empty honour of being Father of his Country

was given to Augustus, and is seen on his coins on
which is read " pater patria" Deceased emperors
were often accorded deification, thus consecration
coins struck after death were inscribed "mws," and
those in memory of their wives " DIVA."
The coinage of the twelve Great Caesars, as we have

seen, presents an historical series of coins minted
in gold aureii (iV), silver denarii (/R), and brass
sestertii and dupondii (M). In addition to the
pieces bearing the Imperial portraits there are those
coins struck by and in honour of others connected
with the Emperors

; those collectable under those
respective rdgns may be gathered from the foUowine
table :—

Angustus, Emperor ,.c. a/.A-D. 14
Julia, wife of Augustus
Agrippa

Tiberius, Emperor a.d. u-?7
Caius

Cains and Lucius

Drusus, Senior

Antonia

Drusus, Junior

Germanicus

Agrippina, wife of Germanicus

^•8^ A.D. 37-41

Claudius

Agrippina, wife of Claudius

A.0. 54-68



Fin. ft;, First brass of Doniitinii.

V\^. 69, First brass of Trajan.
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Oalbi

Olbo t>> ,„

VIMHw ••• ... ...

Vc«pa.sian

Domitills, wife <)f Vespasian

Titos

Julk, daughter of Titus

Domitian

Domitik, wife of Domitian

A.O. 68-69

>•• A.D. 69

V.D. 69

A.D. 69-79

A.I). 79-81

A.D. 81-96

When the coins of this period are compared with
authenfc busts of the Kmperorsand PImpresses in the

galleries of the British Museum, the skill of the

Roman die-sinkers is admired, and their faithful

portraiture rect^izcd. The illustrations given in

this chapter are all either gold aureii or silver denarii.

Fig- 37 represents a coin of Julius Ciusar struck ^ker
he had been made Dictator, the inscription of the

obverse reading CAESAR . Dic "
; on the reverse is the

legend " L. BVCA," and a winged caduceus laid across

a Consular fasces, an axe, a globe, and two hands
clasped. Fig. 38 is a fine coin of Augustus, on

the reverse the inscription "C.CAES." and in the

exergue, "AVGVS.F[illius]." relating to his ado; m
by Julius.

The so-called "Tribute penny" of Tiber'as, by
no means a scarce piece, is shown in Flo-. 39. A
denarius of Caius Caesar (Caliguh^ > shown in Fig. 40,
the inscription on the reverse is one frequently seen
on Roman coins ; it is " s . P . Q . R.," signifying Senatus
Popubtsque Romanus (The Senate and the Roman
Feeble). The illustration, Fig. 41, is taken from
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a rare coin of Claudius in the British Museum. It

is especially interesting because of the triumphal arch

on the reverse, inscribed " de britann," commemo-
rating the conquest of Britain. Fig. 42 represents

an exceedingly fine gold aureus of Nero. On the

reverse Nero is represented standing, his head
radiated. In his left hand he holds a Victory, and
in his right a laurel branch.

Most of the coins of Galba, a denarius of whose
reign is illustrated in Fig. 43, are scarce. Well-

preserved coins of the short reign of Otho are

exceedingly difficult to obtain ; the one shown in

Fig. 44 is a very fine specimen in the British

Museum. Concord is seen on the reverse of the coin

of Vitellius, in Fig. 45. Vespasian used a variety

of reverses, that illustrated in Fig. 46 showing a

bull, was issued during the sixth consulate of the

Emperor. The coins of Titus in all the metals are

remarkable for the fine series commemorative of the

capture of Judxa, the one -ilustrated in Fig. 47
showing a weeping maiden beneath a palm-tree.

Domitian, the last of the twelve Great Cxsars, issued

many fine silver pieces, some with scarce reverses.

The one illustrated in Fig. 48 represents the l^endary
story of the wolf and the twins, in the exergue a

small boat.

The foregoing illustrations represent the series

issued by the Emperors in silver and gold. Con-

current with these the Senate struck many beautiful

sestertii, and some of the larger medallions, as well

as dupondii. The collector can gather many of

these, but in fine preservation some of them are
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Fig. 70, First brass of Hadrian.

Fig. 72, First brass of Antoninus Pius.
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extremely rare ; the inexperienced must beware of

forgeries, of which there are many.

The reigtj of Augustus was prolific in contributing

to the scries ofbronze, especially in the early commem-

orative pieces, the one illustrated in Fig. 55 being an

example of the coins struck in honour of Julius Cassar

(after his death) ; on the obverse is the deified head

of Julius, around it the inscription " Divos iVLivs,"

on the reverse the head of Octavius (Augustus), and

the legend " CAESAR . DIVI . F." Fig. 56 is a large brass

struck as a restoration coin in honour of Augustus,

around whose laureated head on the obverse is the

legend, " DIVVS avgvstvs," by Nerva, whose in-

scription can be read around " s C " on the reverse.

Another restitution coin is shown in Fig. 57, on the

reverse of which Augustus is representi,<i seated

before an altar. On the reverse is the name of

Tiberius, in whose reign it was struck. A first brass

of Tiberius, illustrated in Fig 58, shows an altar with

a figure of Victory on either side. In the exo^e
is the legend « ROM ET AVG." According to Steven-

son this coin was struck at Lyons, where a temple

and an altar had been erected by the Gauls " to

Rome and Augustus." On a fine piece of Claudius

illustrated in Fig. 59, Hope holds a flower in her

right hand. On another coin of Claudius, shown

in Fig. 60, there is a triumphal arch surmounted by

an equestrian statue.

There are quite a number of fine reverses of Nero

;

the one shown in Fig. 6i is that of Roma seated,

holding a figure of Victory in her hand, in the field

the letters " S.C." Another coin of the same Emperor
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shown in Fig. 62 represents Nero riding on horse-
back, followed by a horseman carrying a vexilium.
Many of the first brass of Galba are rare, one

exceptionally fine piece, illustrated in Fig. 63, bears
the inscription " s p Q R oB civ. SER." On the reverse
of a first brass of Vitellius (Fig. 64) Mars is seen
carrying a trophy and a spear, the legend round
it reading "mars victor."

A fine first brass of Vespasian commemorating
the victories of the Emperor's armies in Judiea is

given in Fig. 65 ; on that of Titus, in Fig. 66, Peace
holds an oliv. branch commemorating the peace then
concluded. The last illustration of the coins of the
Great Caesars is a first brass of Domitian, see Fig. 67 ;

on the reverse the Emperor is represented clasping

hands with a youth in a tc^a in front of an altar,

near by being a soldier, and a standard-bearer. In
concluding this chapter, the attention of the reader
is drawn to Fig. 73, a coin struck in honour of the

Empress J ivia, the fourth wife of Augustus, on
which is the legend " IVSTITIA," and to Fig. 74, a
large memorial hnaa of Agrippina, on the reverse

of which is a carpentium drawn by two mules.



Fig- 73- Coin of (he Empress Livia
;
Fig. 74, Miinorial coin of the

Empress Agrippina.

Kig, 75. Sabina (vviie ... Hadrian)
; Fi;,'. 76, First brass of Faustina

(daughter of Antoninus Pius).
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CHAPTER VI

ROMAN CURRENCY UNDER THE LATER EMPERORS

Empire-builders and the inscriptions on their coins—Dehasine the
currency—Late Bynntine coins.

After the division of the Empire under Domitian,
the Emperors who immediately succeeded him appear
to have specially favoured the issue of medallions
to commemorate the chief events which were then
occurring throughout the vast Empire, to which
the army was adding every year. They also took
every opportunity of altering the dies of the large
brass sestertii, and added to their own titles or made
mention of the activity going on in the State in each
fresh issue. As during the reigns of the earlier
Caesars the coins of later types kept in memory green
the ancient faiths, and the deities supposed to preside
over the destinies of men and their special occupa-
tions

; but thn coinage was chiefly made use of as
a means of recording victories and telling the peoplem picture form of the triumphs they were achiev-
ing and of the buildings being erected to Rome.
There seems to have been an educative intent in
the numerous medals, clearly read by those who

lOB
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could follow the signs and emblems introduced. In

Fig. 67 is given a beautiful coin struck during the

twelfth consulate of Domitian ; on the reverse the

Emperor is seen clasping the hand of a youth in

a toga, standing in front of an altar, in proximity
being a soldier and a standard-bearer. It is one
of many, and as an encouragement to collectors we
may repeat the words of Captain Smith, an old

authority on Roman coins: "The medals of this

Emperor are abundant and cheap."

The emblems on the coins of Nerva are also very

instructive, and elucidative of the history of the

times ; one of the commoner types is two hands,

joined, emblematical of good faith, others of a like

character are numerous. On some there is a military

trophy affixed to the prow of a vessel, symbolical

that the army and the navy concurred in the election

of Nerva, who as Emperor in his short reign of two
years accomplished much. On the obverse of the

first brass represented in Fig. 68 is the legend
" VEHICVLATIONE ITALIAE REMMISSA." This, an-

other remarkably interesting piece, on which is seen

two mules feeding, liberated from their yokes, com-
memorates NeP'a giving relief to the people of Italy

from the opprci; ion under which they had suffered

—

an event which took place in A.D. 97. Towards the

last part of the reign of the Emperor he was assisted

by Trajan who succeeded him, and afterwards struck

pieces recording the deification of his predecessor;

these may be distinguished by the inscription " DIVVS
NERVA."

For twenty years Trajan ruled. He was an empire-
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builder of no mean order, and he caused some of
the finest buildings Roman architects can boast of
to be put up. Among those commemorated on his
coin* is the stone bridge across the Danube, and,
of course, his masterpiece, the great Column in the
Forum. That shown in Fig. 69 bears the legend
"OPTIMO pRiNCin," indicating the title of Optintus
Princtps which had been conferred on Trajan by
the Senate. The coin* of Trajan relating to Britain
are of special interest to British collectors ; on the
reverse of one Jiritannia is seated, a spear in her
hand, her foot upon a rock, a spiked shield or
buckler at her side ; in the exergue the inscription
" BRITANNIA." It was from commemorative (^eces
such as that, telling of the victories in Britain, that
we derive the emblem so familiar still on our own
bronze coinage. To the old Roman it told of a
conquered nation subdued, another colony planted

;

to the Britisher of to-day the emblem calls to mind
the familiar stirring song telling that "Britannia rules
the waves," and that her sons will never bow in
slavery to another conqueror!

Hadrian was in Antioch when Trajan died, in
A.D. 118. He was then declared Emp -or, and
continued to lead the armies, with whose aid he had
already won many triumphs. He is remembered as
one of those Roman generals who nuuvhed with his
legions through Britain and left his mark in the
building of the ^imous wall, fragments of which may
still be seen, a which are treasured as the chief
ajitiquarian rec ds of the presence of the Romans
in this country. The names and tides on the coins

6
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of Hadrian are a little puzzling ; as an instance, the

one referring to iiis adoption by Trajan and to his

being the grandson of Nerva, which reads : " imp.

CAES . HADRIANVS . DIVI . NER . TRAI . OPT , FIL." A
first brass of Hadrian, showing Ceres holding two
wheat-ears and a torch, struck during the third

consulate of the Emperor, is given in Fig. 70.

Perhaps one of the most remarkable medals
of Hadrian is that representing the Emperor
destroying by fire the bonds, when he paid out

of his own purse the debts of the State, 9,000,000

sestertii—an example to modem statesmen of great

wealth

!

The medals of Sabina, the wife of Hadrian, con-

firm the testimony of historians who tell of the

beauty of this princess : on the obverses of some of
these pieces her hair is arranged terminating with

a long braid; on others the hair is bound up tightly

at the back of the head. The reverse of the first

brass shown in Fig. 75 has for its type Vesta, seated,

holding a palladium and sceptre. On a remarkably
fine deification medal Sabina is represented as borne
on the wings of an eagle to heaven.

Antoninus Pius assumed many names and used
them freely on his coins, making his inscriptions no
easy matter to define. He had been a successful

consul, and had taken a prominent place in the affairs

of State during the reign of Hadrian, and his coins

tell of the position he held as Emperor in the
opinion of the Senate. Fig. 71 is a first brass of

his, on the reverse being a decastyle temple on the

pediment of which is a figure seated between two
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other figures kneeling. On the reverse of another

coin, shown in Fig. 72, Peace is seen in the act of

setting fire to a pile of arms with her torch. Fig. 76

is a first brass of Faustina, the daughter of An-

toninus Pius, on the reverse of which Lsetitia is seen

standing. For an example of a silver denarius of

Antoninus Pius see Fig. 51, a coin of the Empress

Faustinia the Elder, his wife, being given in Fig. 52.

The coins of Commodus are varied in their types.

Fig. 50 is a silver denarius of that Emperor, and

Fig. 78 a brass coin of special interest, the Emperor

being shown sacrificing at a tripod, an attendant in

the act of killing a bull, the ceremony being attended

by musicians. In Fig. 79 is given a first brass of

Crispina, the wife of Commodus; on the reverse

Joy holds a wreath and supports a rudder upon

a globe.

Septimus Severus became sole Emperor in A.D.

197. He founded many colonies, and was particu-

larly active in Britain, dying at Eboracum (York)

A.D. 211. His medallions are good, but most of the

silver and brass of ordinary types was poor. It was

at that time that the deterioraticm of the quality of

metal began. The specimens of this reign illus-

trated are exceptionally fine, howevc , the first,

Fig. 80, relates to the victories in Britain, the

legend reading " victoriae : ritannicae "
; and

the second, Fig. 81, to the establishment of pf>ace

in the Empire after the overthrow of Pescennius

Niger. The coins of Julia Domnc, the second wife

of Severus, are also plentiful.

At this period in Roman history the coins of the
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Emperors and their generals are stamped with the
lowering of the standard of quality in every way.
The Emperors themselves were men who showed
low and depraved characters, and their medals seem
to breathe of murder, rapine, and crime. The chief
coins were the impoverished second and third brass
and denarii, the quality of which scarcely warrants
its being classed as silver, for most of the specimens
are only copper washed with silver or tin. Such is

the aspect of the trays which contain the coins
of Caracalla, Geta, Marrinus, Elagabalus, Alex-
ander, Maximinus, Gordianus I, Balbinus, Pupienus
(the coins of this prince are of great rarity),

Philippus, Trajanus Decius, Trebonianus Gallus, and
others of that ^e.

Scarcely greater interest centres in the coins of
Valerian us, which are for the most part billon and
copper. Those in honour of Mariniana, his wife,

struck after her death, however, are pleasing, the
type of the reverse being the sacred peacock of Juno,
around which is read the legend " CONSkcratio."
The illustrations relating to this period show the

decline of art and general deterioration of design.
Two scarce coins of Caracalla are shown in Figs.

82 and 83, the reverse of the former representing
Security, and the latter Britannia with her hands
tied behind her. In Fig. 84, a coin of Geta, Cara-
calla and Geta, are shown in the act of sacrificing

;

on another piece of the same prince. Fig. 85, there is

a Victory seated on the reverse. Fig. 86 is a fine

specimen of the scarce coins of Macrinus. Fig. 87
represents a coin of Elagabalus, who was born at
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Emesa, ^ere Heltogabalus, from whom he derived
his name, was chiefly worshipped

; hence the figure

of Sol as the principal emblem on the reverse.

A very interesting group of coins of the later

Empresses is given in Figs. 88-91. One of Julia

Maesa, on the reverse of which is Felicity, is shown
in Fig. 88 ; and one of Julia Mamaea, having Vesta
for its type, in Fig. 89. Gordianus Pius, with
Lztitia on the reverse, is represented by Fig. 90;
and Octacilla Severa in Fig. 91.

Gallienus seems to have issued a vast number of
small brass coins, and to have used every ingenuity

in varying their reverses. Of the coins of the
Emperors which followed little need be said. It was
Diocletian who put the currency on a somewhat
better footing and introduced a new coin, which he
named a foUis, about the size of the English half-

penny, of bronze.

The finds of Roman coins in this and other
countries have brought to light many varieties, so
much so that it is possible to collect hundreds all

different, and yet having a similarity in the profile

portraiture of the Emperor. Such coins are inter-

esting to the collector, but not to the art connoisseur.

It is worth noting that while many of the discoveries

of coins show that they had been buried in a camp
or on the site of a mint, quite a number of them have
been found near some ancient well ; the Romans held
their wells to be sacred, and believed such a place to

be the safest, for none would rob a sacred spot for

fear of the gods. Fortunately, those hoards have
been veritable hunting-^rrounds for the present-day
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collector, who sorts them out and finds delight even
in those almost undecipherable—if it gives him a
new reverse.

The coins of the Lower Empire are indeed so
numerous, and their issuers came and went »!th
such rapidity, that the collector is lost in the maze
of the multiplicity of monarchs and in the variety

of their small brass. These little coins, presenting

so many interesting reverses, are either billon or
copper, sometimes washed with silver. Some of the

dies were crude in their designs, although most of

them are emblematical of the later Roman deities,

varied after the adoption of the Christian faith by
Constantine by emblems of the new religion

;

dropped in the days of Julian the Apostate, who
revived the rites of the heathen gods, and restored

them to the place of honour on the coinage.

The rarity of these little pieces vary
;
they may,

however, be roughly classified under three divisions,

denoting their approximate relative values. The
common coins are those of Valerian, Gallien,

Salonica, Postumur Claudius Gothicus, Victorian,

Tetricus, Aurelian, Tacitus, Probus, Diocletian,

Maximian, Constantius I, Crispus, Constantine II,

Constans, Licinius, and a few others. Among the
scarcer varieties may be mentioned Salonin, Quin-
tillus, Severina, Carus, Carinus, Numerian, Carausius,

Allectus, Fausta, Julian 1 1, and Honorius. Thert o.re

a few rare reigns which are difficult to obtain in fine

preservation. Among them are those of Laelian,

Marius, Macrianus II, Quietus, Florian, Delmattus,
and Jovianus. Side by side with the small brass
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t^^r^ there WM w issue at con-temporary dates of coins in pure silver amd- ^51
«>ne^ab.e pieces bein, those^/cots^;.s*7:^f„ HGrat,a„. Valentinian II. Valens. Honor us. Th^'dostus. and Arcadius.

'worius, Theo-

tt r i'"^"'"
°' ^^""^ fromplace of the.r mintage, mostly recorded. Foremost among the mint towns of Byzantine Empe'rsn the provinces was London (Londinium) where

A.U 291 ,
the abbreviations are "

r on " "
r iw o„ 1

(Um„lod„„„mi Mme of the small coi„TTf

known by «r.," «rv.." or «rav"
^^avenna.

Jnll;r^« bralhT"
^°'"^' P-h^P^ -re thann any other branch of numismatics, is faced withthe numerous counterfeits which haie been madenot always modern foreeries h„f r

'

tl^ose made centuries agf One IfT.?
"^"^''^

"duplicators" was Carl iecke" whl "'^l"^^tffw u' •
uccKer, who was born in

.77.. H« p,ec w«e of good meul .„d
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fully executed—a little too good, for their superiority
of finish gives them away

; moreover, they are rather
higher in relief than the originals

; they are more
noticeable, too. in that they chiefly represent very
rare coins, and for that reason they are often retained
in the cabinet, filling up gaps which would otherwise
be vacant. Becker's forgeries include Greek, Roman,
and Mediaeval.

There are ancient forgeries, too, for many finds
of Roman coins in this country include copies made
for actual circulation by the British, after the Romans
had left our shores. Although forgeries and author-
ized coins were struck from carefully p.epared dies,
the duplication of coins was sometimes cheaply
effected by casting iu clay. The little moulds made
of pellets of clay impressed with a coin which had
been originally struck from an approved die only
lasted two or three times, after which they were
thrown away. Being perishable, they are not often
found entire, although fragments are commonly met
with on the site of such a mint.

Collectors, although probably failing to see any-
thing to admire in the very crude series of coins
Issued by the Emperors of the Eastern Empire
after the downfall of the Western division of the
once most powerful nation that the world had
known, cannot very well ignore such pieces, as the/
are able to secure them in good condition.
Taking their name from the ancient one of the
city of Constantine, the true Byzantium series b^'ns
with coins of Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518, and con-
tinues until the middle of the fifteenth century,
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gradually getting merged Into the issues of European
nations of medieval days. The dies, even of the
earlier pieces of the series, had lost ail the beauty
of the old Roman currency, and were badly cut and
very carelessly designed. It must be remembered,
however, that this money coined at Constantinople,
Nicomedia, Rome, Carthage, and Alexandria, had a
very wide circulation. Many of the places from
which It was issued had possessed mints before.
Rom:m varieties of Alexandrian coins with distinct
characteristics had been struck there during the
reigns of many of the old Emperors, but the new
coins were destined to have a large circulation in
the Mediterranean and on the Continent of Europe.
The follis introduced by Diocletian had reached its
height in the reign of Justinian ; its nominal value
was then 40 noumia, and the mark appearing in
the centre of the reverse was the Greek numeral M.
Chief among its subdivisions was the half-value piece,
marked by the Greek K or the Roman numerals
XX (twenty)

; its lesser parts being similarly dis-
tinfTuished,

The crude lettering of the inscriptions on these
corns is not always easy to trace ; on those of Anas-
tasius it generally takes the form of " D.N.ANA.S1 Asivs
PP.AVG." (Our Lord Anastasius, Perpetual Augustus.)
A common feature in this coinage is the frequency of
two figures side by side, notably in the reign of
Phocas. When we reach the ninth century most
of the inscriptions are found across the field in two
or three lines : thus a coin of Theophilus, A.D. 829.
reads on the reverse, THEOFILEAVS OVStasv NICAS."
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A coin of Basil I reads in badly formed Greek letters,

when translated, "Basil and Constantine, by the
Grace of God, Kings of the Romans." This pious
legend of the ninth century is used to-day on the
coins of Christian kings, in Latin form, for in the
words " Dei Gratia " we still acknowledge the Divine
Protector and maker of kings.

Among the coins of this period are those of
Romanus and Leo and a few others, uninteresting,

but necessary in order to make such a collection

complete. Lastly, the series of Byzantine coins in-

cludes the curious twelfth'-century cup-shaped pieces
minted in all metals

; they are concave on the obverse
and convex on the reverse. Essentially religious in

their design the obverse represents the King in the

act of being crowned by the Virgin Mary, and on the
reverse Jesus Christ enthroned. The l^ends are
very indistinct, but "i.e." in the field by the side

of the head of our Saviour, are letters readily

deciphered.
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CHAPTER VII

EARLY BRITISH AND ROMANO-BRITISH

The British currency before the landing of the Romans-The coinage
of Impenal money in Britain, and of the continuance of its use
after the evacuation of this country by the Romans.

Records of the earliest coined money used in Britain
are wrapped in tradition and conjecture. It is, how-
ever, generally acknowledged that the Britons who
dwelt in these islands before the first Roman invasion
had a metallic currency. The British gold stater has
been found under conditions which can leave no
doubt as to its authentic use as money, and as a
Bntiih coin. It was, undoubtedly, modelled from
the design of the beautiful gold coins of Philip II of
Macedon, whose staters not only circulated in Greece
and her colonies, but were very generally employed
among the more civilized peoples in other parts of
Europe. These staters were copied bv the Gauls
who received them from Marseilles, then the Greek
colony of Massilia

; and the Gaulish traders who came
to Britain brought over local imitations from which
It IS thought most of the early British coins were
copied, rather than from Philip of Macedon's original
staters.

*

in
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There may, however, have been British mints of
still earlier date, for it is probable that the idea of

minting coins of more convenient form than the native

ring money, some of which has been found in Ireland

and in Celtic British graves, occurred to Britishers

before they had seen the coinage of other nations.

Sir John Evans, the great authority on this series,

places the first British mint in Kent as early as

B.C. 150. Such coins are designated (i) uninscribed,

that is without any lettered inscriptions upon them,
and (2) inscribed, that is with a lettered inscription

added to one or other of the different devices. Un-
inscribed coins of gold and silver,and in a few instances

of copper and mixed metals, are met with. The
general type is that of a rudely engraved head, based
on a crude copy of the stater. The reverse is an
equally poor representation of a horse, of the triple-

tailed type, in the field being numerous pellets.

Some of the examples, especially those included in

an important find at Freckenham, in i88s, are said to

have been minted by the Iceni
;
many similar pieces

have been found in the Channel Islands. That given

in Fig. 93 shows the triple-tailed horse and a chariot-

wheel on the reverse.

The inscribed coins bear different letterings, which,
with more or less uncertainty, have been accorded to

British chieftains, the actual dates of issue in most
cases being somewhat uncertain. Among the in-

scibed series better authenticated than many others
are those of Cunobeline, of which there are specimens
in all metals. His gold coins are generally inscribed

on the obverse, " camvl," and the silver and copper
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"CVNO," in some instances the name reading in full.

On these are emblems such as a bull or a horse

;

in one instance Vulcan is represented forging a
helmet. The coins of Tasciovanus are not un-
common, and may be readily recopnized by their
inscriptions, which, although varied, usually read,
"TASC." Fig. 94 is a copper coin of this prince
minted at Verulamium, inscribed. Other similar
pieces are ascribed respectively to Eppillus, Comux,
Antedrigus, Verica, and Tincommius.
When the Romans came to Britain they found

these scanty currencies insufficient for their purposes
of trade, and gradually introduced a supplementary
currency of Roman coins minted in Britain, although
they brought over with them a plentiful supply of
Imperial currency for the payment of troops, according
to their custom. The Romans maintained settle-

ments, and more or less intermittently occupied the
towns they had built, and the camps they had for-
ti6ed, for centuries.

In order to understand the Roman coins having
reference to the occupation of Britain by the Imperial
troops, and to account for the immense quantities of
Roman gold, silver, and bronze, which have been
found in Britain, it is necessary to trace the con-
nection with the Emperors of Rome and their
northern Province. Britain, also called Albion, was
unknown to the Romans until Julius Caesar crossed
over from a place of embarkation between Calais and
Boulogne, to invade it. That was in the autumn of the
year B.c. 55, when he landed on the Kentish shore with
a small force. The following year he again invaded
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these islands, and landed with five legions, gaining
control over Essex and Middlesex, afterwards making
peace with the natives on their agreeing to the pay-
ment of an annual tribute. Claudius Cssar abo t
A.D. 50, undertook the further subjugation of the
country, and his troops were kept moving about,
one notable event being the capture of the Isle of
Anglesea. when many Druid priests were killed
Then followed the massacre of the Romans by the
Bntons under their enraged Queen, Boadicea. ir
A.D. 61.

In another expedition Vespasian obtained a stronger
hold of Britain, and. later, the Romans under the
command of Agricola. a.d. 78, brought the greater
part of the island under their power. During the
reigns of the earlier Emperors no special reference to
Bntam is met with on the coins left behind by the
Roman troops. Hadrian who landed in person on
British ground, A.D. 121, minted coins bearing upon
them allusions to his conquest. Under Septimus
Severus, the island was divided into two sections
under able governors, but from the death of Severus
to the beginning of the reign of the usurper Carausius.
there is little of note to record in connection with the
Romans in Britain. As already stated in an earlier
chapter it is, however, to the Romans that we owe
the figure of our well-known national emblem-
Britannia.

Carausius, who was a military commander sent out
by the Romans with a naval force to check the out-
rag^ of pirates on the coasts of Holland, France, and
Spam, having incurred the displeasure of his Imperial
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Sovereign, crossed over to liritain, and was favouv
ably received by the Roman troops there stationed.
In A.D. 287 he was made ruler of Britain by the
soldiers, with the title of Augustus. For several
years his fleets swept the seas, and commanded the
mouths of the Rhine and the Seine, during which
time coins were minted in this country, and un-
doubtedly formed a part of the British currency, and
may well be inckukd in a cabinet of coins relating to
Britain. Of these there are many varieties, both in
silver and bronze, the " third brass " reverses being
unusually numerous.

**

On the death of Carausius, Allectus, who was the
assassinator of the king whose friend he had been,
was declared his successor in a.d. 293, His coins
are not so numerous as those of Carausius ; a few arc
fouml, however, with the coins of the Constantines,
which are plentiful in liritain. Constantius Chiorus'
who crossed over from Gaul and marched against
Allectus, seems to have brought with him much
money for the payment 01 troops, and, in addition,
a mint was set up in London. Although the Romans
finally left liritain earlj- in the fifth century of the
Christian era, their coins were in current use by
the natives until the more settled times of the Saxoii
period.

7









CHAPTER VI 11

THE SAXON PEKIOIJ

Early imitations ol Koman moiuy—The sccattas of tiic Saxons—The
first penny struck by Offa—The last coins of the period issued
by Harold II.

Before the Saxon period commenced the natives of
South Britain attempted an imitation ofRoman coins,

with the view of instituting a coinage of their own,
or, perhaps, of supplementing those then in circu-

lation, possibly in some districts insufficient. It is

difficult to distinguish between what may be termed
local contemporary forgeries of Roman coins and the
crude imitations which were evidently the work of
authorized die-sinkers in the sixth and seventh cen-
turies. Many such pieces are met with, but they are
rarely found in quantities. The genuine Roman
coins, on the other hand, have been found in vessels
of pottery intact and unbroken, thousands at a time,
giving every indication of having beat purposely
buried by their possessors.

The first definite currency which comes as the
connecting link between the Roman and the Anglo-
Saxon periods consists of sceattos, an authorized
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ciurfncy mentioned in the laws of /Ethclstan, in

which it was stated " 30,000 sceattas were equal to

£120." Thus one of these coins was only a trifle

less in value than a penny (see Fig. 92). Apparently
the sceattas were designed after the fashion of a

contemporary late Roman or Byzantine coin, and
were struck chiefly in gold and silver, many of them
being now almost undecipherable, and apparently
without inscriptions. Some, however, have Christian

symbols upon them, others the figure of a wolf, and
yet others a few letters, which may possibly be an
abbreviation of the name of iEthelbert, King of
Kent. It is thougJ't that some of these were struck

at Winchester.

Among tl. . obvious copies of Roman coins are

those on which the figure of Victory is conspicuous
—although crudely executed. The examples given

here have heen selected to show a variety of types.

On the obverse of Fig. 95 is a diademed bust, around
it in blundered form "lvndonia." There is a curious

beaded curve around the head on the obverse of
Fig. 96 ; on the reverse a bird. Fig. 97 is a coin

from a better die, and more regularly struck—the

figure on the reverse holding a cross in one hand
and a bird in the other. The gold sceatta, or triens,

illustrated in Fig. 98, is less distinguishable, although
the two figures on the reverse are not diflficult to

trace. On the obverse of Fig. 99 is a cross, on the

reverse birds. In the centre of Fig. 100 is a bird on
the obverse, and a cross, with rosette in the angles
and centre, on the reverse. The types of Fig. loi

are a dragon on the obverse and two figures on the



Figs. 115 and 116, Ceolnoth : V\^. 117. I'lc};mund ; Fi^. 118,

Jithelstaii II.
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reverse. Fig. 102 is a less common variety, the type

being squares and compartments.

The kingdoms of the Heptarchy were those

countries generally defined as Kent, Mercia, East

Anglia, Northumbria, and Wessex ; and the coins

circulating in them are generally placed by collectors

in separate groups, in that there are certain peculiari-

ties which distinguish them from others of the series.

The coins of Kent are both regal and ecclesiastical.

The first group commences with Ecgberht (765-791),

in whose reign silver pennies were struck with the

king's name on the obverse ; on the reverse a cross,

in the angles of which are the letters " uauba."

These were followed by an issue of Eadberht II

(796-798), his pennies being inscribed on the obverse

EADBEARHT REX," in three lines across the field

;

on the reverse is the moneyer's name (see Fig. 109).

There are coins of Cuthred (798-806) and of Baldrcd

(806-825) (see Fig. 1 10). The present values of the

coins of the foregoing reigns are, unfortunately, high.

The legal cwns of Mercia extend from Peada

(655-637) onward. >Ethelred I, along with Peada,

issued sceattas, all of which arc rare. There were

several very interesting issues during the long reign

of Offa (757-796), and his coins are comparatively

numerous; one of these is illustrated in Fig. 103.

On it may be seen the king's name and title, " offa

rex"; on the reverse the moneyer's name in the

angles of a cross-crosslet, in the centre being a small

cross. At that time the king's royal seat was at

Kingsbury-on-the-1 "name, where he had obtained the

services of Italian die-sinkers. He had also mints at
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Tamworth, Warwick, and Coventsy; the t.vo former
were then known respectively as Tornei " and
" VVeric." On some of these coins, iub.caJ of the
king's head, there is the letter " N." Fig. 104 is the

usual type without the king's bust, having his name
and title in three lines. There are some rare pieces

attributed to Cynethrytli, the Queen of Offa ; one of
these is illustrated in Fig. 105. In the reign of Offa
the best period of early Saxon mintage was reached.

The next coins are those of Coenwulf (St. Kyn-
wulQ, 796-822. A fine example of this reign is

Ljiven in Fig. 106: on the obverse a bust with radi-

ated hair, the title reading "CoENVVLF KKX "
; on

the reverse a cross-crosslet in the centre of a circle.

Fig. 107 represents a penny of Ceolwulf (822-823),
and Fig. 108 one of Beornwulf (823-825). Other
coins of this series are those of VViglaf (825-839),
Berhtulf (839-853). Burgred (853-874), and Ceou'
wulf II (874-877).

The coins of tlie ICast Angles were regal and
semi-ecclcsiastical. Tlic first of tlic regal series was
a styca of copper of Beonna (760) ; on this little

coin the king's name, in Runic letters, aj)pLars on
the obverse ; on the reverse a cross, in the angles of
which arc the moneyer's initials (see Figs. 1 19 and 1 20).

/lithelberht (794) issued a silver sceatta, on which
was the king's bust diademed, surrounded by his

name
; on the reverse the legendary symbol of the

wolf and twins, copied from early Roman "brass."
The later coins of the East Angles were silver

pennies, the first being that of Eadwald (819-827),
followed by i^thelstan 1 (828-837), on some of whose
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coins may be traced the king's name and title, sur-
rounding his bust, the inscription reading "KDELSTAN
RKX "

;
on the reverse, a cross-crosslet in the centre

of a circle, surrounded by the moneyer's name,
f'g. in is another type of penny of ^Ethelstan I,
the inscription reading in four h'nes on the reverse.
Other pennies of this series are those of ^thelweard
(837-850), Beorhtric (852), and .Ethelstan II (8;8-
890). To these must be added the semi-eccleslastical
coins of St. Eadmund. The penny of St. Eadmund,
Illustrated in Fig. 112, is without bust, there being a
crMs-crosslet on the obverse ; on the reverse a cross
withm a beaded circle, a single pellet in each of the
angles.

To many there is an especial interest in the ecclesi-
astical series of pennies, further examples of which
are given in Figs. 114 to 118. Fig. 113 is a penny
of Jaenberht, Archbishop of Canterbury (766-790).
In iMg. 114 is seen a penny of Wulfred (805-832) •

this piece, illustrated in Ruding, is described as "a
full-faced bust with tonsured head." An exception-
ally fine piece of Ceolnoth (833-870) is given in
i'lg. IIS

;
m the angles of the cross on the reverse

may be traced the letters "CIVITAS." A penny of
Ceolnoth is given in Fig. 116. There are also
pennies of Plegmund (890-914), one of which is
shown m Fig. 1 17. the latter being very rare. Fig. 1 18
IS a penny of /Ethelstan II.

The Northumbrian coins are all stycas, for the most
part copper, although some are base silver (see Figs.
121-124). The regal stycas extend from 670-900. Of
these there are many varieties known, the commoner
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/ pieces, easily collectable, being those of Eanred,

/Ethelred, and Redwulf. To take these in rotation,

the collection may be arranged as follows : Ecgfrith

(670-685), copper; Aldfrid (685-705), silver; Ead-
berht (737-758), base silver (see Fig. 122); Alchred

(765-774). silver ; Osred II (788-790), copper ; Eard-

wulf (796-806), copper; Eanred (807-841), silver and
copper; Redwulf (844), copper ; Osberht (849-867),
copper; and ^thelred II (841-849), one of whose
copper stycas is illustrated in Fig. 123. From this

piece some idea of the style of lettering of the stycas

of that period may be gathered. This coin reads
" EDiLREO KEX " oti the obverse ; and on the reverse

is the moneyer's name, with a small cross-crosslet in

the centre.

After the coins of Northumbria came the Dano-
Norse silver pennies. The different chieftains of
whom there are coins are : Earl Sihtric (871) ; Half-

dan (876-877); Guthred (877-894); Siefred (894-
89S), see Fig. 125 (there is also a silver half-penny

of this reign); Aldwald (901-905); Regnald (943-

944) ; Anlaf (941-952) (see Fig. 126) ; and Eric

(948-954).

The coinage of VVessex includes some of the more
important reigns, notably those of .^thelred I and
Alfred the Great. The whole of the coins of this

kingdom were then silver—pennies and half-pennies.

They circulated from the Thames to the Firth of

Forth, the Wessex Kingdom being afterwards

mei^ed in the currency of the sole monarchs. The
coins of Ecgberht (802-839) have upon their obverses

the bust of the king, with his superscription ; on the
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reverse a cross, and in some cases the monogram of
the City of Canterbury. The illustration given in

Fig. 129 is without bust or mint name. Many of
the pennies of ^Ethelwulf (83(>-8s8) have upon their

reverses the Christian monogram ; others have only
a simple cross (sec Fig. 130). There are pennies of
yEthelbald (856-861), which are very rare ; and
scarcely so are those of yEthelbearht (858-866). On
the other hand, the pennies ofi€thelred I (863-871)
are fairly common.
The long reign of Alfred the Great (871-901)

marked an important epoch in British history.

Many various types of coins were issued, the chief
mints being Oxford and London. Other coins were
struck at Canterbury, Exeter, Gloucester, and Win-
chester. Of most of those mints there are both
pennies and half-pennies, examples of King Alfred's

pennies being shown in Figs. 131 and 132. The
remaining coins of the Kings of Wessex are those
of Eadweard the Elder (901-925), pennies and half-

pennies; Athelstan (925-941), pennies; Eadmund
(941-946), pennies; Eadred (946-955), pennies and
half-pennies; and Eadwig (955-959) pennies.

In connection with the moneys of the West
Saxons it is interesting to note the origin of the
term "Peter's Pence." Ina, K ,.g of the West
Saxons, had made a pilgrimage to Rome in the
eighth century, and on his return arranged a grant to
support an Enf^K h school or college in the Imperial
City. The gram >vas confirmed by Ofifa, and to raise

the money a tax of one silver penny was levied
on every householder whose yearly posse^i^ions
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anioiintcd to thirty pence sk annual valu • The
unly i_\cc|)tion made to the payment of St. i wter's

pence was that of the Khbey and tenants of the

abbey lands of St Albany It is said that in later

years the Popes ap|)ropriatfd tlic (lunation to 'heir

own li es, Paymciu-i, therefore, were forbic len by

Edward III, in i3( ^ although there weiv ater

attempts to revive the ctutcmi. In this connection

it h;i ; sometimes been en- eously stated that a coin

was ,cc til .truck for pa , ment of thi tax. The
coin so re! rred to vas a very intercstujg penny
struck in York, then in the Kingdoa of Northombria,
the i.ssue being in t!..; tenth century, whoi the

Archbishop ^ of York had an important rnint,

described in the old form on the coins as Ebracei

(Eboracum) ; on t He obverse the k-^end reads,

".SCI. PETR. MO," (see Fig* 127 and i28>

The coins of the sole OKMiarciis of England brin^;

us to a more interesting penV, commei cinc^ it

does with the corns uf Fadjiar ^, 57 975;. who was

the last Anglo-Saxon king to strike coins without

mint tiame.s. Kadgar esiablishct! uniformity of the

currency ; of his coin-;, liowevt , there arc sevral

varieties—some with, some without, the busi. several

being very scarce. Eadweard II, better kn as

Edward the Martyr (9*5-979), struck mat" >in .

mostly of rude types; ihese his title a ear

as "REX ANGLORVM" (King of Englaii '

. lei

are several pennies of yEthelrcd II (979-101

variety of which is shown ir Fig. 135. On it the

King is represented in a kind of mailw! amour
peculiar to that period, aiMi wearing a crc wned
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helmet. This issue is interesting, as it was at that

time that the vdded crow was introduced On

some of i£thelred II's coins will be noticed a

sceptre, an emblem of sovereignty which then

appeared for the first time on Br'tish coins.

One of the most prolific reigns of the Anglo-

Saxon period is that of Cnut (1016-1035), there

being no less than 340 variations of the moneyers'

names. At this period the letters "PACX" in the

angles of a voided cross are seen (or the first time.

They were instituted to denote the peace established

with Eadmund Ironside in 1016. This type of ob-

verse was a favourite one with the issuers of Saxon

and Early Norman coins. There are no coins of

Eadmund Ironside, the son of vEthelred. One of

the penn -^s of Harold I (1035-1040) is illustrated in

F'R- '33- There are some of Harthacnut (1040-

1042), but most of tiiem appear to have been minted

in Denmark.

Then followed Edward the Confessor (1042-1066),

whose coins are numerous (see Fig. 1 36). The last

Anglo-Saxon king wa:; Harold 11, who perished at

the Battle of 1 lastings. This prince, looked upon by

many as a usurper, had married the daughter of Earl

Godwin. He had also some claim to the crown

through the Danish line. The silver pennies of

Harold are of the " Pax " type, and for the most part

scarce (see Fig. 1 34). With his reign the series of

Saxon cmns came to an end.
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CHAPTER IX

NORMAN AND PLANTAGENET

Money of accouni—Many mint towns—The gold coins of Edward III—Anglo-GalUc coins

After the conquest of England by William the
Norman, when he had taken possession of the chief
towns, and a settlement of the country had been
partially eflfected, fresh coins were issued. There
was no material change in their designs, which
followed closely those of the Anglo-Saxon kings,
and were similar to the silver then circulating in
Normandy. The gold bezants of Constantinople
were used by most Continental nations, and circu-
lated in this country too, but the only silver cur-
rency was the penny and its divisional parts. Some
changes, however, were made in the fictitious de-
nominations of currency, or, as they are often termed,
" imaginary coins." Of these there was the mark—
a Danish coojputation, introduced about the time of
Alfred the Great, superseded to some extent in the
time of William by the shilimg, which was then only
a coin of account of the nominal value of twelve
pennies. The mark, then used in a similar way, was

8 in
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computed at i6o pennies. Some confusion has been
caused by the term " sterling," which was early con-

nected with our coinage. It apph'ed to the quality

of the mintage, which was examined periodically at

Easter. Hence, the term " Easterling " or " sterling
"

denoted coins of true weight and value as last attested.

WUliam I (106&-1087).

The pennies of William weighed from 20 to 21

grains, and there were farthings and half-pennies as

money of account, but not then struck as separate

coins, the penny being broken in two or four along
the arms of the cross on the reverse, for use as might
be most convenient The name of "Willeem" is

spelt on the coins with a Saxon " P" instead of "W,"
hence the reading of the legend, "PILLEEM HEX,"
sometimes spelt "I'lLLELM REX." It is said there

arc upwards of 250 moneyei. names, spelt in

different ways, attributable to this reign, and up-
wards of sixty mints. Of the chief types of the
obverses are those with the king's profile bust to

left with sceptre, and the "bonnet" type—a front

face with crown and tassels, the latter as shown
on the illustration, Fig. 137, which also represents

the king holding a sceptre. The common type of
the reverse is the PAXS type, the letters being in the

angles of the cross on the reverse. A specimen
from the Exeter Mint is given in Fig. 138.

William II (1087-1100).

There appear to be very few distinguishing marks
between the pennies of William 1 1 and those of his
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father. It is surmised, therefore, that comparatively

few coins were struck during the time of William

Kufus, and that the greater part of those issued were

from the dies used in the previous reign. Usually the

pennies of William II, actually struck during his

reign, and especially the latter part of it, are slightly

heavier than those of the Conqueror, weighing over

21 grains. The principal varieties of the coins,

which do not in their inscriptions on the obverse

diflfer materially, are a full front face with a star

at either side, and a front face with a sword instead

of a sceptre. Another scarcer variety has a front

face with sceptre, and a star at the left side of the

head. The inscriptions on all these usually read

"PILLEEM REX."

Henry I (1100-1135).

Most of the pennies of this reign are somewhat

cruder in form and not so clearly cut as the early

pennies of the Anglo-Norman period. Henry seems

to have recognized the necessity of preventing

forgery and clipping coins ; and heavy penalties,

such as the loss of a hand, were inflicted. Many
of the moneyers who had apparently reduced the

size of the coins were executed.

There are several points of difference besides the

change of name, which make it comparatively easy

to distinguish between the pennies of Henry I and
those of his predecessors, although the king's name
is spelt in various ways. In some cases only the

initials " H. R." are found ; on others the full name
iiENRlcvs," to which is added "rex," or "rex
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AMGLORVM." Of the several varieties there arc front-

faced coins similar to those of William, on the
reverse a crr)ss fleury with trefoil in each angle, and
reverses with " I'AX " across the field ; some with
profile of large size, a sceptre in the right hand ; and
on others a full front or three-quarter face with
sceptre on the obverse and cross fleury mi the
reverse. There are many names of moncycrs,
and upwards of thirty mints arc mentioned. For
example of Henry I's pennies, see Figs. I3<>-I4i.

Stophen (113&-11S4).

The coins of Stephen are much scarcer than those
of his predecessor, with whom, it will be remembered,
the male line of the Normans became extinct.

Stephen was descended from the fourth daughter ot

the Conqueror, usurping the crown to the prejudice of

Maud, the only surviving child of Henry I. During
the reign of Stephen much debased money was
minted, very many earls and barons issuing pieces
from which they gained some profit In 1153 the
Treaty of Wallingford abolished the illegal mints,
which, however, continued to be used during the
greater portion of Stephen's reign. For the most
part all these illegal coins or tokens were badly
struck, and many of them are of light weight and
of somewhat irregular sizes.

Two exceptionally fine examples of Stephen's
coins are illustrated in Figs. 142 and 143, on which
the king, crowned, is represented holding a sceptre.

The king's name is spelt in several ways on his

coins; sometimes as in the illustration, at others
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abbreviated, reading frequently "STKINE." There
were about twenty-seven lawful mints in addition
to those of the barons.

During Stephen's reiffn some ecclesiastical pennies
were mintcfl by Henry. Bishop of Winchester, a
yoimprer brother nf the kinfj ; on the obverse is

the bishop's head with a cro/ier in the front, sur-

rounded by the inscription, "iiknricvs epc," on
the reverse "stephanvs rex." There are also
some pieces which purport to have upon them re-
presentations of Stephen and Matilda his wife, it

being conjectured that they were struck at a time
when Matilda commanded the army during the
trouble with the Barons in 1 141. Coins were also
issued at York by Eustace, an elder son of
Stephen, these being of small weight, about 16
grains. William, a second son of Stephen, is said
to have struck coins at Chichester and at WIsbeach,
this prince marrying Isabel, the daughter of the
then Eari of Surrey and Lord of Wisbeach. Robert,
Earl of Gloucester, who was an ill^itimate son of
Henry I, who had commanded the forces of Matilda
when she took up arma against Stephen, on behalf
of her son, struck some silver pennies, all of which
are now rare. Coins were also struck at Br'stol,
Lincoln, and Warwick, by R(%er, Eari of Warwick.

Henry II (1154-1189).

Henry Plantagenet, the son of Maud, inherited
lands in Normandy from his mother, and after
his marriage annexed the Duchy of Aqultaine, in
France. The coins of Henry II were of two
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distinct types. The first issue, struck in 1
1 56, were

very irregular in shape, and difficult to decipher ; the

coins of the second is:>ue were more regular, and

were of what is known as the short-cross type. On
the first issue the king's bust is nearly full face ; he

holds a sceptre in his right hand, and on the reverse

in the angies of the cross are usually small crosses.

The second issue has the king's head within an

inner circle, on the reverse a double>barrelled croM.

On these coins the names of many mint towns,

chiefly in abbreviated form, may be deciphered.

The coins of the last issue are now by far the

commonest.

Btehard I (U89-1199), and John ai99-1216).

There are no English coins with the name of

Richard I on them. Apparently those struck during

Richard's re^ were fiom the dies used by his

father. There are, however, Continental coins on

which Richard is described as Duke of Aquitaine.

During the re*^ of John no English pennies

were issued under his own name, although there

arc Irish coins on which he is described as the

Lord of Ireland, (see Chapter XVI 1 1). There are

a few rare half-pennies issued from the London

and Winchester Mints, on the obverses of which

there is the king's head to rig^t, and the legend
** lOHAMNES."

Bmf nX (1S16-U78).

The reign of Henry III is notable for the intro-

duction of a gold coinage. A gold penny was struck,
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f rrlered to pass current at the rate o( twenty silvc

ix:nnies ; it is said that it was not popular, and wa,
toon reduced in value and ultimately called ia On
the obverse of this remarkable coin, wMch did not
meet with the approval of British traders, the king
was represented sitting on a throne ; on the reverse

a douUe cross with a rose in each angle.

The silver currency of Henry III consisted of
two issues, th', first of the type of Henry N's issue,

the second, th( head of the king, front face. On
the reverse was a short double cross with three

pellets in each angle, a device which was retained

(or a great number of yours oa this silver coinage.

hdward I (U72-1307), and Edward II (1307-1327).

No gold was struck during these reigns. The
silver cdns, however, v.'ere faicreaaed by the addi-

tion of a farthing, the three values being issued from
many different mints, .otably London, Lincoln,

Bri.stol, Exeter, Duiii.m, Canterbury, Reading,

Berwick, and York. Th re was a pattern groat

issued in very small r;v.,.> -:t but it does nt^

appear to have been , 'irculation (see Fiff,

149). Collectors experience great difficulty in c!; .

tinguiriifa^ the rilver cdns of the first » ^ee

Edwards, as no numerals were used after the

name. Several schemes have been suggested by
which the separate issues c:. distingui-^ :ed, oi;-

is that the coins of £dwar<i i are alm'"'t invariably

inscribed in abbreviated form "edw.* Those <rf

Edward II have usually the addition of one or

more letters, whereas the a»iis of i£dward III were
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inscribed in full, "edwardv&" The weight of the
penny at that time was 22J grains; and it may
be mentioned that the weights of the early silver

coins should be carefully noted, as they often help
a collector to determine the age or issue of a
specimen. The coins of Berwick have often a
curious aiifi intcrcstinfi mint mark on the reverse,

that of two bears' head.

Bdward m (UBT-ISTT).

The reign of Edward III marks the commence-
ment of a more interesting period in the coins of
this country, for it was then that an extended
coinage was issued, including gold nobles, the issue
of which commenced in the fourteenth year of the
king's reign. They were truly noble coins, their

value being affixed at six shillings and eightpence
sterling. Describing the obverse of the general
type of goW noble (sec Figs. 145 and 148), it may
be briefly given as a ship of the period, on which
was a streamer at the mast-head bearing the Cross
of St George, and represented, on a very large

scate of drawing, the king standing, holding a
drawn sword in his right hand, and on his left arm
a pointed shield held askew, on the shield being
quartered the arms of England and those of France.
Caxton writing of this currency says :

" Edward ir»

his fourteenth year commanded his cdn of goM to
be made forthwith. The best that might be, that
is to say, the florin that was called the noble." This
new coin was made current by proclamation. An
important distii^ishii^ mark on the revene of the
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noble, in the centre of the four-armed cross, is a

rose of four petals, in the middle the letter " E."

In addition to the gold nobles ther : are florins,

half-florins, and quarter-florins, and half-nobles (sec

Fig. I47),an(l quarter-nobles (see Fig. 146). Thf nobles

of the first issue weighed 1 38 grains ; the second

issue ij8 grains, and the third issue 120-' grains.

The first issue may be distinguishefl by the letter

"l" fur London in the centre of the cross on the

reverse. On the second tisue the c«ntral letter is

"E" for Edward. The third issue is divided into

three different periods; in the first, 1 351- 1360, the

title of " King of France " is added to that of King
of England; in the second, 1 360-1 369, the title of

"Duke of Aquitaine" is useu instead of that of

"King of France"; in the last period, 1369-1377,

both titles are used. The nobles struck at Calais

have the letter "C" in the centre of the cross on

the reverse. All these beautiful coins were of 23
carats 3^ grains of pure goM, and only | grain

alloy.

The introduction of the groat as a common coin

of currency in the reign of Edward 1 1 1 adds to the

interest of a cdiMnet of Er^irii mlver, for it gives

the collector a larger and a more imposing piece

than had hitherto been used in this country. At
that time much black money from Continental

mints was used in Rngkuid, and the iapetas to

trade which was then being experienced made it

necessary that a coin of higher value than the silver

penny should brought into being. The mint

towns at that time w«r« London, York, Durham,
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and Reading. The groat was supplemented by a

half-groat piece, and a plentiful supply of the

smaller denominations, penny, half-penny, and
farthing, was minted.

Bkhard U (1S77-1M).

The gold currency of Richard 11 consisted of
nobles, half-nobles, and quarter-nobles. The silvi r,

of fjroat, half-firoat, jxinny, half-penny, and farthint^.

All thesj pieces were similar in design to those of

his grandfather Edward III, the inscription reading,

"RICARD. DI. GRA. REX. ANGL. Z. FRANCIA": in the
centre of the gold nobles the capital " R " .vas used
instead of " E." The silver coins of Richard 1 1 con-

sisted of groat, half-groat, penny, half-penny, and
farthing

; they were minted at Durham, London, and
York. A half-groat of the York Mint is illustrated

in Fig. I so.

AHOXMALUO OQaRI.

Concurrently with tho issue of coins in England,
by virtue of their dukedoms in France, English kings

minted separate coins for use in those dominions.

The issiMS of such coins had assumed considerable

irapmrtiutce in the reign o( Edward III. The most
exhamtive dissertattwi upon these pieces is a work
publisheti by Andrew Ducarel, LL.D., F.S.A., in

'757. in the form of twelve letters to the members
of the Sodety of Antiquaries of London, accompanied
by sixteen large-sized plates illustrating many im-

portant pieces. At an earlier date, in the reign of

Henry II, dcrniers were struck for the dukedom of
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Aquitaine, which had become a dependency in con-

sequence of his marriage with Eleanor of Aquitaine.

Richard I, as Earl of Poltou, and also for the lord-

ship of the Duchy of Aquitaine, struck coins for

both places as early as A o. 1 168. In the reign of

Edward I Anglo-Gallic coins were issued for Gascony

and Aquitaine. These were followed by coins struck

by the Black Prince, as Duke of that Principality. It

will be remembered that in 1362 Edward III had

granted the Black Prince the Principality of Aquitaine

and Gascony, with the right of coining both gold and

silver. On the coins he issued the inscription usually

reads, " primogenitvs regis angliae et princeps

AQVITAINE " (The eldest son of the King of England

and Prince of Aquitaine). Edward III, however,

instituted a somewhat more extensive series of coins

specially designed for his French possessions, indud-

ing the guiennois or Guienne piece in gold, which

shows the king standing in armour, the " chaise " on

which the king is shown seated, and the "leopard."

It was in the same reign that the gold nobles were

issued from the Calais Mint
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CHAPTER X

COINS OF THE LANCASTRIAN AND YORKIST KINGS

DifTicuhy in distinguishing the coins of the Hcnrio—York in the
ascendency—The ecclcsiasUcal mint of Durhun.

After Richard II had been compelled to abdicate,
Henry, Duke of Lancaster, came to the throne by
virtue of his descent from Henry III. As Henry IV,
the first of the Lancastrian kings of England issued

coins not always easy to distinguish from those of his

immediate successors, in that their designs are similar

and no numerals are given after the kings' names.
The gold coins of the first issue were of the same
weights as those of the previous reign, but in 1412 the
noble was reduced to 108 grains instead of 120, the
previous standard, and the penny from 18 grains to

15 grains. Other denominations were reduced pro-

portionately. On the second issue of nobles and
half-nobles the arms of France were represmted by
three fleurs-de-hs, instead of being as formerly seme.

The silver of Henry IV may be divided into

"light" and "heavy" coinage. It consisted of groat,

half-groat, penny, and farthing, the mint towns being
m
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Durhnm, London, and York. Fii i i represents a
groat ol the light coinage minted in London ; on the
obverse is the king's bust, crowned, facing, within a
fleury Unsure; on the reverse in the centre angles
of the cross, three pellets, and the legend, " CIVITAS
LUNiX>N."

As already indicated, there are but small diflerence*

between the coins of Henry V and Henry VI. On
the nobles of Henry V may generally be seen a
mullet, an annulet, or a lis, below or above the king's

sword-arm, similar marks being observable on the
half>nobles above the shield. Coins were chiefly

struck at Durham, London, and York, during the
reign of Henry V; those issued from the Calais

Mint being distinguishable by an annulet on ch
side of the king's head. The silver coins, consisting
of groat, half-groat, penny, half-penny, and farthing,

are also obtainable, and are inscribed with the same
mint towns as those of Henry IV.

Eenry VI (1422-1461).

The only difference between the gold coins of
Henry VI and those of his father and grandfather
is ibund in slightly diderent marks. Thus, on the
half- and quarter-nobles there is an annulet. On
some nobles, half-, and quarter-nobles, a rosette and
mascle, and on a few pieces a pine-cone and mascle.
These marks are met witii on coins in several com-
binations. The place of mintage of gold noblea and
half-nobles was Calais ; silver coins being struck at
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Dttrfuun, iMOon, York, and alio Calais. The king's

bust on the silver currency is almost identical with
that of his father. A fine quarter-noble of Henry VI
is illustrated in Fijj. 153.

Edward IV (1461 li83).

The struyyle between the Houses of I^mcaster and
Vork is a matter of history. The badges of the

adherents to the respective claimants have their

bearing upon the emblems by which collectors tocate

their coins, for from this time onward the rose became
a familiar feature on the currency of this country.

The first issues of Edward IV were similar to those

of his predecessCTT. The noUe, which was then of
the weight of 108 grains, was made current for dght
shillings and fourpence, the silver remaining 15 grains

to the penny. In 1465, however, the old weights

were restored, the noUe being made 120 grains, and
the current value raised to ten shillings ; the name
was then changed to rose-noble or ryal (r(^ral)L In
Fig. 152 is illustrated one of these beautiful coins

—

a half-rose-noble—minted in Bristol ; on the obverse,

in the waves beneatii the vessel, may be seen the

mint mark "B." A new coin appeared in Edward IV's

reign, taking its name, angel, from the type which is

described as the Archangel Michael piercing a dragon
through its mouth, the legend on the full angel hdng,
" PER CRVCEM . TVA SALVA NOS XPE . REDBIfPT,"
and on the half-angel, " o CRVX : AVE SPES . VNICA."

On the reverses of these coins is a ship in which,

instead of a mast, there is a cross surmounting a
shield, on wdiich are quartered the arms of EngUnd
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and France. On the right of the cross, the cross of

St George, is the king's initial letter " E," and on the

left the white rose of York.

The silver coins of Edward IV 'vere minted at

London, Norwich, York, Canterbury, Coventry, and

Bristol. The groat of the first issue was 60 grains,

and of the second issue 48 grains. There are also

pennies, mostly obtainable in a very poor condition.

A very special feature in the English coinage of

this period, which it may be convenient to refer to

here, is the issues from the ecclesiastical mints of

Canterbury, Durham, and York. Those of Durham

are especially interesting in that they are more or less

collectable in a continuity of pieces representing the

issues made during the episcopates of all the Bishops

of Durham, who followed one another in quick suc-

cession at that time. Some interesting particulars

are given of the privileges of the mint in a work on

the subject by Mr. Mark Noble, published in 1780.

He places the foundation of the episcopal mint at

Durham in the reign of Stephen, asserting that the

privilege of placing a distinguishing mint mark was

conferred by Edward I. On the pennies of Bishop

Kellow, who died in 13 16, a pastoral staff is the mint

mark, the legend locating the Durham Mint reading,

"CIVITAS DVNELM." Bishops Beak and Beaumont

followed, putting their family arms on their coins.

The arms of Bishop Hatfield, who in the reign of

Edward III did likewise, consisted of three lions

rampant, a cross-patee being used as a mint mark.

Bishop Skirlaw, of Lichfield, was translated to

Durham in 1388, his arms, the woven meshes of
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a sieve, marked his humble origin, of which he was
evidently not ashamed—his father was a sieve-maker.
During the reigns of the Henries the Bishops of
Durham continued to mint coins and to mark them
with their emblems. It is said that Bishop Booth
"conducted himself with great propriety during the
contentions between the Houses of Lancaster and
York." His coins are fairly numerous, on the
obverse being the letter "u"; that on the reverse
being "D"[unelmensis]. That prelate eventually
became Archbishop of York. Bishop Dudley marked
his coins with a cross and the letter "D."
The Durham Mint retained its popularity in the

days of Cardinal Wolsey, and pennies of that period
may be distinguished by " T.w." upon them. It was
when Henry VIII threw off the power of the Papacy
that the ancient privileges of the Bishops of Durham
and Ely, and also of the two Archbishops of Canter-
bury and York, were curtailed, and Durham lost its

ecclesiastical mint

Edward V (April to June, 1483).

There are few coins of Edward V, mostly angels
and half-angels in gold, and groats in silver. They
are distinguishable only by the mint mark, the boar's
head, or the rose and sun united, the badges of the
Protector who afterwards became Richard III. In
Fig. 154 is given an angel, on both sides of which
are the mint marks rose and sun, united.

Bichard III (1483-1485).

During the short reign of Richard III angels and
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half-antjels in gold, and groats, half-groats, pennies,

and half-pennies in silver, were struck. The mint

marks, then an established feature in English coinage,

were the same as on the coins struck during the

lifetime of Edward V. Groats were minted in

London and York, and half-groats and half-pennies

in London only. There are pennies of the London,

Durham, and York Mints. Most of the coins of

Richard III, whose reign brought to a close another

period in English history, are scarce.
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CHAPTER XI

THE TUDOR PERIOD

The first English sovereign— A new silver coin—Debased coinage of
Henry VIII—Fine gold piece of Mary—Elizabethan silver.

Henry VU a486-lS09).

There were two issues of gold in the reign of
Henry VH, the first of the Tudor Sovereigns. The
first isiue consisted of nobles or ryals, angels, and
half-angels; the second issue of angels and half-

angels, and a new gold coin—the first of our English
sovereigns. On the obverse of this beautiftil new
piece the king is represented seated on a canopied
throne, holding in his right hand a sceptre, and in

his left an orb. Surrounding the piece is the legend,
" HENRICVS . DEI . GRA . ANGL . ET . FRAN . DNS . HIBN."
On the reverse are the arms of England and France
on a shield impaled upon a Tudor rose, the design

being no longer that of the cross fleury of the nobles,

but taking the for*^ i of a tressure of ten arches. The
legend, which was somewhat remarkable, surround-
ing the device was " IHESVS . avtem . TRANSIENS :

PLR . MEDIVM : ILLORVM : IBAT ' (But Jesus passing

through the midst of them went His way—a. quota-
131
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tion from Holy Scripture), All the gold of this

reign appears to have been issued from the Tower
Mint, which was in years to come to be the chief seat

of mintage for British coinage.

The silver coinage of Henry VII was at first

similar to that of his immediate predecessors, as

regards groats, pennies, half-pennies, and farthings

;

but the shilling or testoon was a new silver coin of

some importance. It weighed 144 ains, and pre-

sented a true portrait of the ki'^ , jround whose
head was the inscription, and o- ^ne reverse the

royal arms on a shield (see Fig. 155). There were

two distinct issues struck at the various mint towns,

which were Canterbury, London, and York, with

so iie few coins issued from Durham. The initi-'

of the bishops and archbishops of the respecti..,

sees are found upon those coins issued from the

ecclesiastical mints. Thus, the initial letter "M"
stands for Archbishop Morton of Canterbury; "T"
for Thomas Rotherham, Archbishop of York ; and
"K. D." for Richard Fox, of Durham; the same
letters being used by his successor, Thomas Ruthall,

who was bishop of that see 1 509-1 522.

Fig. 156 repiesents one of the rarities of English

silver; it is a groat of Pcrkin VVarbeck, struck

during his insurrection. On the obverse of this

scarce piece are the royal arms, crowned, flanked

by fleur-de-lis and rose, on the reverse lis and lion.

This impostor, who claimed to be the younger of

the two Yorkist princes murdered in the Tower by
Richard II, was executed in 1499, after a few years'

adventurous career.
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Henry Vni (16(»-16i7>

Henry VIII is known to coin collectors as the
bold monarch who tampered with the purity oi" the
English coinage. He debased gold and silver alike,

and when once royal avarice had gained the
ascendant there seems to have been no limit to the
debasement which ensued. Ihe gold currency of
England, at first of pure metal, or according to an
approved standard, 23 carats 3J grains fine metal,
and } grain alloy, was reduced by Henry VIII to
22 carats fine and 2 carats alloy, followed by further
debasement of purity and weight. The first issue in

1509 scaled 240 grains, reduced in the third issue of
1543 to 300 grains, further lowered two years later to
192 grains. The first issue represented the king
enthroned, a small portcullis, the distinguishing
badge of the Tudors, being added. The second issue
may be recognized by the mint marks, which on the
obverse was a lily, and on the reverse an arrow. In
the third issue the Arabic numeral "8" was used
instead of the Roman " viii."

In addition to the sovereign, half-sovereign, and
quarter-angel, two new coins were introducad in the
reigii of Henry VIII ; the one named a crown was
equivalent to a quarter-sovereign. In the second
issue the sovereign was reduced to 57 grains, in the
fourth and fifth issues to 48 grains ; on the obverse
of these pieces there is the double rose, crowned, the
letters "hi" (or " li R ") on either side of the field,

the legend reading " henkic. viii. rvtilans : ROSA

:

SIE (Sine) SPIA. {Spina) "
; on the reverse is a shield

of arms, crowned, with the royal initials, crowned, in
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the field as on the f)bvcrsc. There were five issues

of silver, the first of which resembled those of

Henry VII, the only dtflference being the change
in the numerals from " vii " to " viii.'* On the
second coinage there is a likeness of the king in

profile, showing him younger and more corpulent

than his father. The half-groat was similar ; on
those coins issued at the Yoric Mint weie the initials

of Wolsey, and the Carditial's hat as a mint mark.
The small ilenominations of that issue were of several

types, the penny having for its obverse the king seated

on a throne.

The third coinage of Henry VIII's reign marked a
period of depreciation in the quality of the metal, and
a considerable increase in the alloy used. The king
is shown with a three-quarter face bust on the

obverse; on the reverse there are a crown and a
hrgc rose, around them the old motto: " POsvi:
DEV : ADIVTOKKM : MEVM." The groats and smaller

pieces were coined in the older type of reverse. The
types of the fourth coinage were similar but still

further debased in' quality. The fifth issue of groats

was even more copper-like, being merely washed
with silver. The chief mints of Henry VIII, in

addition to London, were Bristol, Canterbury,

Durham, and York.

Edward VI (1547-1553).

In the first year of the reign of Edward VI, this

young prince, only nine years old, commenced keep-
ing a journal, and it is said among the important
entries in the earlier portions was that declaring a
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ck-termination to improve the debased cc^nage then
in circulation. The early coins, howc\ cr, were poor
in quality. The first issue of gold consisted of half-

sovereign, crown (we Fig. 1 57), and half-crown,
minted in 1547. To these in the second issue were
added a sovereign and treble-sovereign, and in the
third issue in 1549 a double-sovereign, an angel
and half-angel. The first serious attempt to improve
the quality of the gold was made in the second issue

when the standaru was raised to 22 carats, iMit the
weight was reduced. In the third issue, however, the
old standard was revived, and the sovereign once
more weighed 240 grMn^, and was of 23 carats 3J
grains fine, and ^ grain alloy. The angel was then
made current for eight shillings.

There were three issues of silver during the short

reign of Edward VI, the first in 1547 consisting of
groat, half-groat, penny, and half-penny, the standard
being of the impoverished quality used at the end of
the reign of Henry VIII. In 1 549 there was an issue

of shillings struck at Bri.stol, London, and Southwark
Mints. These are interesting in thiit this was '

first issue on which dates were placed on Engh
silver coins. On the obverse was a profilu bi^st of
the king crowned ; on the reverse an ova' shield of

arms, the legend reading: 'TIM DOMIN .lONS.
VITAE " (The fear of the Lord is the fountain of life).

This is followed by the date, " mdxlii." The
most striking addition to the collector's cabinet of

English silver is that splendid series of large crown
pieces commencing with the silver crown of
Edward VI, which is met with dated 1551, 1552,
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or 1553. In the centre of the obverse is the king,

crowned, riding on a horse, fully apparelled, the date
under the horse, the legend around it reading

:

" EDWARD . VI : D : G : ANG : FRA : Z : HIBE : REX :
"

On the reverse is a shield of arms on a cross, around
it the legend Tosvi . devm . adivtorem . mevm."
The shilling of the fifth year was made heavier, being
increased to 96 grains, and on the side of the full-

faced bust, crowned, are the numerals "XII," for

*welve pence, on the reverse a square shield of arms
on a cross. The small coins of this reign are interest-

ing : a sixpence was struck in the fifth year, weighing

48 grains, similar to the shilling in its design, but
differing in the inscription and the denomination,

which was "vi." Among the debased coins of the
first issue were groats and threepences which were
struck in the fifth year, similar to the sixpence, but
with "III," for threepence at the side of the head.

Half-groats were minted at Canterbury and London
in the first year, and there were also p«finies mintMl
at Bristol and London. Specimens of the former
mint are now rare. There were also half-pennies

and farthings. Among the different mint marks met
with is an ostrich's h«id, the crest of Sir Edmund
Peckham. the Lord High Treasurer of the Mint ; the

coins with a " V " for a mint mark just over the king's

crown, stand for Sir John Yorke, who was the mint-

master at Southwark,where the crown piece was coined.

Mary (1553-1554), and PhUip and Maiy (lfi64-1568).

Mary succeeded to the English throne on the death

of the young king, and the following year married
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Philip of Spain. This accounts for some of her coins

having upon them the duplex title, and the heads of

both Sovereigns. The standard of gold coins issued

shortly after Queen Mary's accession was raised to

23 carats 3^ grains, fine gold ; but her silver was

debased. The sovereign, a very fine example of

which is illustrated in Fig. 15S, shows a striking

similarity to the sovereign of Henry VII. On this

fine piece the queen is represented enthroned, hold-

ing the sceptre in her right hand and the orb in her

left. At her feet is the Westminster portcullis ; and

after her name a small pomegranate, the badge of

her mother, Catherine of Aragon. The coin is dated

after the royal legend. The reverse shows a shield

of arms in the centre of a double rose within an

arched tressure. The motto reads : "A : DNO :

FACTV : EST ISTV. ET EST MIRA : IN : OCVL : NRIS "

(// is the work of the Lord, and it is wonderful in our

eyes).

Mary also coined ryals of 120 grains, and angels of

80 grains. Her silver before her marriage consisted

of groat, half-groat, and penny. On the obverse was

the queen's profile with title, and on the reverse, sur-

rounding the arms, "VERITAS TEMP FIUA" (Truth

is tig demgkter of Time).

The only gold coins of Philip and Mary were the

angel and half-angel of the type of the Archangel

St Michael slaying the dragon. The legend on

these pieces is :
" PHILIP : z : MARIA : D : G : REX : z :

REGINA." The silver coinage consisted of half-crown,

shilling, sixpence, groat, half-groat, and penny. The
half-crown had for the type of its obverse the bust
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of Philip, below which was the date 1554, on the

reverse the bust of the queen, a crown and date
above. The type of the shilling is interesting, in

that it is the only period of Kn^lish coinaj^e on
which joint Sovereigns wcrcTcijrcscntcd face to face.

This peculiarity gave rise to the humorous lines

—

"Still amorous, fond and billing,

Like Philip and Mary on a shilling."

On the reverse is an oval shield of arms, over which
is the denomination "xil," The remaining coins were
of the usual types with abbreviated legends.

Elizabeth (1558-1603).

An attempt was made immediately after the
accession of Elizabeth to bring the coinage of
England into a better state by reducing the value
of the base coins then current, and afterwards by
producing a currency corresponding in weight and
purity with its nominal value. The somewhat mixed
coinage of gold may be distinguished as •* standard "

gold and "crown" gold. The standard gold con-
sisted of sovereign or double-ryal, issued in 1558 to

1601, weighing 240 grains, the ryal and angel (see

Fig. 160), half-angel and quarter-angel. The crown
gold consisted of pound-sov««ign, half-sovereign,

crown, and half-crown. Milled coins were intro-

duced between 1561 and 1572, the milled half-

sovereigns weighing 87^^ grains, the current value
being 6s. 8d (see Fig. 159).

The silver coins of Elizabeth were of two distinct

classes, hammered and milled. The first issue was
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made by the old process of hammering and the later

ones by the mill and screw, the chief feature of

which was that it enabled the mint-masters to

ornament the edges of the coins. Crowns and half-

crowns were issued in 1601 and 1602. The chief

coins in the hammered series were shilling, sixpen'^e,

groat, threepence, half-tjroat, thrce-half-pence, penny,

three-farthings, and half-penny. The new milled

money consisted of shilling, sixpence, groat, three-

pence, half-groat, and three-farthings. As regarding

types, the hammered money followed the lines of

previous issues, on the obverse a ''rowned bust to

left, the queen holding sceptre and orb. On the

reverse a shield of arms on a cross with the usual

emblems. The sixpences present a somewhat in-

teresting variety, in that behind the head there is

a rose, as is also seen on some of the smaller coins,

notably the three-half-pence, and three-farthings.

The silver half-penny is a little coin of 4 grains,

the type of the obverse being a portcullis, on a

reverse a cross moline with three pellets in each

angle. The small coins of Elizabeth were the last

bearing the name of the place of mintage. On some
of the coins of Elizabeth are found the anus of

Zealand, on others the letter " H " for Holland

:

these are said to have been so stamper' for subsidies

taken to the Lov Countries. All the coi.is of

Elizabeth were struck at the Tower Mint.
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CHAPTER XII

THE STUARTS

England and Scotland under one king-The current coin* of Charles I—-Obsidial money.

James I a603-1626).

The accession of James to the throne of England
made a considerable difference in the currency in
that in his person the Kingdom of Scotland was then
jomed to the throne of England

; and. although at
first there was little change in the Scottish currency
the foundation was laid for one uniform coinage of
Great Britain, which followed in due course. James
the First of England and Sixth of Scotland had had
experience of a copper currency in the Northern
Kmgdom.and was, therefore, freed from the prejudice
against the commune- metal which had been shownm such a marked degree by his predecessors on the
English throne.

Of the gold of James I minted in England there
were four issues, and on these coins the arms of
Scotland and Ireland were quartered with the royal
arms of England and France, on the same shield
The issue of 1603 was of crown gold. In 1604!m
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however, the change in the title of the English

Sovereign began, for on it James was described as

"King of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland";

and in a later issue as "King of Great Britain."

The Scottish coins of James's reign were distin-

guished by having the shield of Scotland in the

first quarter of the arms. Some of the denomina-

tions of coins specially relating to earlier Scotch

currency were retained (see Chapter XIX).

The gold of the second issue consisted of unite,

double-crown, Briton-crown, thistle-crown, and half-

thistle-crown. The third issue of rose-ryal, noble,

angel, and half-angel ; and the fourth issue of rose-

ryal or thirty-shilling piece, spur-ryal or fifteen-shilling

piece, angel, laurel, half-laurel, and quarter-laurel.

Fig. 162 is a splendid example of a rose-ryal or

thirty-shilling piece of the issue 1 619- 162 5 ; on the

obverse the king is seated on a throne, at his feet

a pCHTtcullis. The shield is upon a cross fleury,

widiin beaded circles ; between them, in each of the

quarters formed by the cross, are lis, rose, and lion.

The silver coins of Jam^s, for England, were of

two issues only, with u-C slight differences in

design. The first issue of 1603 consisted of crown,

half-crown, shilling, sixpence, half-groat, penny, and

half-penny. The second issue included the same

denominations. In Fig. 161 is shown a very fine

specimen of the crown of the second coinage;

the legend on the obverse, on which the king is

seated on horseback, reads :
" lACOBVS . D . G . MAG

.

BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB : REX." The shillings of the

first issue have a similar device, the legend sur-
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rounding the shield reading :
" EXERGAT . DEVS

.

DissiPEKTVR . INIMICI" {Let God arise; kt Hit

enemies be scatUreii). The shillings and sixpences

were of similui dcsifjns. The half-groat has on the

obverse a rose, crowned, surrounding it, " I . D . G

.

kosA SINE sriNA"; on the reverse a thistle,

crowned, with the legend, "TVEATVR vnita devs."

Silver was scarce in James's reign, and that taken

from the Welsh mines is distinguished by plumes

of feathers as a mint mark. The other mint marks

used during the reign of James I on silver and gold

are of impwtance, in that they denote the year of

issue, the coins not then being dated. They were

as follows: 1603-4, thistle; 1604-5, fleur-de-lis;

1605-6, rose
;

1606-7, shell
;

1607-8, bunch of

grapes; 1609, coronet and key; 1610^ bell; 1611,

mullet; 1612, castle; 1613, trefoil ; 1615, cinquefoil

and tun; 1616, book; 1617, crescent; 1618, cross;

1 619, saltire and spur; 1620, rose; 162 1-2, thistle;

1623, ileur-de-lis ; and 1624, trefoil

In the reign of James I a copper currency was

commenced by the issue of what became kno* n

as " Harrington farthings." The patent to coir

these little pieces, which only weighed 6 grains,

was granted in 161 3 to Lord Harrington of Exton.

The type, which varies slightly, consists of crown and

two sceptres on the obver'^e, and a harp on the reverse.

Quite a number of mint --ks are observable.

Obarles I (1625-16tt)-

It has been stated that the coinage of Charles I

was more extensive and varied than that of any of
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his predecessors. The regal issues of the m-dinary

currency were minted at the Tower Mint and also

at several provincial mints. At the commencement

of his reign Charles issued from the Tower unites,

double-crowns, and British-crowns of crown gold;

to these were added angels of the old standard gold.

The silver consisted of crowns, half-crowns, shillings,

sixpences, half-groats, pennies, and half-pennies. A
little later from the provincial mints were issued

three-pound pieces in gold, and ten-shilling and

twenty-shilling pieces in silver.

In the first type, that of 1625-1626, the king, with

few exceptions, is represented wearing the robes of

the Order of the Garter. On the second type,

1626-163 1, Charles is represented wearing ruflf and

armour, in the last regal issue the ruff being changed

to a lace collar. Some changes in the form of the

shield help the collector to arrange his pieces, the

shield at first being square, afterwards oval. The

larger coins represent the king on horseback, as

shown in Fig. 164, which is a crown, the mint mark

a harp. The usual legend on the obverse dis-

tinguishes the coins of Charles I from those of

James I ; and according to the customary change,

Charles rides to left instead of to right. As on the

coins of James, the legend on the reverse is

"CHRibTO AVSPICE REGNO" (^Rulit^ Under ike

guidance of Christ).

Among the provincial mints of note were

Aberystwith (mint mark, open book and crown);

Bristol ("BR" and plume); Chester (three gerbs)

;

Exeter (castle and rose); Oxford (plume and



Fig. 164, Charles I Crown.

Fig. 165, Charlo I Carlisle Sliillin.u
;
Fig. 166, Charles II

Fontefract Shilling.
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" ox ") ;
Shrewsbury (pellets and plumes) ;

Wey-

mouth (castle, helmet, and sometimes two lions);

Worcester (pears); and York (lion passant and

" EIj( >R "). The most notable legend used by

Charles on the famous Oxford coins was that

known as the Declaration type, on which was the

legend, " RELIG . PROT . LEG . ANG . LIBER . PARL ."

This legend referred to the declaration Charles

made at the time of the outbreak of the Civil War,

which was that he would "Protect the Protestant

Religion, Laws and Liberties of his Subjects, and

Privileges of Parliament." (See Fig. 163.)

Then came the Civil War and the coinage of

money of necessity. To some the most interesting

pieces of English currency are those of irregular

shape, V. Jch were minted with the authority of the

king during the disastrous Civil War, during which

Charles had frequently to flee from place to place,

and during his stay in some of the baronial castles

and strongholds had recourse to this method of pro-

viding himself with money to pay the troops, and

for the requisite funds to maintain his cause. Some

of these pieces were issued in his absence, but v\ '"h

his authority. For the most part they were dubbed

"siege pieces," and from their quaint forms and

designs, together with the peculiar circumstances

under which they were issued, represent a curious

break in British coinage.

The money of necessity during the unhappy

struggle between Charles I and the Parliament,

issued from for the most part temporary mints, was

entirely of silver, and generally gave evidence of
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having been struck from pieces of plate given by

generous supporters to their liege lord in his neces-

sity. There are many odd and irregular values, the

reasons for their issue having now been forgotten.

Doubtless they then represented some recognized

payment which necessitated that particular value

of coin used under special conditions. These

coins possess many similar characteristics, such as

the gateway or towers of a castle, presumably

intended to represent the besieged stronghold

where they were minted. On many there is the

abbreviated legend "OBS," which is of course short

for obsidio, a siege. Among the rarest examples

are those issued from Beeston Castle, a fortress

which was dismantled by order of the Parliament

on its surrender in 1645. These pieces are mostly

oblong, and have a castle gateway for their type, in

some instances twice struck, the value below it being

in Roman numerals, above which are the denomina-

tional initials " S D." The twenty-four pence, or two-

shilling piece, weighs 208 grains. There is a is. 4d.

piece, weighing 130 grains, and several lower values.

Carlisle Castle was besieged from 1644 to the end

of the following year, during which period circular

and octagonal siege pieces were issued of the values

of three shillings, half-crown, and one shilling (see

Fig. 165).

Colchester Castle surrendered in 1648, and ap-

parently during the last months of the siege very

interesting pieces of irregular shapes, some circular,

and some oblong, were issued. The type was a

five-towered castle, on it the abbreviated l^end,
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" Carolj fortuna resurgam" {The fortunes of Charles
shall rise again).

Perhaps the most frequently met with siege pieces
are those of lozenge shape, issued in Newark, on
the obverse. The central design is a crown, with
the royal initials "c.k." on cither side. The de-
nomination of the piece illustrated is " xxx." (thirty
pence). On the reverse is the legend," OBS. NEWARK.
1645." It will be remembered that Newark sur-
rendered to the Scottish Army on May 8, 1646.
There are many siege pieces of Pontefract, which
castle was besieged by Cromwell himself. The siege
of Pontefract is noteworthy in that its defenders did
not surrender to the Parliament after the execution
of Charles I. The defenders continued under royal
authority to issue siege pieces

; many of those issued
towards the end of 1648 bore the name of Charles
II, whom they then recognized as their lawful
king. The Pontefract twenty-shilling piece is unique.
There are, however, many shilling and two-shilling
pieces, the l^nd adopted for these being " dvm .

SPiRO
. SPERO ."

( WkiUt Ithe, I hope). (See Fig. 166).
Another group are those struck at Scarborough, in

1645. They cannot be mistaken, for in addition to
the castle gateway on the obverse there is the legend
of the reverse, " OBS . scarborovgh

There is an octagonal shilling of Pontefract issued
after the death of Charles, bearing the legend, " POST
MORTEM PATRIS PRO FILIO " {After the death of the
fatherfor the son). This appears to have been struck
in 1648.

There were no copper coins minted in the reign of
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Charles I other than the farthings or " Harrington "

tokens as issued in th ; reign of James I.

Figs. 167 and 168 arc coins (roin the Kxeter Mint,

the former a shilling dated 1645 '^"'^ latter a

iialf-crown, dated 1644.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE COMMONWEALTH, AND AFTER THE
RESTORATION

Coiiu without the royal name, title, or arms—The Lord Protector

imei coins with his portimit—Regal conrency restored—The
fiunoos Petition crown.

The Oommonwealth (1649-1660).

On the death of Charlej the Parliament recognized

that it was important that they should issue without

delay a new currency from whic'i royal titles, and all

emblems of the monarchy, wert eliminated. That
accounts, probably, for the marked contrast which
the coins issued during the rule of the Protector

present to those of any other period in English

history. No doubt the new coins had an influence

upon the people, who in using them would be
reminded that the monarchy was abolished, and that

the "Commonwealth of England" had taken its

place. The l^[end or descriptive title of the issuers

served for nearly all the pieces both in silver and
gold. In the centre of the coins was the cross of

St. George, on a plain shield, on the obverse; the

reverse being occupied by the St George's cross and
the Irish harp.

219
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The ijold coins of the Commonwealth consisted of
a twenty-shtlhng piece, a ten-shilling piece, ami a
five-shilling piece, the firat-named weighing
grains. The legend on these coins, which were
sometimes called broads and half-broads, was " GOD
WITH vs," the value being expressed in Roman
numerals (see Fig. 169). The silver coinage was
practically of the same type. The shield on the
obverse, as will be noticed on referring to the illus-

tration, is surrounded by wreaths consisting of
branches of palm and olive ; the silver coins con-
sistmt of crown, half-crown, shilling, sixpence, half-

groat, penny, and half- penny, the last-nuned coin
beinji without the wreath.

It is doubtful wheth r the coins of Oliver Cromwell
were ever in regular use. If they were the circulation

was small and very local. Most of the pieces which
are obtainable are in good condition

; all, however,
are rare. They are easily (distinguished by the bust
of the Lord Protector, and the legend which reads,

"OLIVAR. D.G. RP. ANG. SCO. HIB. ft PRO." On
the reverse is a shield of arms, in the upper left-hand
quarter St. George's cross, also charged on the bottom
right-hand corner of the shield. In the right-hand
upper quarter is the cross of St. Andrew, and in the
lower left-hand the Irish harp. In the centre of the
shield is a small escutcheon on which is a lion

rampant, the arms or crest of the Protector. Above
the shield is a crown, the legend around being,
"PAX QVJiRiTVR BELLO" {Peace is sought by
war). These coins are mostly dated 1656 and
1658. The gold coins consisted of a fifty-shilling
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piece, a broad or twenty-shilling piece, and a half-

broad.

Oliver Cromwell, who >vas the first to letter the

edges of coins, inscr" > ;cl tnc ^-d^c of his rare fifty-

shilling piece of gold, " tkotector uteris . liters.
NV'MMIS . CORONA . t r . vALVS ' ( 1 protection to the

letters : a garland and sajegUi^. c- ro the coinage). The
inscription on Cromwell's forty-shilling piece of silver

was, " NEMO . ME . IMPVNE . LACESSET." {No one

shaU hurt me with impunity). In addition to this

large coin there were crowns, half-crowns, florins,

shillings, and pieces of nine-pence and six-pence. Of
the crowns there are three varieties, those of Simon,

Tanner, and a Dutch piece. The illustrations given

in Figs. 170, 171, and 172 are taken from finely pre-

served specimens of these rare pieces. Fig. 170 is a

two-shilling piece, a pattern by Tanner, of the same
type as the nine-pence shown in Fig. 171 and the

crown represented in Fig. 172.

Oliver Cromwell appears to have made a decided

attempt to institute a satisfactory copper currency,

although the coins he issued were never put into

drculaticm, and are more correctly described as
" pattern farthings " (see Chapter XVI).

Obarleg U (1660-1686).

On the Restoration a new currency became neces-

s , y without delay. An effort was made to place it

a better basis, and owing to the employment of

<'ther die-sinkers, Thomas Simon prepared his notable

crown piece which makes the coinage of Charles II

so noteworthy in the e)res of collectors.
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An exceptional specimen of this piece, dated 1663,
which has found a place in several noted collections,

is illustrated in Fig. 173. Below the bust can be
read distinctly in script Simon. On the reverse are
the crowned shields of England, Scotland, Ireland,

and France; in the centre the George within the
Garter, on which is inscribed its motto, interlinked

C's in each angle of the cross. The inscription twice

circling the coin reads, " d3^eMJlS SJJl6Jf most
HVMBLY . PRAYS , YOVR JUJSS&V TO COMPARE .

THIS , TRYALL , PIECE . WITH . THE . DVTCH AND IF.
MORE TRVLY . DRAWN . & EMHOSSD . MORE GRACE-
FVLLY . ORDER'D . AND MORE . ACCVRATELY . EN-
GRAVEN TO RELEIVE . HIM."

In the early years of Charles II both gold and
silver hammered coins were struck in the old-

fashioned way. The gold pieces consisted of the
broad or twenty-shilling piece (see Fig. 174), the
half-broad, and a crown, all made of "crown " gold,
of the same fineness as the coinage of Charles I.

Some were minted in 1660 without marks of value,

those in 1661 having a numeral of value. The milled
coins which were henceforth to supersede hammered
money consisted of five-guinea, two-guinea, guinea,
and half-guinea pieces. The five-guinea piece, weigh-
ing 647i grains, may be taken as the type. On the
obverse is a bust of the king, around it the legend,
" CAROLvs II. DEI GR.\TIA." On the reverse four
shields arc arranged in the form of a cross with
sceptres in the angles. The cdjjc is inscribed "dkcvs
ET TVTAMEN " {Ah ornament and a safeguard), the
object of the inscription being to prevent clipping.
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This legend, a quotation from Virgil, has been used
on crown pieces in most of the mintages of the sue-
ceeding reigns, as well as on some of the larger gold
coins. The two-guinea pieces were of similar design,
but with milled edges. The guinea, which was
destined to become a popular coin, was similar to
the larger pieces. It took its name from the fact
that most of the gold used at the mint at that time
was imported by the African Company from Guinea.
The mint mark to denote this special issue was an
elephant, or an elephant and castle, under the king's
bust.

The hammered silver was of three distinct issues,
and consisted of half-crown, shilling, sixpence, groat,
threepence, half-groat, and penny. The first issue
was without numerals for value. The second had
numerals but no inner circle. The third had both
numerals and inner circle. The shield of arms
was surrounded by the old motto, "ciluiSTO AVSPICR
KEGNO," as on the coins of Charles I. The milled
silver of currency consisted of crown, half-crown,
shilling, sixpence, and Maundy fourpence, three-
pence, twopence, and penny. The crown had on
the obverse a laureated bust of the king, and on the
reverse two C's interlinked in each of the four shields
which formed the cross, with the lettered edge as the
five-guinea piece. The smaller coins were similar.
Most of the silver used in this reign came from
the West of England, and was distinguished by
a rose, as mint mark, the silver from the Welsh
mines being marked with a plume of feathers.

There are few collections of English silver without
11
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some pieces of small denomination, mostly coins

which were struck for the king's Maundy gifts, for

even long after copper coins had been used for small

purchases of currency, silver was thought the only

fitting gift for the king to make in the fulfilment of

the ancient custom annually observed at Westminster

Abbc}'. AlthouLjh not used in currency Maunrly

money is still minted in sufficient quantities to serve

its historic purpose, and, incidentally, it provides

collectors of small silver with sets of those much-
valued coins. From the time when Maundy money
was first struck up to the present time, with a few

notable exceptions, all the four values have been

issued annually. The gifts of doles on the Thursday
before Good Friday were instituted as far back as the

reign of Edward III and have been continuously

given to the poor, the recipients being of the same
number as the years of the life of the Sovereign.

The established rule of quantity dates from 1563.

In olden time the ceremony was performed by the

Sovereign in person as an act of humility to com-
memorate the washing of the disciples' feet by our

Saviour. This ceremony was observed until the

reign of James II. The distribution of money at

the present time is made by the Lord High Almoner
and the Sub-Almoner, accompanied by Yeomen of

the Guard. The Sergeant-Major of the Yeomen
carries on his head ?. golden dish containing the

Royal Maundy gifts, tie gold in red purses, the silver

in white. In recent years each man has received

£2 5s. in lieu of the clothing monarchs of former

days distributed, £1 los. instead of provisions, and
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£i for the gold Maundy ; the little bag of silver
Maundy money in which collectors are chiefly
interested totalling up to one penny for every
year of the royal donor's age. After the ceremony
the silver is generally exchanged for current coin
of the realm, usually at a high premium, and
so the Maundy sets pass in mint condition to
collectors.

The specially coined currency dates from the reign
of Charles II, by whom it was instituted in 1661, the
first issue being groat, threepenny piece, half-groat,
and i)cnny. These coins were from dies by the cele-
brated Simon, and are the most recent specimens of
hammered money. On the reverse is a shield of
arms surrounded by the legend, " CHRISTO . avspice
RKGNO." The second issue of Maundy in the reign
of Charles II was milled

; the values being designated
by C's interlinked. For the copper currency of
Charles II's reign, see Chapter XVI.

James II (1685-1688).

On the death of Charles II, his brother, the Duke
of York, was proclaimed king, under the title of
James II. His currency differs from the milled coins
of 1670 only in the portrait and the inscription.
His gold coins had an elephant and castle for their
mmt mark; some, however, were marked with an
elephant only. These consisted of five-guinea, two-
guinea, guinea, and half-guinea pieces. The five-
guinea piece had the usual edge inscription, " decvs
ET TVTAMEN," the smaller pieces being milled. The
silver consisted of crown, half-crown, shilling, six-
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pence, and a set of Maundy money, on the reverses

of which were numerals, crowned.

The tin coins of this reign are referred to in

Chapter XVI.

William and ICary a688~16M).

After the abdication of James II, when William

and Mary were firmly established on the throne,

there was a new issne of all denominations, both in

gold and silver, and the same weights and standards

ob^orved in the previous reigns of James II and
Charles II were retained. The gold consisted of

five-guinea, two-guinea, guinea, and half-guinea pieces,

the type of the reverse is lour shields cruciformly

arranged, crowned, the arms of Nassau in the centre.

The portraits of king and queen, laureated, distin-

guished the coinage of the joint reign from those

minted when William reigned alone.

The silver currency of William and Mary con-

sisted of crown, half-crown, shilling, sixpence, and
a full set of Maundy coins. The crown piece is

similar to that of William III alone, as illustrated

in Fig. 175 ; it will be noticed that the four shields

of arms are arranged in the form of a cross—Eng-
land, Scotland, France, and Ireland ; in the centre

the arms of Nassau, as on the gold. In the angles

of the cross, however, are " W M," the initial letters

of the king and queen, in a monogram. There were

three distinct half-crowns, the type of the first issue

was the arms, on a square shield, crowned; the

second, the arms, somewhat varied, were also on

a square shield, on the first and fourth quarters the
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arms of France and England ; but the third issue

was of the same type as the then current crown.

On the reverses of the Maundy coins were the

numerals, crowned.

There were also tin and copper coins, for a descrip-

tion of which see Chapter XVI.
On the death of Mary, William reigned alone, and

caused coins to be struck bearing his effigy. At that

time the old hammered money which had been in

circulation was recalled, and there was a very large

recoinage of the metal, causing a loss to the country

of nearly ;f3,cxx^ooo. To successfully accomplish the

reminting of so many coins, within a short time,

mints were again set up at Bristol, Chester, Exeter,

Norwich, and York, supplementing the Tower Mint.

The coins issued from the provincial mints are

distinguishable by the "n" for Bristol, "c" for

Chester, " E " for Exeter, " N " for Norwich, and " Y "

for York.

There was an extensive issue of copper coins, fully

described in Chapter XVI.

Anne (1702-1714).

There were several important issues of coins

during the reign of Anne, divided into those before

the Union with Scotland in 1707, and the joint

currency issued afterwards. The difference chiefly

consists in the arrangement of the shield of arms,

the later issues after the Union having the arms
of England and Scotland on the upper and lower
shields, with France on the right and Ireland on
the left From that time henceforward the currency
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of Scotland became identical with that of England.
For some time afterwards, however, silver continued
to be struck at the Edinburgh Mint, the coins being
distinguishable by the letter "k" under the bust.
As already referred to, the word "Vigo" is found
on gold and silver minted from the bullion taken
from Spanish ships captured in Vigo Bay during
Anne's reign. In addition to the gold, silver coins
of the denominations of crown, half-crown, shilling,

and sixpence were issued. There were also Maundy
sets

;
but there is not, however, any penny of 1704,

and neither penny nor fourpence of 1707.
The copper farthings of Queen Anne are referred

to in Chapter XVI.
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L'ii.\rTi:R XIV

THE HOUSE OF irANOVEK

Additions to the royal titles—Many iiaucs •I min^ ilic icii;n of

George III—Rare gold pattern pieces.

George I a714-1787).

No marked change was made in the c y of

this country on the accession of George I, although
there was a slight addition to the <^u\d coins by
the minting of a quarter-guinea in 1718.

The guineas of this reign, which were issued until

1727, were marked with an elephant and castle. The
inscriptions on the coins of the Georges are some-
what puzzling in that the abbreviations of the legends

upon them convey little or no meaning to present-

day Englishmen. That on the obverse of the larger

coins gives the king's title, in accord with the

practice of previous Sove'-eigns, followed by "l',')."

(Defender of the Faith), which had not been pre-

viously used on the currency, although the title had
been bestowed by the Pope of Rome on Henry VIII,
.. )o used it on the Great Seal of England. On the

reverse, however, were the king's German titles,

" UkUN . ET . L . DUX . S . R . I . A . TH . liT . EL.," the Eng-
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Ilsh interpretation of which reads :
" Duke of Bruns-

wick and Luneburg, Arch-Treasurer of the Holy
Roman Empire and Elector." On one of the left-
hand side shields of arms will be noted the arms
of the Electorate.

The chief distinguishing marks on the silver coins
of George I are those denoting the source from
which the metal used in currency was derived. Thus
there are plumes for Wales, roses for the West of
England, "ssc" for the South Sea Company, and
two C's interlinked with plumes and "wcc" for
the Welsh Copper Company. The complete
denominations of this reign are: five-guinea, two-
guinea, guinea, half-guinea, and quarter-guinea, in
gold, and crown, half-crown, shilling, sixpence, and
the Maundy set in silver.

Ctoorge II (1727-1760).

George II struck coins in all the metals, the gold
being minted in all the values employed in the
previous reign, with the exception that no quarter-
guineas were issued. The silver currency was
the same also. On the gold coins the armorial
bearings were emblazoned on one shield, but on
the silver coins on separate shields in the form
of a cross. Roses and plumes as mint marks
are conspicuous on the silver. On the large pieces
the quartering of the shields is well represented

;

in the centre instead of the arms of Nassau
there is the Star of the Order of the Garter. On
some of the gold coins there are the letters " E.I.C."

under the king's bust, indicating that the pieces
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were struck for the use of the East India Company

;

on others the name "LIMA," showing that they were

made from bullion captured from the Spaniards;

and on some coins an elephant under the bust. The

piece illustrated in Fig. 176 is a five-guinea of 173 1.

Collectors should note carefully the distinctive

types of the two issues in all the currencies of George

II. They are known respectively as "old" head,

engraved by John Tanner, and " young " head, by

John Croker.

The copper coins of this reign are referred to in

Chapter XVI.

Oeoige m a760-18a0).

During the long reign of George III several

important changes took place in the coinage in both

the issues and denominations. Of gold there were

four issues, the first consisting of guineas, half-

guineas, and quarter-guineas; the second is distin-

guished as the issue of spade guineas and half-

guineas, so called from the spade-shaped shield of

arms, and by the seven-shilling pieces. The third

issue was that of 1801 to 1813, the guinea issued

in the last-named year being known as the Garter

sovereign or guinea.

There was a change in the style and title of the

king after the Act of Union 1800, when the king's

title became (abbreviated on the coins) "Geoi^fius

Tertius, Dei Gratia, Britanniarum Rex, Fidei Defen-

sor." The fourth and last issue of gold of George

III was that of sovereigns and half-sovereigns, super-

seding the guineas. On the reverse was the well-
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known type of St George and the Dragon. On
the reverse of the half-sovereign, however, there was
a shield of arms crowned, instead of the patron saint,
within a garter.

There were three issues of silver coins ; the first,

which was made in 1763, consisted of shillings only,'
and they are somewhat scarce, for only a small
quantity was issued. There was another issue of
shillings and sixpences in 1787.

It was about that time that the Bank of England
was empowered to issue Spanish dollars, counter-
marked with a small head of George III in an oval.
Those dollars parsed current for 5s. In 1804 a
further supply was issued, stamped with an octagonal
punch, and shortly afterwards some of the dollars
were reminted as Bank of England tokens. The
dollar or crown tokens were supplemented by pieces
of the nominal values of three shillings and eighteen-
pence.

It was in 1 8 16 that a very large issue of new silver
took place, that issue consisting of crowns, half-
crowns, shillings, and sixpences ; and many of those
pieces are still met with in circulation. The Maundy
money of George III followed the type of the current
issues, with the exception of the year 1792, when a
distinct change was made, for that year only, in the
type of the numeral of value, which took the form of
script writing, and became known as "wire" money,
from the delicate wire-like writing of the numeral.'
Ma - .dy money of that year is the scarcest of any
of the series. Arabic numerals were again used in
the third issue, and in 1816 the type of bust of
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George III as seen on his later coins, was used

for royal Maundy gifts.

The illustrations relating to this reign are all gold,

taken from exceptionally fine pieces. Fig. 179 is

a five-guinea piece dated 1 777 ; a variety in which

the lovelock on the left shoulder is especially clear

;

on the reverse is an ornamental shield, crowned,

with the usual arms and inscription. Fig. 177 re-

presents a two-guinea piece, dated 1 768 ; the

reverse is similar to the larger coin, but a different

obverse by Tanner. The half-guinea of 1775 is a

beautiful pattern piece. The coin illustrated in Fig.

180 is a rare pattern crown, in silver, by W. Wyon,

and is dated 18 17; the head on the obverse being

the laureated head used on the current coins of the

later issue of George III; the reverse, a remarkable

design, consisting of three female figures emblem-

atical of the United Kingdom of England, Scotland,

and Ireland, each having her national emblem at

her feet ; in the exei^^ there is a rudder and a

palm branch.

For Colonial issues see Chapter XVII, and for

copper currency see Chapter XVI.

Oeoise IV (1820-1830).

The coins of George IV are for the most part

current at the present time. The gold currency in-

cluded two issues; the first, 1821-1825, consisting

of double sovereign, sovereign, and half-sovereign.

With the exception of the obverse of the double

sovereign, and the reverse of the half-sovereign, the

dies used were the work of the famous die-sinker
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from I82S-I830. the dies were engraved by WWyon. who copied Chantrey's bust of the king
thereby obtaining a very flattering likeness.

There were three issues of silver ; the first. 1820-
1823. consisted of crown, half^rown, shilhng. and
^^xpencc The second, ,833-1825, was sHghtly
different m type, but of the same denominations
The third issue of 1825-1829 consisted of half-crown shilhng. and sixpence. Maundy money of allthe values was issued.

The type of the reverse of the silver crown was St.George and the dragon, and that of the reverse of the

shTl /h'T" °" * crowned
shield, the decorative emblems rose, shamrock, and
histle being added. On the reverse of the second

IT.- tJu' r*"^
P'^^^^ °" a plain shield crowned

On r ^- I ""^ °f the Order.

shllH i K
'^'^ °" » garnished

shield, which was surmounted by a helmet. A notable
feature was the "Lion" shilling, on the reverse ofwhich was a lion stahding upon a crown-the crest ofthe Sovereign A sixpence was also issued in lesser
quantities, such pieces being now much scarcer and

Zt ctdiL^'^"
shilling, especially when in

XVra^dTviT'
"^^'^""^

^^^^P^-

WiUlani IV a8S0-1837).

of W^f^
" Z'^^} ^"^^"''^ °^ '^t"^^* the coinageof William IV. the inscription on whose coins rea3s
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in the Latin form, " GULIELMUS," with the exception

perhaps, of the restoration of the groat. The gold

consisted of sovereign and half-sovereign, the type of

the reverse in both instances being a shield of arms

crowned. The silver consisted of half-crown, shilling,

sixpence, groat, and the Maundy fourpcnce, three-

pence, twopence, and penny. The Maundy four-

pence must not be confused with the groat of currency,

on the reverse of which was the Bgure of Britannia,

with the inscribed denomination "FOUR PENCE"
above. On the reverse of the half-crown of William

IV was a shield of arms on a royal mantle,

crowned. On the reverse of the shilling was the

value, "ONE SHILLING," in the centre of a wreath;

and on the reverse of the sixpence " six pence "

within a wreath.

For copper regal and Colonial coins, see Chapters

XVI and XVII.
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CHAl'TER XV

VICTORIA, EDWARD VII. AND GEORGE V

Pkttems, and pieces withdnim—CommemonUive ennency—Money
in dfcnktioa unity.

Vietoria (1837-1901).

The coinage of Queen VictCMria Mnga the collector

in touch with still current coins of the realm ; the

chief interest, however, lies in the pattern pieces

which form a distinct group of numismatics. In

Fig. i8i a beautiful five-pound pattern piece by W.
W)ron, R.A., is illustrated. The type of the reverse

is the queen, as Una, guiding the British lion. There
are, however, some features of interest to note in

Victorian coins, some few of which are already

almost entirely withdrawn fiom circulation. The
denominatimui of tint gold cmns of Victoria were

five-pound, two-pound, sovereign, and halt-'^uvereign

pieces. In the early portion of the queen's reign

the sovereign and half-sovereign alone represented

the gold of currency. Cn these were the queen's

head, and titles on the obverse and surrcHinding

the shield of arms on the reverse. In the second

issue the type adopted for the reverse of the
Mr
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sovereign wa^ that of St. George and llw dr<.^<;(tii.

The most m^bit coins of the ' 'igri were tlie

Jubilee issue, put iuU circulation i June, 18S7,

when Queen Victoria celebrated the fiftieth year

of her reign. Very many five-pound and two-

pound pieces were struck, and for a short time

cjuite a number of tht latter ( ircu atcd, but the"

were gradually uithJi.iA'ii by collectors and by

others who retained Vv m as ^uuveni^

The type of the larger gold coins was the queen'

head with archer! - wn and veil , on the reverse iSt.

George and the dra^jon. The two-|K)und pieci

sovereign, and half-so\creign, wcs similar. There

was a second issue of the juUiee ty (M: in 1S93, when
a notable addition wa* made Uj the queen's title,

declaring her tu be Empress of India as weUasQuee )

uf Great Britain and Ireland.

The first issue of silver, in 1838, consisted of cru^rn,

half-CTOwn, florin, shilling, sixpetK^, groat, and three-

pence, to which must be added the Maundy silver,

distini'^uishable from the then current gtoat and

threepence by the use of the numc al, cro^ ned, the

Jubilee bust of the Queen bein
;

adopted for the

Maundy money in 1888. The chief coin of note in

the silver currency was the \ ry beautiii I Gothic

c (VM, circulated only in smalt (|u<uitities, and

regarded to some extent as a pattern piece, althou-li

apparently many were struck. It was oi the type

which afterwards became so familiar in the Gothic

florin of currency. The first two-shilliii jjiece stmck

in 1849 was smaller in size than the oik with -.^hich

most people to-day are acquainted. On a«ount of
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the omission of the letters "D.G." (Dei Gratia)

it becams known as the "Godless" florin, and was

soon displaced by the Gothic florin of 185 1, a type

which continued to circulate until quite recent days.

The type of the crown of currency of the first

issue showed the youthful head of Victoria on the

obverse, and on the reverse a shield of arms, the

edge being inscribed with the old motto, "DECVS

ET TV-i.-^MEN." The second issue was of the Jubilee

design. The coins of that issue were supplemented

by the introduction of the four-shilUng piece or

double florin, slightly smaller than the crown piece,

the reverse being not unlike that of the Gothic crown.

It is technically described as obverse, bust to left

with arched crowr and vdl ; reverse, four shields

crosswise, cantoned with four sceptres. The coin

was never popular, and has almost passed out of

use although still current. The florin of the last

issue had upon it in clear type the legend, " TWO

SHILLINGS, ONE PLORIN." On the reverse were the

shields of Scotland and England above, that of

Ireland below, behind two sceptres, and in the field

the rose, shamrock, and thistle. The shilling had

upon its reverse, "ONE SHILUNO" with a wreath,

above It a crown. The type of the second issue of

1887 was a shield surmounted by an arched crown,

round it the badge of the Garter. The type of the

third issue was three shields, all crowned and en-

closed within a Garter, In the field a rose, a sham-

rock, and a thistle. The groat, or fot'rpence, was not

coined after 1856, and was withdrawn from currency

some years later.
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Edward VU (1901-1910).

The currency of gold and silver minted during

the reign of his late Majesty King Edward VII is

familiar to all In the first issue, following the usual

custom, gold of the higher values was struck ; but

although made current coin of the realm, neither two-

nor five-pound pieces were circulated.

The type of the silver differed but very slightly

from that of the later coins of Queen Victoria. The
denominations, too, were the same, with the excep-

tion that no double florin was issued. The chief

difference between the coins of Edward VII and
Aose of Queen Victoria, is that of Oe change of

title to " BRITANNIARVM OMNIVM REX" (King of

all the Britons). The type of the florin was that

of Britannia standing on a ship ; and of the shilling,

tile royal crest, vHiidi is a lion on a crown.

In order that collectors may understand how to

designate their current silver correctly, the following

extracts from the Proclamation determining the

desigiM of the new cdns in the reign of Edward
VII is given :

*• Crown tiw inscription shall read

:

• EDWARDVS VII. DEI GRA : BRITT : OMN : REX : FID :

DEF: IND: IMP.', and on the reverse shall be the

image of St Geoi^e, sitting on horseback attacking

a dragon witii a sword, with a broken spear upon
the ground. There shall be the date of the year,

and on the edge of the piece the raised letters

DECVS ET TVTAMEN. On the reverse of the half-

crowns shall be the ensigns armorial of the United
Kingdom, ccmtiUned in a diidd, surmounted 1^ tiie

Royal Crown, and surrounded by the Garter, on
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which shall be the motto, HON I SOIT QUI MAL Y
PENSE, with the inscription, ' FID : DEF : IND : IMP :

'

On the reverse of the florin shall be the figure of

Britannia, standing upon the prow of a vessel, her
right hand grasping a trident, and her left resting

on a shield. Every shilling shall have the same
obverse, impression, and inscription as the half-

crown, and on the reverse the Royal crest, the

lion on a crown. Every sixpence shall have in the

centre of the piece the words SIX PENCE, with an
olive branch on the one side and an oak branch

on the other, surmounted by an oak crown. The
Maundy silver, a fourpence, three-pence, two-pence,

and penny, shall represent the King's effigy, his

inscription, and the value of the coins in figure?

surmounted by a Royal crown. The edge of the

Maundy mon^ shall be plain, not milled."

Oeorje V
The gold and silver coins of his present Majesty

Geoi^e V, whose -;tyle is "King of Great Britain

and Ireland, and the Dominions beyond the Seas,

Defender of the Faith, and Emperor of India," were
ordered by Royal Proclamation, made at the Court
of St James. The Proclamation contained a de-

scription of the coins for circulation in this country,

fixing their denominations on the lines of the
previous reign. Of these there is nothing special

to relate, as coins in mint preservation of all the

values can be taken out of circulation at any time
they ( Inquired to fill up a caMnet of modem
coim > w specimen sets as supfriied by the Mint,
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in case*}, are the most favoured as having the mint

bloom upon them, and every other detail perfect

The chief innovations of recent issuer of coins of

his Majesty, are those associated with the Colonial

currency, more particularly referred to in Chapter

xvn.
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CHAPTER XVI

REGAL COPPER COINS

E«riy patterns for copper coins—Half-pennies of tin and copper with

metal plugs inserted—Many iasuet and a new denomination in

the rdgn of George III.

As it has already been indicated, an attempt was

made to introduce a copper currency in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth, but the earlier coins must be

r^^arded more as experimental and as pattern pieces

than as coins struck for general circulation. At that

time, when Elizabeth minted her pattern penny in

copper, there was strong prejudice against the base

meUls, ibr tiie country was then flooded with inferior

continental coins and tokens, abbey pieces and the like

of various types. The inscription on the pattern re-

ferred to reads, "THE PLEDGE OF A PENNY," stamping

itatmiceasbdngmoreof a token tiian a current omn.

In the reign of James I the noted Harrington

farthings were issued by patent granted in 1613,

the type being a crown over two sceptres, in saltire,

the legend or title reading, " lACO . D . G . MAG . BW :

"

On the reverse was a harp, crowned. Of these coins

tiiere are many varieties, and numerous mint marks

are collectable. These little pieces were very thin and

irregularly struck, making them easily counterfeited.
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On the accession of Charles I, the farthings were
proclaimed lawful currency, and a fresh patent was
granted for seventeen years to the Dowager Duchess
of Richmond and Sir Francis Crane with right to
coin them. The inscription was then altered to,
" CARO

: D . G .
MAG : BRIT." Of these there are many

variations in the abbreviations of the royal titles,
and in the mint marks used. There is a variety
frequently met with, showing a rose, crowned, on
both obverse and reverse.

After the Civil War pattern pieces were issued from
the mint

;
but none of the copper coins of either the

Commonwealth or ofthe Lord Protector Cromwell can
be regarded as current money—certainly not " regal."
On the Restoration, Charles II made a determined

effort to supply much-needed coins of the lower de-
nominations in copper, but it was not until 1672
that the regal half-pennies and farthings of currency
were circulated. That issue marked a decided
change, in that instead of the very small Harring-
ton coins, the halfpenny and farthings by Royal
Proclamation made regal tender for sums of less
than sixpence were of large size and weight It
was on those—half-pennies and farthings—that the
figure of Britannia, so like the type of Britannia on
the Roman coins of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius,
was first adopted as the type of our Fnglish copper
currency. A curious difference is made in the draping
of the figure of Britannia on the two coins; in that
on the farthing Britannia is represented with one leg
undraped, both being covered on the half-penny. The
legend on the obvofse reads, " carolvs . a . carolo,"
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the king's bust being in Roman armour, and his head

laureatcd. The I^end on the reverse, surrounding

the figure of Britannia, is " BRITANNIA." The designs

of both half-pennies and farthings are the same.

The current English cdnt of James II were of tin

with ix square plug of copper in the centre : on them

the legend reads, " lACOBVS SECVNDVS." The farthings

and half-pennies were identical in type, the figure of

Britannia appearing on the reverse in each case.

The first issue of coins in the baser metal in the

joint reign of William and Mary, was of tin, with

a square plug of copper, as in the preceding reign.

The busts of the king and queen were side by

side, William wearing armour, the queen a mantle.

The tegend around both half-penny and farthing

was "GVLIELMVS.ET. MARIA," the edge of the half-

penny being inscribed " NVMMORVM . famvlvs."

The sanw difference between tint half-penny and

farthii^ as In previous reigns is noticeable in the

issues of William and Mary, in that on the farthing

Britannia is represented with one leg bare. In 1694

copper half-pennies and farthings were struck from

similar dies to those used fiw the tin cdnage, but

there was no legend on the ed^
After the death of Mary copper half-pennies and

farthings were issued of similar design to those of the

previous reign, the Iqiend around tile king's bust which

was in Roman armour, with head lanieated, being

"GVLIELMVS TERTivs." The farthings were similar,

the date, however, was placed after the legend " BRI-

TANNIA," and not in the exergue as on the half-penny.

The reign of Queen Anne is notiUtle In tiiat there
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were no extensive issues of copper. A number of
pattern fiwthings were struck, however, the reverse
in the centre of the three shown in group 182, being
considered to be the design selected for the intended
current coins, which were not issued in any quantity

;

the other two reverses were patterns only.

Three years after George I canoe to the thn»M half>

pennies and farthings were struck. On the obverse was
the king's bust, with short hair, laureated,and in armour,
within a circle of very broad graining, with the edge
plain. These coins date from to 1734 inclusive.

There were two distinct coinages of r^;al copper
in the reign of George 11. The first, commonly
known as " young " head, was ordered in the absence
of the king in Germany. The types of both half-

pennies and farthings were identical. In 1740 ttere
was an issue from new dies, known to collectors as
" old " head, the dates occurring from 1740 to 1754.
During the long reign of George III there were

several distinct departures in the copper currency of
this country. The first issue of copper from new
dies was, however, not made until 1770, ten years

after the king came to the throne. These were
similar to those of the previous reigns, the king,

however, looking to right, the legend being altered to
" GEORGIVS III. REX." Farthings of that issue were
identical in design. In 1797 coins were issued from the
Soho Mint, in Birmingham. The legend was in sunk
letterson a flat rim ; on the reverse it was "britamMIA,"
and the date " 1797." The emblematical figure of
Britannia is seated on a rock

; by her side waves, and
a three-mast ship in the distance. Britannia holds an
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olive branch in ber right hand, in her left a trident,

and beneath the shield is the word " sol k The de-

nominations were two-penny, penny, half-i)ciiny, and

f.irthing. The farthing, however, was a pattern piece.

The next ismie of copper took place in 179ft and

consisted of half-pennies and (artiUngs struck from

new dies. In 1806 there was another issue of

coi)i)er, consisting of penny, !ialf-penny, and farthing.

The first issue of copper iu the reign of George IV

consisted of fiurthings only. The design did not

please the Iting, and a new one was engraved a few

years later, from which pennies, half-pennies, and

farthings were struck. That design represented a

bust of the kir- huireated. but without any drapery.

On the leveiae was the figure of Britannia without

the olive branch, and without the lion which had

been introduced into the first design of farthings, which

had been struck during this reign. In Ae exergue

wera faitertwined the rote, shamrock, and thistle

In the reign of William IV tyix- of the

previous reign was retained in the -! ign of the

reverse. In fine preservation cr- 4. ins of

William IV are rather scarce.

The copper coins issued in the eaily years of the

1 cign of Queen Victoria were from dies engraved by

William Wyon. The three denominations were

repeated as in former reigns, supplemented by half-

farthings and on^'third-fitftyngs. Thi;-- small

pieces, however, never seem to have bef i
,

pular ir

this country, but they were used in Malta. Quarter-

farthings were also struck in limited quantities,

chiefly for use in the Cokmiet. In i860 the copper
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currency of this country ceased, and a new coinage
of bronze was substituted. The bronze as at present
used consists of 95 parts of copper, 4 of tin, and
I of zinc, the issue in bronze metal being penny,
half.penny, and farthing, and one-third-farthing for
Malta. The design was quite different to the copper.
The queen, somewhat older-looking, was represented
laureatti, and with drapery, embroidered with a spray
of roses, shamrocks, and thistle, on her shoulder. On
the reverse Britannia was once more restored to the
possession of the waves and the three-masted vessel,
to which was added a lighthouse. The designs of
the three values were identical. It is interesting to
note that the weights of the smaller coins, the half-
penny and farthing, were more in proportion than
that of the penny. The copper coins of 1886,
onward, present the draped head of the queen wear-
ing a coronet, ribbon, and the Order of the Garter, to
her titles being added that of " Empress of India."
The bronze coins of King Edward VII were issued

by the authority of a Proclamation which came into
force on the first day of January, igo2. The legend
read :

" EDVVARDVS VII. DEI GRA, BRITT : OMN : REX
;

FID
: DEF : IND : IMP :

" On the reverse Hritannia is'

seated on a rock surrounded by the sea, in her right
hand a shield which rests against the rock, in her
left hand a trident, the same des%n for all three
denominations.

The bronze coins of King George V are similar in
design, and are very familiar to all loyal subjects of
his Gracious Majesty the King residing in Great
Britain or Ireland.
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CHAPTER XVII

BRITISH COLONIAL CURRENCY

The collection of early issues—Curious West Indian monq^The
East Indian Kries extended over a wide nuge—Some intMeatfaif

Eaiopean islands cnnenqr.

The currency of British Dominions be)r(Mid the
Seas has grown so extensively during recent years,

owing CO the rapid increase in the trade and com-
merce of the Colonies, and the development of the

Empire of India, that it is impossible in one short

chapter to fully daacrUbe the coins of currency in the
l>osse.ssions of his Majesty King George the Fifth.

The coins referred to, therefore, are for the most part

those which have long been obsolete, and for which
collectors have to seek among the curios of coinage,

and not in the tills of traders.

To simplify the classification of Colonial coins it

will be convenient to divide them into the following

groups :
« African," " Australian," " Asiatic," " West

Indian," mni "European." (Tim coins of foffowr

Ikitish possessions in NoftJi America, and those of
C anada, are described in Chapter XVI 11.) For
many years the greater numb< r of coins current in

m
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British Colonies were strictly speaking tokens, and

in describing those which may for convenience' sake

be classified as regal cdns of currency, there will be

some little overlapping.

Africa.

The African dominions of Great BriUin have not

only been extended during recent years, but they

have been peopled with Europeans, many of whom

are now engaged in local trade and commerce, as well

as in inter-Empire trading ;
consequently the very

limited currency which once sufficed for the native

African peoples who traded under the protection of

the British flag would now be totally inadequate to

the needs of those vast countries in Africa which

now belong to Great Britain.

At one time the African Company trading with

the West Coast issued moneys suitable for the people

with whom they traded. Their coins for the most part

took the names of native money and weights, and in

some insUnces their ferma. The African Compan>-.

towards the close of the eighteenth centur>', circulated

silver coins, the denominations of which were ackey,

half-ackey, quarter-ackcy, and eighth-ackey. On the

obverse was the cipher of George III, "CR." wiA a

crown, «Bd the d^. 1796. On the reverse the legend

accompanying the shield of the Company with sup-

porters and crest was :
" FREE TRADE TO AFRICA BY

ACT OF PARLIAMENT, 1750." A fine pattern half-

achey of 1818 is given in Fig. 183.

The West African Colonies include vast tracts of

country, the latest addition to the moneys of West
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Africa being silver coins, issued in 1913, uf the

nominal values of two shillings, one diilling, sixpence,

and threepence. Their dimensions, weights, and

fineness are the same as the corresponding coins of

the United Kingdom. On the obverse is a portrait

of Kit^ George V, and on the reverse of the higher

values an oil-tree palm, with tlw legend, "BRITISH

WEST AFRICA."

The early coins struck by the Sierra Leone Com-
pany, in 1 79 1 , show upon their reverses a lion preparing

to spring, beneath it the simple l^end, "AFRICA."

The denominations of these coins in silver were

dollar, 50, 20, and 10 cents ; and in copper, penny
and cent.

The token currency of the Cape of Good Hope
and of Natal, struck about the middle of the nine-

teenth century, includes a few rare pieces in silver

as well as copper. The most notable piece is

a Griqua Town half-penny in copper; there are

also five-penny and ten-penny pieces in silver, the

type of the latter being a dove bearing an (riive

branch.

The currency of the Transvaal, bsued during the

presidency of President Kruger, b of comparatively

recent date. Those issues, bearing his portrait bust,

are obtainable in fine preservation, in several deno-

minations, and although used when the country was

a Republic, may now with propriety be in' 'uded in a

collection of British African coins. The Transvaal

and the Orange River Colony now use coins bearing

the effigy of Geoi^e, King of all the Britons and of

British Dominions beyond the Seas.
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Aiutralia.

The Commonwealth of Austrah'a has now an inde-

pofident coinage of its own ; upon the silver is the

Australian arms and the motto, "ADVANCE Aus-

tralia." For a long time past gold has been coined

at the Sydney and Perth Mints. The earlier pieces

of interest to a collector, however, are chiefly tokens,

as for many years, indeed until the third quarter in

the nineteenth century, .Australian traders issued

their own tokens for local circulation. In South

Australia, in 1862, a gold coin was issued by the

Government, but no silver or copper coins other

than the tokens referred to are to be found among
the old coins of Australia.

Alia.

The varied issues of coins for the different countries

and states in Asia ruled over by the limperor of

India include not only native pieces, but inde[jendent

issues, before the Government undertook to provide

an adequate currency in values and denominations

suitable for the people. The East India Company
for many years planted the British flag, and main-

tained the commercial relations between Great

Britain and India. It did its best to supplement the

native and other moneys in use, and in some in-

stances was able to substitute its issues for the coins

of other nations then iraciiiiij in the Far Fast.

The East India Company was founded in 1600.

At that time Spanish dollars had an almost world-

wide circulation, and were much employed • 1 India.

This did not suit the purposes of the Sovereign of
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these realms, and it is said that Queen Eliisabeth

deemed it necessary that Asiatics should understand

and realize that besides the King of Spain there was
a monarch who ruled in her far-away island home.
She authorized the issue of coins of the values of

crown, half-crown, shilling, and sixpence, which were

to be used concurrently with Indian rupees of native

mintage ; and she prohibited the East India Com-
pany from importing or using Spanish dollars in

India. On these coins of Elizabeth the portcullis,

crowned, and the Royal Arms of England figured. It

will be remembered that the portcullis or cross-barred

gate referred in English silver coins of the Tudor
period (see Chapter XI) was the badge of the Beau-

forts, who were descended from John ofGaunt. They
took their name from the beau fort, or beautiful

castle, in France, and henceforward used the port-

cullis of the castle gate as their badge. The crown of

the East India Company's issue of that period was
small and thick, measuring about in., weighing,

however, 425 grains. On the reverse was the

legend, " O . I'OSVI . •)EVM . ADIVTOREM . MEVM " (/
have made God my helper).

In the re^ of Charles II a mint was estaUished

at Bombay, and the coins of the values of rupee,

half-rupee, fanam, anrl half-fanam in silver, and the

pice and its multiples in copper, were issued. Rupees
were struck at Bombay in the reign of James II. A
change was made in the next issue of coins for India

struck at Bombay in the time of George II, which
appear to have been of copper or lead ; their values

were double pice, one pice, and half-pice. On the
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ebvcne wu a crown, with "c.k." above it and
" TOMB." under it ; on the reverse the Company's
bale mark. There were some additions to thr cur-

rency of India in the rei^^n of Georjje III, several of

them being purely Oriental in type, among them a
very curious two-kapang piece issued by the East

India Company in 1787. CoItectcMrs usually group
the coins of the Bombay Presidency together, and
keep a keen look out for the rupees f seventeenth-

century dates. Man) of the copper pice are scarce
;

there are also some few lead pieces. The gold
mohurs of the Bombay Mint are tine early pieces.

The one illustrated in Fi^. i«6 is .1 pattern mohur,
the type of the obverse a lion under a p»alm-tree, on
the reverse the name of the place and the date 1828.

Fig. 188 is also a pattern from the Bombay Mint ; it

is a half-anna and is dated 1821.

The coins of the Bombay Presidency include

mohurs from the Calcutta Mint. The collectable

varieties of silver rupees are also numorous. In the

Presidency there were at one time several important

mints, including those at Murshidabad, Patna,

Benares, and Ferrukabad ; the values of the coins

issued being mostly described in Bengali, Persian,

and Nagri characters.

Coins of the denominations of double pagoda and
pagoda were struck at Madras, the type being an
Indian pagoda surrounded by stars, and on the

reverse the figure of Vishnu. The silver coins

issued about the same time were half-pagoda,

quarter-pagoda, and fanam. Small coins, in copper,

of the divisional values of the rupee, were also struck
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at Madras. A twenty-^ash piece was issued in 1804

;

on its obverse were the Company's arms and sup-

porters, and on the reverse the value and the date in

Arabic numerals. Fig. 185 is a double pice, on a

thick dump, struck in Madras.

At various times efforts have been made to secure

greater uniformity in the currency, and quite a
number of patterns have been struck. In Fig. 192

a fine pattern double mohur struck in 1854 is shown
;

on the obverse is the head of Queen Victoria, on
the reverse a lion under a palm-tree, above which is

the legend, "EAST INDIA COMPANY." Fig. 191 is

a pattern mohur of 1870, not unlike the issue of

the then current mohurs. A pattern rupee of

William IV, dated 1834, is shown in Fig. 189; on
the obverse the legend "WILLIAM iiii, king"; on
the reverse is a lotus flower over the denomination
of value.

During recent years many coins of modern types

have been issued for India from the Royal Mint.

Those circulating in the reign of Queen Victoria

w:ere supplemented in the time of Edward VII by
a further issue of other denominations; and still

more recently coins bearing the effigy and titles of
his present Majesty King George V, have been put
into circulation throughout the presidencies and
native States constituting the Indian Empire. In

this connection it may be well to note that nickel

has been onployed to supplement the usual metab
of currency, notably by the issue of a one-anna
piece ; but it is said that the older pieces issued in

1835, when the coinage of India was made uniform,
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are preferred by the natives, and are still exten-
sively used.

There are a number of coins which were formerly
used in Ceylon

; among them native money and
coins known as double rix dollars, supplemented in
1 8

1 5 by rix dollar pieces. The copper series include
the divisional parts of the dollar. In 1827, and
again in 1870, half- and quarter-farthings were minted
in England for use in Ceylon ; and in later years
five-cent, one-cent, half-cent, and q>'arter-cent

p eces have been minted. In 1892 a nickel coinage
consisting of fifty, twenty-five, and ten cents was
issued. Fig. 187 represents a 96 stiver piece in
silver—a crrious and interesting old coin.
The island of Sumatra was early one of the

possessions of the East India Company. In 1783 a
two.s*^koo piece in silver was issued there, bearing
in Malay characters the legend Money of the
Company, 2 Sookoos, and on the reverse "FORT
MARLBORO." Copper coins were struck in 1804,
the legend reading, "east india company," to
which was added the value.

There are silver rupees of Penang, dating from
1788, on the reverse the legend, "prince of wales
ISLAND"; and several pattern pieces in silver and
copper.

Before the British possessions now known as
Straits Settlements had become such an important
area special coins similar to the cent in use in the
Straits Settlements were struck for use in British
Honduras. On the obverse was the head of Queen
Victoria, adorned with a coronet, and the legend
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"VICTORIA QUEEN." On the reverse, "bhitish

HONDURAS, ONE CENT."

The earliest coins issued in British Guiana were

made out of old Spanish dollars, pieces and

fragments being countermarked. An extensive

coinage, however, was issued in 1809 consisting

of silver two-guilder, one-guilder, half-guilder, and

quarter-guilder pieces. Although these coins were

marked on the reverse, "token," they were issued

by Government authority.

Many very beautiful pattern pieces intended for

Hong Kong have been designed. One of these

—

a pattern dollar--dated 1864, is illustrated in Fig.

193; on the obverse is a small bust of Queen

Victoria with the simple legend, "VICTORIA QUEEN,"

on the revei ; four shields with Chinese characters

forming a cross, oak and laurel leaves in the angles

the legend, ONE DOLLAR," and the date " 1864."

The collectable current issues are dollars, half-dollars,

fifty, twenty, ten, and five cents. There are also

scarce pattern cents in copper. Fig. 190 illustrates

a pattern two-mace piece, dated 1867, intended for

use in Shanghai.

West Indies.

Spanish dollars have circulated freely in the West

Indies, and the early attempts to introduce British

currency there do not seem to have been very

successful. Among the patterns which have been

struck, that illustrated in Fig. 209 is of special beauty

The obverse was of the same type as the penny

struck, by George IV for use in Ireland. The reverse
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legend, " colonial," suggests that the intention was
to make it an acceptable piece throughout many of
our Colonial possessions.

In Barbadoes a penny was struck in 1788, the
type of the obverse being the bust of a negro, wear-
ing a plume of three ostrich feathers, below, the
legend " i serve "

; on the reverse a pineapple. In
1791 there was another Issue, consisting of penny
and half.penny, the type of the reverses being as
Illustrated in Fig. ,84. the central design was the
king seated in a marine car. In Bermuda or
bommers Island coins of the respective values of
shilling, sixpence, threepence, and twopence, in base
metal, were issued in 1616 ; the type on the obverse
was a wild boar, the money being afterwards known
as hog money. A copper penny was struck in
1793. on the obverse the bust of George III, on the
reverse a man-of-war in full sail. In more recent
years tokens and other pieces which indiscriminately
circulated in the West Indies have been replaced by
coins prepared at the Imperial Mint.

In the year 1891, by an Order In Council, four-
penny pieces coined at the British Mint weremade current as legal tender in British Guiana
Grenada, St Vincent. St Lucia. Trinidad, and
Tobago. Towards the end of the year 1908 the
issue of 5-cent and ^-cent copper coins for Ceylon
was superseded, the 5-cent piece having been found
mconvenient and clumsy, a nickel bronze coin of
60 grains weight was introduced, its type simila.
to Uie new Indian one^na piece; but to prevent
confusion the coin was made square, with rounded
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corners. On the one side was a portrait of King

Edward, with the legend "KING AND emperor,"

and on the other a numeral, denoting its value, the

value being repeated on either side of the numeral in

Sinhalese and Tamil characters.

Bnropfi.

The Channel Islands have for a century or more

possessed a separate copper currency. In Guernsey

the copper coins, changed to bronze in 1861, consist

of dght, four, two, and one double pieces. On the

obverses are the arms of Guernsey, on the reverses the

values and date. In the reign of Queen Victoria

there were several separate coinages of copper and

bronze in Jersey. The first, which was in 1841, con-

sisted of one-thirteenth, one twenty-sixth, and one

fifty-second part of a shilling in copper. The second

coinage in 1866, in bronze, was of the two higher

denominations ; the third coinage of 1877 marked a

change in the denomination, which became one

twelfth, one twenty-fourth, and one forty-eighth of a

shilling. The Jersey piece illustrated in Fig. 196 is

an exceptionally fine penay token of 181 3; on the

obverse the head of George III and " jersey "
;
on

the reverse the figure of Commerce seated and the

legend, " ONE PENNY TOKEN."

Separate coins have always been circulated in

Gibraltar. The first issue of copper, which was

made in 1842, consisted of two-quart, one-quart,

and half-quart. On the obverse was the bust of

Victoria, and on the reverse a castle with a key

under it, above it "GIBRALTAR."
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The chief coin struck for use in Malta is the one-
third farthing, first issued in 182; in copper. A
further supply wu isnied in the reign of WUham IVm 1835, and again in 1844, in that of Queen Victoria.
The bronze issues sr.perseded copper in 1866.
When tht Ionian Islands were under the pro-

tection of Great Britain (i8£5-i864) silver coins of
the value of 30 oboli were issued, the type of the
obverse being the winged lion of St. Mark, and that
of the reverse Britannia seated. The copper coins
were of the same types. An issue of bronze coins for
JSC in Cyprus, consisting of piastre, half-piastre, and
quarter-piastre, first made their appearance In 1878.
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CHAPTER XVIII

IRELAND AND THE ISLE OF MAN

Ancient rinj; money—Coins of the Kings of Ireland—Separate iaraes

under the English Sovereigns—" Gun " money—Manx copper.

Some of the early coins of Ireland are interesting

in that they represent a currency earlier than that

known in any other part of the United Kingdom.

These ancient mon^ consisted of rings of gold,

silver, and brass, which are said to have been

graduated according to Troy weight in multiples

of the pennyweight The first coins of which there

is any authentic record are those of the Kings of

Dublin, ^o struck silver pennies not unlike early

Saxon pieces, or those of the Kings of Scotland.

The first of this series was that of Ifars I (870-872)

;

followed by pennies of Anlaf IV (962-981), Sihtric III

(989-1029), Anlaf V (1029-1034), Anlaf VI (.lo+i-

1050), and Ifars III (1050-1054). Tliose the last

named are typical. On the obverse is the king's head

with radiated crown, and an inscription which means

" King Ifars of the Northmen of Dublin "
; on the

reverse is a cross, in the angles of which are

ornaments.

14 MB
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The Kings of Waterford issued pennies, tl. . most
notable being those of Regnald II (1023-1036).

iBthelred II and Canute of England are said to
have struck coins from the Dubhn Mint. The first
authentic coins issued by the Kings of Knglat.d as
lords or kings of Ireland, however, were tl.ose struck
by John-some being minted before his accession to
the Enghsh throne, in virtue of his title, Lord of
Ireland." They bear mint marks of D iblin and
Waterford, some few later ones being siri-k at
Limerick. Henry IH issued pennies at.' half-
pennies from Dublin In 1248, and lidward I and
Ldward III issued pennies, half-pennies, and
farthmgs m silver from Cork, Dublin, and Water-
ford, the names of the mint towns being traceable
on them. The type of the coins struck In Ireland by
those kings and their predecessors was that of a full-
faced bust within a triangle.

The next coins of any note were those struckm Dublin in the reign of Henry VI. The first issue
of 142s, consisted of pennies only, and were of the
same type as the English money; the second
issue of 1460 consisted of groat and penny. A
copper half-farthlng was struck for use in Ireland
in 1460. All these coins are distinguishable from
those used in England by the name of the mint
town.

In the reign of Edward IV coins in silver, copper
and brass were minted from the Dublin and other
Irish mints. The first Issue of that reign was In
1461, and It consisted of groat and penny the
second, in 1463, also of groat and penny; and the
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third, in 1465, was similar. The fourth coinage in

1467 was issued from mints at Gurlingford, DubUn,
Galway, Limerick, Trim, and Waterford, and con-
sisted of groat, half-groat, penny, half-penny, and
farthing. There was a seventh coinage in 1478,
notable for the type of the reverse, which was three

crowns, the arras of Ireland from the reign of
Richard II to that of Henry VIII. A billon

farthing, also one of copper, were issued in Dublin
in 1462. Silver groats and pennies were issued in

the reign of Richard III.

A number of the coins of Henry VIII bear the
Dublin mint mark, and in that reign additions were
made by the coinage of other denominations of
sixpence, threepence, three-half-pence, and three-

farthings. The types of some of these pieces were
a shield of arms on the obverse, and a harp, crowned,
on the reverse.

Mary, reigning alone, struck silver coins for Ireland

of the denominations of shilling, groat, half-groat,

and penny. Dated coins of the reign of Philip and
Mary were issued in 1555.

Elizabeth struck coins for Ireland in silver and
copper. The first issue in 1558 consisted of shilling

and groat, coined out of base money recalled from
circulation in England, while in 1561 similar coins of
good silver were issued. These coins may be dis-

tinguished from English moneys of contemporary
dates by the crowned harp on the reverse. In the
reign of James II no special change was made in the
coins, which continued to be issued from similar dies

to those used by Elizabeth. It was in this reign that
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with tht ordinary stamp used in the moneys now

current" On the obverse was an effigy of Charles I

on horseback, in his right hand a sword resting on

his shoulder. There is a plume on the horse's head,

the trappings being ornamented with a broad cross.

It has been pointed out that the horse apparently

stands without any ground on which his hoofs may

rest The legend around reads, "CAROLVS. D.G.

MAG. BRIT. FRA. ET . HIB .
REX."

In the year 1642 Kilkenny money of similar

characteristics to other money of necessity was

issued. The chief emblems and types were a castle,

the letter " K," and two crossed sceptres behind a

crown. The Kilkenny money consisted of half-

pence and farthings in copper, forming a distinct

variant from the silver pieces struck from old plate.

In the reign of Charles II the St Patrick half-

pennies and farthings were struck. These are curious

little pieces, the obverse having for its type King

David kneeling and playing a harp. On the reverse

is the figure of St. Patrick with a crozier in his left

hand and a shamrock in his right. He carries a

shield on which are three castles, the arms of Dublin,

the legend of the reverse being "ECCE GREX"

{Behoid the Flock). On the farthings (see Fig. 199)

the legend, which varies, reads, " qviescat plebs "

{May the people remain in quietude). The peculiarity

of the design of the farthing is that of St Patrick,

who, standing near a church, is shown stretching

his hand over a number of reptiles, which are hurry-

ing away. It is said that the reptiles typified the

rebels

!
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After the Restoration some farthings were issuedin Ireland under authority of a pat^t

copper h"a?
'""^ '^•^ ^"^^ n

1688. Then came the money of necessity struckafter James's abdication of the Endish thrnn
mostly of mixed metal known as « Gun " 1 '

and Mary were half-pennies, the type If the reveSbemg a harp, crowned. Half-pennies were a^^ st^ckwhen William reigned alone.
The silver coins issued in Ireland during theGeorgian period by the Bank of Ireland were tokensand not regal currency. Some of the c^llr cofn"however, although technically tokens wereTke t^eHarnngton farthings of the reigns of^me 'l and

K«,dal, .ho sold her concession .o Wo^d detrtW

ITcT'^- "'^"""'•^ Seven dS 'S*io,ooo The issue was limited to 360 toni 1pound of copper being minted into half^ '

dferth^gs of the total value of half-crol^^.^

HEX, around a l.ureat«l bust of the King, TSe
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reverse the legend " hibernia," in the centre the

figure of Hibernia, seated, holding a harp ; in her

right hand a palm branch.

In the reign of George II there were two issues of

half-pennies and farthings. George Ill's first copper

coin for Ireland was a half-penny, issued in 1766 ;
the

inscriptir i « GEORGIVS III. REX," surrounded the

laureated head of the King, the type of the reverse

being a haip, crowned. There were farthings also.

There was a second is'-'c of both values in 1805,

struck at the Sdio Mir.u

In the reign of George IV there were special egal

copper coins—pennie and half-pennies—for Ireland,

dated 1822 and 1823 ; but since the latter year there

has been no special issue for Ireland, the currency of

Great Britain being used.

The Lile of Man.

The Isle of Man, in the midst of the Irish Channel,

is so closely allied to this country that we wonder

how it was that it was allowed to remain a private

possession so long. It was held under the Crown of

England by Sir John de Stanley, as early as the year

1406, and remained in possession of the descendants

of the Stanleys, the Earls of Derby, (with the excep-

ticii of a short period during the Commonwealth)

until it was acquired by the British Government in

1 765 irom the Duke of Athol, into whose hands it had

come by heirship. There are coins of the island

dating from 1758. On ther *he ducal coronet and

famous triune—the . .ree le^ oottd a.id spurred—

emblem of three in one. The first "Dllectable coin
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I^le and°h M " ''''' °^ the Stanleys, the

1 he we I .know legend which always surrounds^une. .n ,hich it will be noticedV^t Jwa^"P^nt to the left, is "quocunque gessekis

peini s in"^o
°' '^'^ P^"-- and half-

On the 1 """" '^'""^'^ in the islandOn obverse was the king's head laureatedj on

money was issued for the Isle of Man durLTereigns of George IV and William IV. The lal? co „sfor separate use in the island were issuL in's^^^^^^^^

penny, half-penny, and farthing. In 1840. by Act ofParliament, the coinage of G„.at Britain su^.^^he Manx coins then current, and became
the only money of currency in the Isle of
The accompanying illustrations represent 'scarr.pa«em pieces; Fig. 195 is a pattern haff-penny dated







CHAPTER XIX

COINS OF SCOTLAND

Early silver pennies—A fine series of gold—The coins of Mary Queen

of Seolt—Scotdi coias under the IdngB of Gmt Mtatn.

The first coins of the Kingdom of Scotland of which

we have any record, are those of David I, who, in

1 1 24, issued pennies from mints at Berwick, Carlisle,

Edinburgh (see Figs. 201 and 202), and Roxburgh.

Henry, Prince of Scotland, created by Stephen of

England Earl of Northumberland, struck pennies at

Bamborough and Ccnrbridge (see Figs. 200 and 204).

Malcolm IV and William the Lion also issued

pennies, a rare piece of the latter bei'^i shown in

Fig. 205. In the reign of Alexander II (1214-1249),

many pennies were struck at Berwick and Roxburgh,

mostly crude in design. There were several issues

during the reign of Alexander III, who set up mints

at Aberdeen, Berwick, Glasgow, Lanark, and Perth.

John Baliol struck pennies and half-pennies ; one of

his coins, of the long cross type, is a half-penny, in

two of the angles of the cross being stars. Alexander

was followed by Robert Bruce, who issued pennies,

half-pennies, and farthings without the names of any

mint towns upon them.
9BT
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DaviVI ir was the first Scot««h king who struck
Rold. His nobles were of similar types to those of
Edward III of England. His silver coins consisted
of groat, half-groat, penny, half-penny, and farthing.
Robert II struck silver coins all the denominations,
chiefly at Dundee, Edinburgh, and Perth. Robert III
issued gold coins called " St. Andrews." on the obverse
of which are the arms of Scotland, crowned, on the
reverse a representation of St. Andrew with arms
outstretched, on either side a lis. His Ulkm coins,
wh.ch were current as pennies and half-pennies, were
struck at Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Inverness.
On the demy, a beautiful gold piece of James I,

IS a lion rampant in the centre of a lozenge-shaped
shield

;
on the reverse St. Andrew's Cross, in the

corners of which are fleurs-de-lis. The silver coins
of this reign were groats, struck at Edinburgh,
Lmlithgow, Perth, and Stirling. Coins of James II
are met with in the three metals, gold, silver, and
biUon. Coins of James III are also met with in
gold, silver, and billon, and a few in copper. A
typical silver penny has on its obverse the king's
head with a legend round it. and on the reverse a
long cross with three pellets in the angles, and
the name of the mint town, "villa EDNBVRGH"
(Edinburgh).

Coins were struck in the reigns of James IV and
James V. During the reign of Mary some new
denommations were issued. There were six issues
of gold : the first, in 1543, consisting of abbey crown •

the second of a twenty-shilling piece ; the third, in
1 553. of hons and half-lions ; the fourth of ryal and
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fcj^al

;
the fifth of a duc.t

; and the sixth of .^ • Uirecpound piece i. shown in Fig. 203The silver coins OMy be divltWI »k • ,

Mary befo« her mJi^. ^^IffJ^, ^^^^Jldunn,^™„Hed life
; the coinsTTe; ^J^Z]

2^ f
Oarnley; and lastlyuioje ittued from the death of Damley to th^dethronement of Mary. The h^dh^S of mJ^on the obverse of which is «m,- crowned «d^'

Uie reverse a lion, is a fairly co^m^^^e:

Oftry- a"nT?r;r °" ^^^'^ '^
During the reign of Jeme. VI the two

dnr|s.ons of currency were those struck
. «

bill!!n^
^ gold, Silverbillon, and copper. There were seven iui^citSd

t 'F^' twenty.pounfpSe •

In f.
*^thirds lion noble andone-th.rd l.on noble; the fourth issue in i^n t«mtle noble; f fifth fssueTi59^ a hat

t I^rr " ' and'half.Hder'^J
the sevenA issue m i6oi, of a sword and sceotreand a half-sword and sceptre.

^
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shilling piece, four-shilling piece, and two-shilling
piece; fifth issue, 1582, forty-shilling piece, thirty-
shilling, twenty-shilling, and ten-shilling pieces , the
sixth, in 1591, balance half-merk and balance
quarter-merk

; the seventh, in 1593, ten-shilling, five-
shilling, thirty-pence, and twelve-pence pieces ; and
the eighth issue, in 1601, thistle merk, half-thistle
merk, quarter-thistle merk, and eighth-thistle merk.
Of billon coins there were four issues : the first, in

1583, plack and half-plack ; the second issue, in 1588,
hardhead

; the third, hardhead and half-hardhead
and the fourth, plack only. With the last issue
terminated the billon coins of Scotland.
On the accession of James VI to the throne of

England there was a change in the currency of the
two kingdoms, and in 1604 an order was made to
secure uniformity in type, quality, and weight. Gold
coins were issued in 1605 and again in 1610, both
issues consisting of unite, double crown, half-crown,
and thistle-crown. Silver coins were issued the same
year, the denominations being sixty shillings, thirty
shillings, twelve shillings, six shillings, two shillings,
one shilling, and half-shilling. To understand these
curious and apparentiy large value coins, it is neces-
sary to remember that Scotch valutas in gold and
silver as compared with English money were in
the proportion of twelve to one. Thus a twenty-
shilling piece English was equivalent to £12
Scotch, and the English shillings to twelve shillines
Scotch.

^

The copper coins of James VI after his accession
to the throne of England consisted of turner or
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twopence, and half-turner or penny. On the turner

the king's title is given as " KING OF GREAT BRITAIN,

FRANCE, AND IRELAND"; on the obvcrse a three-

headed thistle, and on the reverse a lion rampant,

crowned.

The Scotch coinage of Charles I was similar to the

later issues of the preceding reign. Several new

coins in silver were introduced, but the current values

remained in the proportion of twelve to one. The

first issue of Scotch coins, in 1625, consisted of unite,

half-unite, and quarter-unite. The second issue was

the same, with the exception of the addition of an

eighth-unite. The first issue of silver took place

in 1625, and it consisted of three pounds (Scottish),

thirty shillings, twelve shillings, six shillings, two

shillings, shilling, and half-shilling; the last-named

piece being equal to the English half-penny. Up
to that time Scotch coins were all hammered, but the

fourth issue of Charles 1 1 was made by the mill and

screw, and it consisted of sixty shillings, thirty

shillings, twelve shillings, six shillings, half-merk,

forty-pence and twenty-pence pieces. The fifth

issue, in 1642, consisted of three-shilling and two-

shilling pieces. The copper coins of that period

were turners and half-turners.

During the Commonwealth no separate coins were

struck for use in Scotland. After the Restoration,

however, Charles II issued silver and copper coins.

There were two separate issues, the first in 1664, con-

sisting of four merks, two merks, merk, and half-merk,

all dated. In the second issue, in 1675, the denomina-

tions were dollar, half-dollar, quarter-dollar, eighth-
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dollar, and sixteenth-dollar. The copper coins were
turner, bawbee, and bodle, the two last being new
coins. The bawbee, which is very common, has for
the type of the reverse a thistle, crowned. The type
of the bodle is a sword and sceptre under the crown,
on the obverse ; a thistle on the reverse.

In the reign of James II of England coins of the
Scotch values of forty shillings and ten shillings were
issued. On the obverse of these coins was the king's
bust, laureate, under it the numerals of value, a dis-

tinguishing mark which helps to locate the silver of
James struck for Scothmd. No copper was issued
in this reign.

William and Mary struck silver coins for separate
use in Scotland, but no gold. The silver consisted
of sixty shillings, forty shillings, twent) shillings, and
five shillings, and the copper of bawb- °s and bodies.
After the death of Mary, William con inued to strike
coins for use in Scotland, adding two gold coins, a
pistole, and a half-pistole. The type of these, the
last gold coins of the Scottish series, was remarkable

;

under the king's bust was the sun rising out of the
sea—a design adopted because the gold was supplied
by the Darien Company, and was brought over to
this country in a ship named the Risii^ Sun.
Anne struck coins in silver for Scotland, there

being two issues, one before the Union and one after.

The values of the first were ten shillings and five

shillings, and the last issue, 1707, crown, half-crown,
shilling, and sixpence, of the same types as English
money of the period, the only difference being the
letter " E " under the bust, denoting that they were
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minted in Edinburgh. With that issue the sefxurate

regal money for the Kingdom of Scotland was

brought to an end.

Thus closes the story of the r^al coins of Great

Britain and Ireland, and the countries included in

the British Empire. Collectors following the outline

given, and noting the chief distinguishing marks out-

lined should not have much difficulty in deciphering

their specimens and fixing their dates approximately.

15
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CHAPTER XX

AMERICAN COINAGE

I'lie currency of other naiions—British moneys—After the Declara-

tion of Independence—South American issues.

The cullector goes back to the utmost limits of the

history of the civilization of any country in the coins

of which he specializes. In many instances he is

able to touch the borderland of mythology. Indeed,

in the coins of the earlier nations there was a close

relationship between their treasuries and their

temples. That explains to some extent the fre-

quent pictures of emblems of the old gods of fable

and romantic history. The American Indians, how-

ever, had no coins, and although they had religious

faiths none of them are reflected on the subsequent

issues from the American Mint The coins which

have passed current in North America at different

periods have, it is true, been varied in metal, and

in the monetary standards adopted, but Liberty and

Independence are depicted rather than old traditions.

In coltecting the cdns of the New World the

earliest examples met with are those which originated

with the countries of those adventurers and sailors
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by whom the great continents of North and South
America were discovered, and made known to the
Western World. Thus we find that the coinage
of those vast areas dates only from the sixteenth
century; alth. ugh perhaps a few still earlier coins
were seen and handled by the natives of America,
extracted, perhaps, from the pockets of Columbus
and his followers. Spanish, Portuguese, and English
colonics were in turn planted in many different parts
of the two continents, and the coins employed by
early traders were those of the respective countries
with which they traded.

Spanish dollars were early used in South America,
and the developments from the types of those early
pieces and their divisions found favour in North
America as well as in the Southern States. The
greatest interest, however, centres in the coins of the
North American possessions of Great Britain, and in

those of the vast territories which eventually became
independent and formed 3 federation known as
the United States, whj om the time of the
Declaration of Independci :e had an independent
currency. The first issues of the coins of the
United States are not ancient as collectors under-
stand the term, but they are obsolete and many
of them exceedingly rare and valuable.

The coins of Maryland, and Massachusetts—or
New EnglanG—form the basis of a cabinet of North
American coins. For many years Spanish dollars
were freely circulated, but gradually English silver

attained a greater hold in trading circles; but as
none of the coins used by North American traders
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at that time had any distinctive marks it did not
form any specific currency. In the seventeenth
century Maryland was a part of Virginia; but by
Charter dated June 20, 1632, the Province, which
afterwards became separate, was granted to Lord
Baltimore, who was descended from an old Flemish
family named Calvert. He sailed up the Potomac
to an island he named St. Clement. Arriving among
friendly natives he took possession of the land, and
gave the place in which he settled the name of
bt. Mary. Maryland as a place-name has been
associated with that event, but it is said the true
naming was after HenrietU Maria, the Queen of
Charles I.

•

The coinage of Lord Baltimore is that which forms
the first pieces in a cabinet of North American coins.
It condsteJ of shillings, sixpences, and groats in
^Iver; but alas I it wa. short-lived, for the English
Government ordered the seizure of the dies from
which the coins were struck under the supervision
of Lord Baltimore himself, a few months after they
had been wsu«d. On the obverse of these scarce
pieces, which are dated 1659, Js the bust of Lord
Baltimore, surrounded by the legend. "CAECILIVS-
dns:terrae.mariae"; on the reverse is. "CRESCITE •

SLLr''"'''?^''^'''^''
"''^ -"-^ °f Lord

Baltimore under a crown, the mark of value "xii"
at the side Smaller pieces are similar, but they
are marked «vi"; one of these is illustrated i^

208. There is also a penny believed to haveoeen a pattern and never circulated.
Another eariy imot of American coins is found in
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those pieces which were Itsued by the General Court
of Massachusetts, in i6;o. They were minted in
«oston, the die at first being simply "n.e." for New
Kngland, on the obverse; the numerals of value
denoting shilhng, sixpence, and threepence on the
reverse. An improvement in type was made a little
i*ter by the addition of an outer ring, and the values
and the name of the place of circulation—" massa-
CHUSKTTS"—on the obverse, and "nf.w kngland"
on the reverse; a fine "oak-tree" shilling is illustrated
m Fig. 206. and a " pine-tree " sixpence in Fig. 207,
thus showing both varieties. On the copper piece
alre&dy referred to there is an elephant on the
obverse, and on the reverse the pious legend "god
PRESERVE NEW ENGLAND, 1694." Coins similar to
thosr. struck in New England were issued for use
<" Carolina, the country granted to Lord Clarendon
and others in 16C0. The inscription on those pieces
reads, "god preserve Carolina : and the : lords
PKOl'RILTKkS."

The " Plantation " pewter half-pennies of James H
were struck specially for use in Virginia. The mo<^t
important series lor that country, however, were those
of copper or brass, struck in 1773. They bore a
striking resemblance to the gold guineas then being
Jssued in England, and m ght well have been mis-
taken for those numerous counters which were struck
a few years later, modelled on the guinea then circu-
latiiig. On these pieces, around the laureated bust
of George III on the obverse, is. "GEORGIUS III.
REX"; on the reverse a shield of arms and date*
together with the legend, "Virginia." A somewhat
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curious inscription is seen on a token at that time

circulating in Connecticut, which reads on the

reverse, I : AM : GOOD : COPPER : VALVE MB AS YOU

PLEASE

:

THE Domniov or oavasa
The vast country we call Canada has been the

scene of rapid development and commercial activity

during the last few decades. In the early days of its

upbuilding, however, the story of its progress tells of

[gradually bringing under cultivation vast areas, now

wheat-iields, and in the more northern parts of the

extension of trade with those whose lives were spent

amidst the wilds of forests, and lands where wild

animals still roamed and held sway. The trade of

the Hudson's Bay Company was carried cm hy barter

and seldom in coin. There came a time, however,

when money and not kind was needed. The issue

of an adequate coinage was very slow, and the

various coins which chiefly constituted the currency

were very mixed, being for the most part somewhat

of a token currency, although most of the issues

were "by authority." The local banks began to

assume a position in trade of the country, and

assisted traders by the issue of tokens; many of

these interesting pieces are now scarce, especially

in mint preservation, a condition so important in

copper tokens, the beauty of which lies largely in

their fine condition, rubbed specimens being of quite

small value in comparison.

In considering the money which circulated in the

early days in Canada, the first calling for mention is
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that very fine series of soiled Rosa-Americana
coins issued in 1722, In the reign of George I.

These pieces, which were of mixed metal or alloy,

known as " Bath Metal," consisted of the values or

denominations of two-penny, penny, and half-per ly.

They were struck by William Wood, who ad

obtained a patent of fourteen years' duration. '. hv.

destiny of the issue was defined in the order tor

their mintage, described as: "For the King's

Dominions and Territories in Canada." The first

issue, which consisted of the mintage of about three

tons of metal, took place in 1722 ; on these pieces

the king's title ran :
" GEORGIUS : D : G : MAG : BRI

:

FRA: et: hib: REX," the reverse was chiefly occupied

with a rose, uncro^rned, the l^nd above It reading:

"ROSA AMERICANA," to which was added "VTILE.
DVLCI" on a label. In the reign of George II, in

1723, a two-penny piece of similar design was
issued. The one Illustrated in Fig. 210 is a pattern

two-pence dated 1724—an exceedingly rare variety.

More than a century elapsed before the issue of

traders' and bank tokens, already alluded to, took

place. It seems almost inconceivable that the

Government should have allowed this immense
country to make shift with tokens and almost any
piece of metal enterprising men chose to put into

circulation. Some of these pieces were little more
than traders' advertisement<- and did not even
pretend to serve the purpose A trade. Such pieces,

although some of them are L^arce, do not appear
worthy of inclusion in a coir collector's cabinet, and
are, therefore, omitted in the following review of the
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tokens which served the honest parp(«es of trade,

no doubtT^
'"/'""^

^ circulation^

:;Lt"'chant
^^^^^

" ^»

Montreal was one of the most go-ahead towns and

xne nrst piece bearing date, callin? for sn^rlalmennon, fa Wellington half-penn^^f ^ 6^he obver* fa Ae he«l of Wdling on wi h the

iwltoL^t'M .
"Co-nmcrce" token

a^oTe:^';^T^ ^"'^ *
The Nnr,h w .

^' * Co, and R. Sharpley.Ihe North-VVest Company's token, of 1830. 1. « vererare piece
;
on the obverse is the bus, of So"~^on the reverse a beaver-a curious feaS^re ^

The Bank of Montreal iss»ed many tokens the

carter, on the ribbon. incus«» ie fK« • • .

" PROVINCE DIlV!^.!? '=8'"'' '"ds.I-ROVIWCE DO CANADA. DEUX SOUS." Thetvn,!.v«y mte»dng, *. Sg«„ of Co«mer„ p^iTtiTrto
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a ship on the River St. Lawrence, other attributes
being a beehive, fruit, cereals, and a beaver, together
with a view of the citadel of Quebec. The Bank of
Montreal tokens of 1837 show a view of the front
of the Bank, a half-penny of the same date having as
a curious device on the obverse a native of the
country wearing a Phrygian cap, the legend being
" PROVINCE DU CANADA "

; On the reverse are the
arms of the city within a Garter, on which is inscribed
"CONCORDIA SALUS."

The Province of Ontario offers collectors a some-
what eariier variety in a half-penny token of the
Copper Company of Upper Canada, of 1794; the
type of the reverse is a river-god reclining against an
urn, from which water flows; the legend reading,
" FERTILITATEM DIVITIUS QUE CIRCUM FERREMUS."
The Bank of Upper Canada issued what is known

as "George and Dragon" half-pennies, in 1850, the
initials " r.h. & co. " stand for Ralph Heaton & Co.,
by whom they were minted.

With the change of 1876 and the issue of cents,
the copper currency of the Dominion was put on a
proper basis, and what may be termed the modern
coinage of Canada established. The cent of the first

year of issue has upon the obverse the diademed bust
of Queen Victoria within a dotted circle, the legend
reading, " victoria dei gratia regina Canada "

within a dentated border ; on the reverse is " one
CENT 1876 " within a dotted circle, surrounded by a
wavy line, to which are attached sixteen maple
leaves. Of these pieces there are proofs in nickel,
copper, and bronze.
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PBOVINOE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Under the name of Acadia, Frenchmen founded a

colony, afterwards known as Nova Scotia, now

merged into the Dominion of Canada. Previous to

the year 1832, token pieces were the only separate

issues for that colony. One of these tokens is of

special interest, recording as it does an important

historic event ; on the obverse is the bust of Com-

mander Broke, the legend reading, " BROKE, HALI-

FAX . NOVA SCOTIA " ; on the reverse are ships which

are intended to represent the Shannon and Chese^eake.

It will be remembered that in the famous fight between

the two vessels Broke commanded the Shannon.

From the year 1832 there was a desultory issue of

copper coins for use in Nova Scotia. They consisted

of pennies and half-pennies, those of the first issue

having upon the obverse the laureated head of

George IV, the type of the reverse being a large

thistle, and the legend, "ONE PENNY TOKEN."

There was a change in the type of 1856, on the

obverse being the diademed bust of Queen

Victoria, on the reverse branches of hawthorn leaves

and May-flowers ; the half-pennies of these several

issues being similar in design to the concurrent

issues of pennies. There was a diange in the

currency in 1861, and the issues of coins, and of

stamps, too, were denominated in cents instead of

pence. On the obverse of the 1861 issue the

queen was represented wearing a robe, on the

shoulder of whidi was emlnroidered a rose, a shMO-

rock, and a thistle; on the reverse there was a

circle of trefoils surmounted by a crown, above it the
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value: "ONE CENT." A very beautiful and rare
pattern cent, of i86i, is illustrated in Fig. 213; it

differs from the variety issued for general circu-

lation in that the lettering is larger, and the crown
is encircled by a heavy wreath of roses and leaves.

In 187 1 there was an issue of regal money for use
in Prince Edward Island, which had been named
after Edward, Duke of Kent, the father of Queen
Victoria. There was only one denomination—

a

cent, in bronze. The type of the reverse was
unusual, consisting of a group of three maple-trees,
typical of the three divisions of the island, under
the shadow of a large spreading oak, typifying the

protective Mother Country. The regal coins for use
in Newfoundland, first issued in i860, were based on
the dollar standard. There was a two-dollar piece in

gold
; half-dollar, twenty-cents, ten-cents, and five-

cents in silver ; one-cent in bronze. On the obverse
of all tiiese c«ns there is the head of Queen
Vict(Mria, and on the revorse the legend "New-
foundland." The coin shown in Fig. 211 is a
pattern two-dollar piece struck in bronze; it is

dated 1864, and is rare if not unique in type.

THE UNITED STATES.

The Declaration of Independence in 1776 abolished
all irregular coinage in the States, which then became
united in one fedoratioa A scheme of finance was
soon promulgated, and the Government of the United
States founded its system on the dollar, which was
authorized April 2, 1792, the Independence having
been acknowledged by Great Britain in 1783.
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The coinage of the thirteen States of the Union

consisted of gold and silver, shortty tdtennxda

supplemented by the issue of copper cents, some of

the earlier patterns and even current types of which

are now rare.

The type of the gold of 1792 was the head of

Liberty, wearing the Phrygian cap, the l^end
" LIBERTY " being flanked by thirteen stars, the

number of original States ; on the reverse was the

es^le with a laurel wreath in its beak, around it

the legend "united states of America," the

values of that issue of gold were eagle, half-eagle,

and quarter-eagle. There was a change in the

type of the reverse in 1796, when the stripes were

emUazoned for the first time on the diield borne

by the eagle.

In 1834 there was a distinct change in the type,

a proBle bust being substituted for the head of Liberty,

which had hitherto been generally used ; around the

head was the descriptive legend "liberty" on a

band across her brow, but ' had lost her cap. A
one-dollar piece was introduced in 1849; later in

the same year a gold double eagle was added. In

February, 1853, a three>dollar gold ^ecc was minted,

but in 1900 both the three-dollar and one-d<dlar

pieces were discontinued.

The year 1873 brought a change in the standard

of currency in the United States, when the gold

dollar <^ 25'8 grains and ^ fine was made the unit

of value instead of the silver dollar, which bad

hitherto been the standard.

The silver dollar, first issued in 1792, had for its
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type the draped head of Liberty, differing some-

what from the type of the head used on the gold

currency. The figure of Liberty on the obverse

was accompanied wii i stars and legend ; on the

reverse there was the eagle with outstretched wings,

surrounded by wreaths. The denominations of that

first issue were dollar, quarter-dollar, dime, and half-

dime. The type of the dime was changed in 1837,

and the piece was discontinued in 1873.

In 185 1 a three-cent piece in silver was issued, and

it was extensively circulated until 1887, when it was

discontinued. In 1875 a twenty-cent piece was intro-

duced, but it was not popular, and was withdrawn

about three years later. The type of the three-cent

piece, which was of nickel, was changed several

times, and was finally discontinued in 1873.

A so-called trade dollar, authorized in 1873, was

quite an innovation, in that it was not intended for

circulation in the States, but was minted for use in

China, whence it made its way in considerable

quantities, until 1887, in which year its issue was

discontinued. The type of this remarkably fine

coin indicated the commercial purposes for which

it was struck; on the obverse Liberty was repre-

sented seated on bales of merchandise, her hani., in

which was a scroll inscribed " LIBERTY," rested on

a sheaf of corn; at her feet was another scroll,

on which was written, "IN GOD WE TRUST." On

the reverse was the eagle, and on a scroll,

"E PLURiBUs unum"; in small letters under the

r.otto, "420 grains, 900 fine."

The current coins of the United SUtes scarcely
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come within our purview ; they are exceedingly well

designed, and the later issues represent Liberty in

a pleasing form. It is said that when the new coins

of recent issue were designed, the artist, being

wishful to secure a model of a pure Grecian figure,

found her in a waitress in a New York restaurant.

Certainly both artist and sitter have contributed

towards a successful coinage, the types being

uniform in practically all the metals and values of

current issues.

Concurrently with the older issues described, the

copper cents have chiefly followed the types in use

at the time. Very few of them are scarce, except

some of the varieties issued befc/e the close of the

eighteenth century. All the later issua are obtain-

aUe in mint preservation.

SOUTH AMBBXOAN.

ArgwtiiM.

The monetary system of the Argentine Re-

public is based on that of Spain, of which it was

once a dependency. The' early coins of gold were,

under General Rosa, the Governor, two escudos,

doubloon, and rose-doubloon. On these early

pieces there is a bust of the general in military

dress, the sun being the type of the reverse. During

the Republic the doubloon and two escudos pieces

were issued.

The early silver of the Republic are of similar

types ; their values are peso and real, and divisions

of the one-peso.

16
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No gold appears to have been issued in Bolivia

for circulation. The silver of 1828, onward, was

minted at The Mint, Birmingham, and consisted

of one Boliviano and ten, five, and twenty-cent

pieces. On most of these is the head of Bolivar;

on the reverse are the emblems of the country.

BmiL
The old coins of Brazil of gold and silver present

many attractions to collectors of South American

coins. Under Don Pedro I there were gold pieces

of the values of moeda d'Ours (4,000 reis) and half-

dobra of 6,000 reis ; and under Don Pedro II coins

of tile same denominations as the last-named were

struck. The early silver coins of Brazil were struck

under Pedro II, the values ranging from two mil reis

to eighty reis. The gold, locally mined, was minted

in small quantities ; indeed, the circulation of silver,

especially in the middle of the nineteenth century,

was small, paper money consisting of Treasury bills

and notes of the Brazilian and other banks being

mostly used.

ObilL

Rich in metal ores. Chili, suon after it was declared

a Republic, in 1817, commenced to issue a new cur-

rency. Its gold, which was much below the U.S.A.

standard, consisted of the doubloon and its parts.

On these, minted about 1 839, are the arms and sup-

porters of the Republic ; on some a hand resting on

the " book of the Constitution " on the obverse ; on
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others the date of tlie founding of the Constitution.

The silver consists mostly of pieces of eight reals

and divisions, and five, ten, and twenty-centavo pieces.

The volcanic peaks shown on the reverses of some of

the coins remind us of the volcanic nature of the

country and of the vast destruction eruptions have

wrought there. The legend over the emblem is,

" CHILK INDENDIENTE," and beneath it " Santiago."

OolOBbI*.

The o>ins of the early issues of the Republic of

Colombia bear the names of the towns of mintage

—

" BOGOTA " and " POPAYAN on their reverses. A
somewhat stout female head denotes Liberty, the

earliest issues being dated 1837 ; the values in gold

are doubloon and its divisions. On the silver there

is ati Indian's head, marking the coins of New
Granada and Cundinamaca ; the emblem on the

reverse is a pomegranate, on which Is the arms of

Granada in Spain ; the ^ues are pieces of eight

reals and divisi<ms.

Benadof.

In the early days of the Republic of Ecuador gold

doubloons were struck, and silver one-sucre pieces

and parts issued. These coins, which were minted

at The Mint, Birmingham, are curious and rather mis-

leading to collectors, in that under the arms on the

reverse in rather bold letters may be read, " HBATON "

(Heaton & Sons, die-sinkers) and " BIRMINGHAM."

This issue was followed soon after by silver minted

in Quito, the capital of the Republic
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Ooatcnula.

The gold coins of Guatemala vary considerably in
their sUndard fineness ; the largest coin is a quad-
ruple, weighing about 344 grains ; of this piece there
are parts down to one-sixteenth. The silver is
numerous and varied in type, the name of the
Republic, however, being always conspicuous.

Mexico.

Mexican dollars mostly exhibit the Cap of Liberty
and the Mexican eagle. It was not until 1824 that
the power of Spain was broken, and Mexico estab-
lished a Federal Republic. The gold coins are chiefly
doubloons and two and a hal^ five, and ten pesos.
The silver currency is based on the dollai.

There are coins of Honduras, Peru, Uruguay,
Venesuela, and New Granada, but they do not call
for special mention.







CHAPTER XXI

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TOKENS

Private enterprise suppliea small change—Town tokeni—Tavern

pieces—Tnulen' tokens.

It is diflkult to realize the disturbance to trade made

by the Civil War in England in the time of Charles I,

resulting in his death and subsequent change of

government. Still more difficult is it to grasp the

conditions of retail trade in this coontry in the seven-

teenth century, when, with moie settled conditions and

a feeling of security, the countryside once more settled

down to the more peaceful arts and crafts, and the

implements of war were put away. The somewhat

sudden re«:tion, bringing with it quicker circulation

of coin, showed how totally inadequate was the supply

of small change, up till then mostly supplied by con-

tinental copi.-' ^" black money," so called), obsolete

abbey pieces, lead tokens, and the sniall silver coins,

many of which had been minted in the Middle Ages.

Oliver Cromwell and others at an earlier date had

made desultory attempts to improve the condition of

the coinage and provide small change. Harrington

farthings had been issued under licence during the
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reigns of James I and Charles I, but they had proved
inadequate. There had also been farthing tokens
issued by a few traders in London. The lead pieces
to which reference has been made had a certain local
use, but their circulation was by no means general.
These lead pieces, most of which have found their
way into collectors' cabinets in a very unsatisfactory
condition, were crudely minted.
The emblems used by sixteenth-century traders

and by a few at an earlier date were often grotesque,
although many of them took their rise from devices
which were used as signs by those early shopkeepers,
and in some cases formed portions of the arms of
the traders' guilds, which were then exercising a
powerful influence over manufacture as well as retail
distribution in the Metropolis. A very extensive
collection of early leaden tokens is now on view in
the Guildhall Museum in London, and great efforts
have been made to locate the different specimens
and to classify them in some kind of order. The
devices known as "merchants' marks" for the most
part consist of a cross with other lines added, fre-
quently embodying the initial letters of the issuer,
sometimes forming an interlaced geometrical design!
Among the symbols on such leaden pieces are to
be traced birds, anchors, lions, fighting-cocks, boars'
heads, a pierced heart, a mason's maUet. and a sugar-
loaf. To many collectors of tokens these pieces form
an mteresting prelude to a more extensive selection
of traders' pieces issued in the seventeenth century.
With this miscellaneous coinage in circulation,

totally inadequate for the transactions then taking
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place, traders were faced with the problem of how to

carry on their businesses and to give change to their

customers. The need was urgent, and the retail

traders and innkeepers rose to the occasion. It must

be remembered that in the seventeenth century many

of the innkeepers were retail tradesmen too, and

much business in merchandise was carried on at the

inns where traders and travellers resorted. Thus it

is that tavern pieces are to be met with in large

numbers, supplementing what are usually denomi-

nated traders' tokens. Added to these varieties are

tokens issued for "the convenience of trade" by

town authorities, overseers of the poor, and in some

instances by the local shopkeepers, who appear to

have formed an agreement together for the joint

issue of an acceptable token.

The collection of these seventeenth-century tokens

reveals the evolution which has taken place in trade

during the last century and a half—sinw the intro-

duction of steam-power and machinery into mills and

works. Once rural districts have become popular

centres of trade, and towns which had some im-

portance in the seventeenth century have ceased to

exist or have been mei^ed into others. Some few have

gone back to the land, and have become little more

than agricultural villages. These pieces, so small

and easily lost, had inscriptions and emblems in low

relief and were often badly struck. Consequently

they quickly became rubbed and worn. The varieties,

computed to have been some twenty thousand in

number, were chiefly of circular form, and were

struck out of thin copper sheets or strips, and were
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minted in small wooden presses worked by a screw
The pieces were issued as they were needed, and
although there was a frequent exchange of tokens
for the larger sUver coins of regal currency, effected
by the shopkeepers who issued them on demand, inmany places the circulation was general, and often no
attempt was made to clear them. In other places
greater efforts were made, and the clearing-house
system prevailed. Especially was this the case in
London, where the changing of tokens became quite
a busmess. At the Tokenhouse, London traders could
obtain a fair exchange, or their own tokens in return
for those of others. No doubt many of these little
pieces were lost, for they were modelled on the type
of the Harrington farthings, which were but npUcaam copper of the silver half-pennies and pennies of an
earlier date. It is said that one of the strong argu-
ments in favour of a much-needed regal currency of
copper of larger size was that these little pieces
could not be handled by the labourers, whose homy
hands could scarcely feel them, and that their loss
was a frequent occurrence. The end ca-ne in 1672
when by Order of Council it was declared that the
issue of unlawful tokens must cease, and the new
currency of copper o. Charies II which was then
ready for circulation must take its place.
The collector has a very definite and short period

6f seventeenth^entury tokens to look out for. The
great need for their issue, however, is evidenced to
those who search the records and find that one or
more tokens, often quite a number of varieties were
issued m almost every town and village in this
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country during the trade revival after tiie oesiatkm

of war. These interesting pieces are almost invari-

ably distinguishable by the names of the issuers and

the places of issue. The reverse usually bears the

mark of value, "His half penny," sometimes the

issuer's initials are to be seen upon the obverse ; at

others a trade emblem or the trader's guild arms takes

their place, and in the case of town pieces the arms

of the town. Tavern pieces are easily recognized by

the sign of the inn which generally followed the

name of the israer. On the London tavern pieces

there is seldom anything more than the name of the

street added ; on the provincial tokens, however, the

name of the inn and that of the town was sufficient

In many cases it was the sign of the inn, so well

known to travellers as well as residents, whidi acted

as a guide-post to the shops of the traders, many of

whom placed on their bill-heads the place of their

location as being near some noted tavera The

remembrance of this fact will sometimes asdst col-

lectors in arranging their seventeenth-century tokens,

and in classifying them, for many names of towns

and villages are duplicated in other counties often

far removed.

Town i^eces were designated as such, and appear

to have been issued by the local authorities for the

convenience of trade, in some cases supplementary

to the traders' pieces ; in others where the shop-

keepers did not supply the needful mmiey finr the

business then being done—especially in the frequent

purchases of small supplies, for which the larger

coins of r^al mintage would not be suitable. In
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names, for the greater portion of those who handled
seventeenth-century tokens were quite illiterate and
unable to recognize errors. Dialects and local pro-
nunciation of common words influenced spelling in
the same way. Thus we find the concurrent use of
"half and "halfe," and "penny" and "peny."
The next group of tokens illustrated are of rarer

forms, for most of the heart-shaped tokens are now
scarce. The example given in Fig. 221 is that of
Roger Gorsuch, a Liverpool mercer, whose tokens
were not issued until 1672. On the obverse of this
very interesting and remarkable piece the " babes in
the wood " are adopted as the type. It is one of
those rare instances of the die-sinker having attempted
a picture. Fig. 223 is another heart-shaped token,
one issued by Nathaniel Poole, of Macclesfield. It
is, of course, a Cheshire token, a county in which
very few seventeenth-century traders issued tokens,
and nearly all of them are of late date. It is said
that the Chester traders refused to comply with the
prohibitory proclamation forbidding their use, and
two years after its issue, as late as 1674, the tokens
were being used in preference to regal coins, and the
Government commenced proceedings against the
offenders. Chester dty was also remarkable in
the seventeenth century for the use of penny tokens,
of which quite a number were struck, notably by
prominent men, among them being Ralph Bur-
roughs, an alderman ; Robert Fletcher, sheriff of the
county; and William Harvey, mayor.

In concluding this brief review of seventeenth-
cencuiy tokens, it may be pointed cut that an
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CHAPTER XXII

EIGI1TEE1ITH.CBNTURY TOKENS

Pennies. Ulf pennJe. uid fartWngi-Th ipirit of the time* is
•een in the sci nts of the mottoM uid faMdipUom-Not nmy
mrthincs of the

,
riod.

R close on a hundred yrears after the cessation
L seventeenth-century tokens the issues of regal
money, especially those struck by George II and
George III, were found sufBdent to meet the re-
quirements of trade which was aa yet very local.

Towards the r se of the eighteenth century, how-
ever, followi the discovery and application of
steam-power naanufacture, it became evident that
copper coins * budly needed. No supply being
forthcoming fr . e Royal Mint, traders as in the
previous century . the matter in their own hands,
and some of the more adventurous began to strike
half-pennies and pennies, the former being the most
urgently needed. These coins followed closely the
current coinage both in weight and size. Many of
them were minted in Birmingham, which was then
becoming the centre of an important manufacturing
district In the seventeenth century it was the retail
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shopket^pers who felt the urgent need of small change.
In the eighteenth century, however, manufacturers,
who were then employing workpeople on the factory
^stem, found it difficult to procure small change for
the payment of wages, and many owners of works
and mmes put copper tokens into circulation in the
weekly payments of wages. In some districts, how-
ever, the shopkeepers circulated their own tokens.
These pieces were chiefly of good quality, many of
attractive designs, types which would be popular in
the respective districts in which they circulated, and
acceptable substitutes for regal coins.

In most cases the earlier tokens were honest
attempts to provide for the convenience of increasing
commerce, and to supply the common people witii
the wherewithal to carry on their trade with the local
shopkeepers. The time came, howev-r, when Bir-
mingham manufacturers and speculators found that
there was money to be made out of tiie issue of
tokens, especially when there was little or no chance
of their being called upon to redeem them. Anony-
mous pieces were put into circulation, and could
scarcely be designated tokens, for Uidr issuers had no
intention of their redemption for current coins. The
conunued apathy of the Government encouraged die
issue of freaks, and the dies engraved by some who
made a business of preparing and minting such pieces
were often outrageous. Together with tiiese tokens
which had a fixed nominal value, often only defined
by the size of the coin, were discs of metal, which
were notiiing more than commemorative medals sold
by their Issuers at a profit. Yet all these noiuJe-
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script pieces passed current, and were accepted in the
manufacturing districts in the payment of wages,
and by shopkeepers for their relative nominal values
without hesitotion.

The possibilities of collecting copper tokens of the
eighteenth century are so great that the collector can
hardly do otherwise than specialize, and upon some
approved princ^le reject undesirable pieces. The
tokens available for selection are pennies, half-pennies,
and farthmgs. but the 6rst and the last-named sizes
are comparatively scarce. There is an immense
difference in the value of all three sizes of tokens,
rejrulated by their scarcity, but chiefly by their con-
dition. Tokens in other but mint preservation are
of quite insignificant value, and the interest in such
a collection is lessened materially, and its beauty
IS marred by the inclusion of rubbed or holed speci-
mens, however scarce they may be. The collector
has not only the choice of rarities in circulated
coins, but can obtain many of them as bronze proofs,
and in some cases gilt. To the ordinary devices there
are also rare patterns, which, of course, were not put
>nto general circulation.

The collector having decided upon the method of
his selection will naturally aim at making it as repre-
sentative as possible. As it has been already inti-
mated, most of these tokens were struck during the
closing years of the eighteenth century, before that
extensive issue of copper made in the year 1797
circulated

;
for it was, of course, some time before the

regal issues of that year reached the more remote
country places. The line series of pennies in mint
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preservation is well worth attention, for it is not un-
wieldy, there being entire counties unrepresented, and
few towns or villages where more than one or two
traders issued pennies. In Cambridgeshire the only
dated pieces of that period apjjear to have been tokens
issued in Cambridge, one of quite late date inscribed,
"JAMES BURLEIGH'S TOKEN, CAMBRIDGE, 1799."
The Macclesfield penny of Charles Rowe is the only
one representing Cheshire. There are no eighteenth-
century penny tokens of either Cornwall or Devon-
shire, although several were struck a few yeai ^ later
when a wave of prosperity came to Cornish mines.
A Sunderland penny of i;97, on which is illus-
trated the iron bridge, a notable engineering feat
completed in 1796, spanning the River Wear, may be
regarded as the sole representative of Durham
Essex is quite unrepresented. A few Gloucester
pennies are extant, notably a "City Token" by
Kempson. Of these pieces there are several varieties
illustrating important buildings in the city The
Netley Abbey British Penny" of 1797, is an inter-
esting architectural Hampshire token. Batty, in his
exhaustive work on tokens, describes a Hereford
piece, of 1796. the type of which was a bull, said
to be -tossing off its chains." There is a Lan-
caster penny

; with a view of the castle on the
obverse, and Lancaster Bridge on the reverse. A
scarcer variety of this piece was struck in white
metal. Apparently no penny tokens were needed in
either Liverpool or Manchester, cities which were
then but in their infancy.

In the County of Middlesex, in which London was
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then chiefly included, there were compar^dvely few

s^uTa^r'
traders, although the^ .ere ^o^

speculative issues, and some interesting architectural
P.eces by Jacobs. Kempson. and othfrs. referr^ toa er .„ connection with half-penny tokeris. were p^tm o crculafon. In v .folk a Lynn corn factor i«urf

^^'V v'''':
'''''' --ty beini««.ed,n Norwich ..K /armouth. AtWroxham intte same county D. Collyer. the proprietor of amarl p.t, ,ssued a threepenny piece in copper, which

and to promote agriculture." At Kirby Hall in
Noi^amptonshire acurious token, bearing'^date XpHl

of Pe/^'r', °" "^"^ the ageso
1 eter Mu.lman. aged 68. and Mary Chiswell. aL6i^ho. .t was said, had - lived in lawful wedlo

^nvTi ironmonger, issued apenny m Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1797. On thereverse " Justice resting on the emblem, of se^ri^'
IS inscnl^d on a shield, borne by an emblematic
figure. Several undated tokens of contem^r^

1Z i^-ohs's British P.Zy of
1797, on which IS a view of Newstead Abbey, seemsto be the sole representative of Notting^m^™
Jacobsstruck a similar piece on which waTT'ew
of Sherborne Castle, in Oxfordshire, and anotheT
piece showing a building in Dudmaston. in Shrop
shire, and one of Ludlow Castie in ti,e siime

InlcTT^^"'" ''^ P""^'^ ^^''^"^ Bath, BristS
GUstonbury^ One very curious and beautifully«^yed piece shows a view of the entrance to theBotanic Garden., of Batii. 0„ it « engraved a
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quotation :
" He spake of trees, from the Cedar tree

that is in Lebanon." Another interesting shop-

keeper's token of 1794 was issued by Lamb and
Son, grocers, of Bath. A Bristol piece is inscribed,

" Prosperity to the City of Bristol." The trade of

Staffordshire did not call for a local supply of

pennies in the eighteenth century, although when
a trade boom came in 181 1 this county had taken

its place as a somewhat prolific centre for the issuing

of tokeos.

In SurTolk several early tokens were issued in

Bungay, and in other towns, notably Bury St.

Edmunds. In both Surrey and Sussex several of

Jacobs's " British Pennies " circulated. There are a

few Warwickshire tokens of the period, and Jacobs

issued a penny token in Dudley. Some charming

commemorative pieces were struck in Yorkshire, one
especially curious penny, on the obverse of which is

a view of B. dton Castle, and on the reverse an urn,

scythe, hour-glass, and skull, with the legend, " TIME
DESTROYS ALL THINGS."

Of Webh pennies, those issued in Anglesea

between 1789 and 1791 are the most important.

On all of these the Druid's Head is the type of

the obverse. On the reverse, frequently in script,

the mon(^ram 9 M € (Parys Mining Company).
Collectors of Scotch and Irish coins will find a few
pieces dated 1797 and 1798 which may be included

in their cabinet.

In addition to the forgoing pieces there are a few

provincial tokens on which there are no issuers' names
<Mr localities. They are, however, mcMre commemora-
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tive In character than hmm-jkh token* iMoed for the
purposes of trade.

During the closing years ' the eighteenth century
naif-pennies were issued in almost every county in
England, and in some few Welsh counties. In some
works deahng exhaustively with eighteenth-century
tokens the writers have given variations of die. even
to faults, as different pieces, going on the principle
that, struck from a different die, although the variation
might be very trifling, the coin or token couM not be
Identical with others struck from dies which had been
broken or discarded. These minor varieties add
materially to the collecuble pieces of the specialist,
but they scarcely appeal to the collector who is
interested in tokens as the source of revealing tohim historical events occurring in those districts or
indicative of the trade and commerce of the period
on whkh he is spedalidng. Some tokens are more
of the nature of advertising mediums than coins to
serve a useful purpose and therefore of little interest
They are not of sufficient purport in their inscrip-
tions to warrant the collector who collects discrimi-
nately mcluding them in his cabinet
The illustrations given here have been chosen

to indicate some of the specialistic lines upon
which a collection appealing to the direct
sympathies of the edhsctor may be formed.
»or m each sectkm such tokens are wkiely
scattered over the counties. Group A, Figs. 224I
227, may be termed architectural, and represents
an exceedingly pieasing scries which appeals
to many. It reaOads us in its scope of the
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bMutiful •rchitectural series of Roman coins, which
he KnfiperoM caused to be nmited to commemorate
their {Treat architectural achievements; and it cer-
tainly ^ives those living in the twentieth century an
Idea of what was then regarded in the eighteenth
century as buildingi worthy of being commemorated
on token currency. Some of those buildings stand
to-day

;
others have perished, or have been rebuilt

and modernized. In Fip. 224 a Beccles ('-Mffolk)
half-penny is represented. On the reverse cne old
bridge over the River Waveney is pictured. The
steep pitch of the brid-e is observable, also the two
lamps by which it was lighted. On the obverse part
of the fine old Gothic church in Becclts is shown.
No trader's name appears on this piece. Fig 225
IS a token issued by one Heath, an ironmonger, of
Bath, who took for the type of the obverse of his
tok:n the head of Bladud. the reputed founder of
the city, the legend reading," success to thk bath
WATERS," a view of the pump-room being given on
the reverse. Fig. 226 is arc itecturally interesting in
that It gives a view of the ok. shop-front of Dunham
and Yallop, goldsmiths, of Norwich, where this token
was issued in 1796. The sign over the doorway is
that of a golden eagle. Fig. 227 is a York token,
around the edge of which is en^jraved, " York built
A.M. 1223. the Cathedral rebuilt A.D. 1075." There
is a view of the Minster on the obverse, an.l of
Clifford's Tower, which was rebuilt A.D. 1100, on the
reverse. These few illustrations will serve to show
the variety of an architectural s(:ries, and how by
comparing them the different conditions of industrial
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districts and agricultural areas may be ascertained
Such a series is undoubtedly one of the most
interesting groups on which the collector can
specialize.

The second group B, Figs. 228-231, may be said
to be commemorative of persons, and may inspire a
collection of personal tokens, around which historic
interest centres. The die-sinken who placed so
many anonymous tokens in different IjcaUties took
advantage not only of the architect'jral features of
the neighbourhood, but of the welLKnown personali-
ties of people whose names wer - famous in the
particular towns in which they v4shed to circulate
the tokens they had struck. But in addition to the
personal tokens issued anonymously, local traders
and town authorities took advantage of the popu-
larity of historic names associated with the district
relymg on the interest connected with them to
ensure a welcome acceptance. Fig. 228 is one of the
series struck by James, a noted die-sinker, and is

commemorative of John Thelwell, the friend of
Lamb and Coleridge, known as "Citizen Joha"
The legend on the reverse which reads, "Truth
for my helm, and Justice for my Shield "

requires
no explanation. Fig. 229 commemorates John
Howard, the philanthropist, who died in 179a
Howard's labours on behalf of prisoners, and the
success of his appeal to the country's justice, and
tte subsequent liberation of debtors, is pictured on
the reverse of this token. The York half-penny of
1795. iUustimted in Fig. 230^ carries us back to the
days of Constantine the Great According to legend
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he was at one time thought to have been bom atYork but that story has long been known to be

LfZ T\ J^"" illustrated
evident^' had fa.th in the legend, lor on the obver^
.s the Emperor's bust with the Roman eagle in hishand underneath it the i«criptio„. «bokn AT YORKA^. 271 On the reverse of this piece is the shieldof arms of the City of York. Ther^are several othertokens of York City well worth collection. Fig. 23

,

tells of a great ecclesiastic-Cardinal Wolsey-whowas born at Ipswich ,471. This is a trader'I piece
.ssued by John Conder. a draper. Drapers^nd'
dothiers were specially notable for the enterorise
they showed both in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centunes m striking tokens in order to present any
.nconven.ence which might arise from shortness ofchange

;
and collectors who are interested in this

particular trade have ample scope to form a very
interestmg trade collection.

^
Enthusiasts over the naval and military glories ofthis country delight in such tokens as thos^ illustiSiS

jn group C. Figs. 232-335. The naval tokenTteU^dy m excess of the militaiy. That is accounted
for. perhaps, m that most oT the naval seaports weremportant trading communities, and the call for

pmbably be greater in them than in those townswhjch were military dep6t.. Fig. 232 tells of2WOODEN WALLS OK KNOLAIfD." 0« of which^
pictured thereon. On the obverse is a portrait oT
Frederick. Duke of Vurk. in the exergu^

"
l/PENNY ,795." The edge of the token is in^^
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"PAYABLE AT LONDON OR DUBLIN." Fig. 233 is

an Isle of W^t half-penny ; on the reverse a galley
of the Middle Ages, such an one as b frmiUar to
collectors of mediaeval English gold coins. Thia
piece was issued by Robert Bird Wilkins, and was,
accmding to the Inscription on the edge, " payable
AT HIS OFFICI NEWPORT." It was an honoarably
issued trader's token, since the issuer was willing to
redeem it in coin of the realm. Another interest-
ing naval piece is shown in Fig. 234 ; one of the
old wooden walls is depicted on the reverse, and the
purport of the token is dear from tlie legend around
the vessel which reads, "THE GUARD AND glory
OF BRITAIN"; on the obverse are the busts of
George III and his queen, accompanied by the
legend, "LOMO MAY THEY RBIGM OVER A
GRATEFUL PEOPLE." The "GLORIOUS FIRST OF
JUNE," the date of the naval victory of Lord Howe,
is commemorated on a token issued in 1795, payable
by John Skide, of Emsworthy, illustrated in Fig.

335. These are a few typical tokens to which the
collector can add both in variety and in places of
issue, many of them being obtainable in mint con-
dition.

The next group D, Figs. 236-239, consists of
tokens on which are inicrihed kiyal sentiments, or
which in some similar wa • convey the idea of the
loyalty of the issuer to his king and country, and
moreespecially his respect for the Royal House. Fig.
236 represents a popular token of whfefa there weie
several varieties of obverse, known as tiie " London
and Middlesex Half-penny," accoMling to the in-
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scription round the Royal Arms, on a shield en-
circled by the Garter on which is inscribed the
motto of the Order, supported by the hon and
unicorn, and surmounted by the royal crest.
Beneath, on a label, is " ICH DIEN "

(/ serve), the
motto of the Prince of Wales (afterwards George
IV) whose portrait is given on the obverse; the
edge inscription on this piece is " payable at the
TEMPLE OF THE MUSES "-and evidently it cir-
culated without any intention of redemption. Fig
237 has for its type Hope, around her the legend
"PROSPERITY TO OLD ENGLAND." On the reverse
IS a sailing vessel. The Hull half-penny struck in

w?!: ***^tf*'
"^'"^ equestrian figure of

William III, m the exergue the date, " MDCLXXXix "

the year of the settlement of the crown on William
and Mary (see Fig. 238). This piece, which has
the Hull arms on the obverse, was payable at the
warehouse of Jonathan Garton & Co. The Biblical
injunction, " Render unto Csesar the things which are
Casar's," is inscribed on the edge of the handsome
token of 1790, illustrated in Fig. 239. On the
obverse is a bust of the king by Broz

; on the
reverse Britannia.

The next series to which attention is called con-
sists of the numerous tokens issued by bona-fide
traders, who for the most part inscribed their names
on the edges. Those shown in group E, Figs. 240-243
are representative of a very large class. Fig. 240 is
a Norwich half-penny, which was, according to the
inscription on the edge, payable " at the shop of
DUNHAM & YALLOP." A Cove.itry token issued
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by Robert Rie3nM>lds & Ca is shown in Fig. 241,
the elefrfumt and cattle being the type of the reverse.

Another Coventry half-penny imied by the lame
firm has for the type of the obverse Lady Godiva
on horseback, and that of the reverse the all^orical
figure of Commerce. This piece is dated 1792 on
the obverse, and 1791 on the reverse. The West-
minster half-penny of 1792, illustrated in I^. 343,
according to the inscription on the edge, was re-

deemable at No, s, Edgbaston Street, Birmingham.
The tokens illustrated in group F, Figs. 244-251,

are purely commercial both in their sentiments and
inscriptions on thcr edges. Briefly described, these
pieces are a token of Allen & Co., booksellers, whc
made a bold boast of being the cheapest booksellers
in the world (see Fig. 344); Fig. 245 represents a
token issued by a London patent cocoa wat-uhous
man, who sold " teas of rough flavour "

;
Fig. 246

a half-penny of John Downings, of Huddersfield ; and
Fig. 347 represents a token issued by Spencer, a
noted dealer in coins. The token illustrated In
Fig. 248 is a piece of fine die-sinking. Around
the device on the reverse there is the commercial
sentiment, " Industry, Enterprise, Stability, and Con-
tent" "Peace, Plenty, and Liberty" are the senti-

ments expressed by the issuer of Fig. 249. The
trader who circulated the token shown in Fig. 250,
a Hereford man, was interested in the success of
the cider trade, the Intent of his issue of the piece
being given on the reverse, "FOR CHANGE NOT
FRAUD." A quaint vessel symbolizes the trade «rf

Sandwich un the token illustrated in Fig. 251.
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The search for eighteenth-century brthinR tokens
IS disappointing—apparently there was no need for
them, or the old farthings of regal issue, and per-
chwice a few of the ieventeenth-ccntury trader**
pirres served the purpoie. even in eountry diatrictf
where small money was mostly in demand. The
English eighteenth-century farthing tokens are ex-
ceptionally few. The Stowe farthing of 1796 was
iwied in Buckingham. In Macelet'eld there were
several varieties representing Cheshire tokens. In
Exeter a " half-half-penny " of 1791 was the sole
representative of Devonshire trading. Dorset is

represented by a Poole farthing of 1795 issued by
J. Bayley. a draper. In Essex a "County" token
was struck in 1796. In Hampshire farthings were
circulated in I'ortsca and Southampton. Lancashire
is almost a blank

; among the few, however, are a
Liveroool « half-half-penny " of 1791 ; one of Un-
caster; and a Rochdale "half-half-penny."
London does not appear to have been much in

need of farthing tokens at that period. Among the
few of interest may be mentioned one of Denton,
an engraver in Lambeth, dated 1796. Norfolk is
represented by a Yarmouth "half-half-penny," of
1792- There is a Bath farthing, which was issued
by Lamb & Sons, grocers, whp traded at India
House, Bath, in 1794, and also by one struck by
Heath, a Bath ironmonger, in 1795. In SUffordshire
farthings were struck at Lichfield and Stafford. A
few were issued in Hirmingham, and a somewhat
curious piece was circulated in Worcester. In addition
to the instances related there are some undated
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pieces, and a few which bear dates evidently purely

commemorative, and not those of the actual dates

of issue.

With the issue of rcgai copper of all denomina-
tions which was minted by Boulton and Watts at

Soho Works, Birmingham, in 1797, the need for

unauthorized issues ceased for the time. The short-

ness of the supply of regal coins came again in a
different form a few years later, an outline of those

irregular issues being given in the following chapter.

18
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CHAPTER XXIII

NINETEENTH^ENTURY TOKENS

Copper pennies and half-pennies—Silver tokens of i8it and i8i2—
Countermariced silver—The aim of the numismatist.

The nineteenth century dawned when England was
at war with Napoleon, and for a time trade was
at a standstill ; in a few years, however, there came
a wave of prosperity in the mining and industrial

districts, with the inevitable need of small change.

In 1811 and following years there were many firms

issuing tokens, and it is these pieces, chiefly pennies,

which are collectable. Many were really fine pieces,

and when in mint preservation are valued additions

to the coin and token cabinet ; although they do not

possess the characteristics which age imparts, and
which are such valued attributes in the coins of

ancient peoples, or those of mediaeval England.
These copper tokens were supplemented by silver

pieces struck in the years 181 1 and 1812. AH
through the first half of the century, however, there

was a desultory issue of " late " pieces, but they
are mostly of small interest and were not very

generally circulated. Indeed, they were more like
978
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advertisements than coins, many being circulated
as such by dealers ii. coins and medals.
Among the most interestinf^ genuine penny

tokens struck at the beginning of the century are
those issued in Cornwall, bearing such legends as
"SUCCESS TO THE CORNISir MINES. l8l2." One
remarkable piece has a view of St. Michaers Mount
within a circle

; another has for its type a fish and
pigs of lead, suggestive of the two chief industries
of the county e pilchard fishery and mining. The
Devon Min( >;nny which was issued at Tavistock
represents mat coL-nty. At Stockton-on-Tees a
penny was struck in 1813. and appears to have
served the district. The owners of the Rolling Mills
at Walthamstow. in Essex, i^-ued a penny in 1812,
and again another of slight), fiferent type, in 18 13.'

The Newark penny token was an early piece,
having been issued in 181 1. Several interesting
pennies were circulated in Nottingham, the type
generally chosen being a view of the famous old castlem that town. Penny tokens were issued in Batn
by S. Guppy, S. Witchurch, and others. There was
the ring of honest trading about the legend «0' ,
POUND FOR 240 TOKENS." appearing on seve--
tokens issued at Bilston, the inscription being ac-
companied by the name and address of the issuers
The penny tokens of Stafford are of rather unusual
dates, having been issued in 1801 and 1803, and
really belong to the earlier series ; on the obverses
are the arms of the borough, and on the reverses
a Staffordshire knot The penny issued by Griffin
& Sons, of Withymoor Forge is noteworthy as
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being dated as late as 1 814. A penny token was

used at Staverton Cloth Factory, in Wiltshire, in

1811; on the obverse was a view of the factory

buildings, and on the reverse a fleece of wool.

Several tokens were circulated in Worccstershi.e,

notably one issued jointly by Richard Willis, of

Birmingham, and T. and J. Badger, of Dudley. A
penny circulated by the owners of the Hull Lead

Works, in 18 12, was said to be "payable in Bank

of England notes by J. K. Pickard." A few traders

circulated tokens in Sheffield and district.

There were not many Welsh tokens of the early

years of the nineteenth century ;
among those few

may be mentioned a Carmartiien penny, of 181 3.

inscribed " GLANCLYWEDOG FACTORY. 181 3." The

Flint Copper Company's to! ;ns of 181 1, another

from the Flint Lead Works, a Swansea penny, one

from Landore, and a penny issued by the Nant-

rhydyvilas Air Furnace Company are also of note.

Half-pennies were not so much in demand at the

beginning of the nineteenth century as pennies, or

if they were the supply of old tokens and the r^al

copper issued a few years previously was sufficient,

at any rate there are few dated half-pennies of this

period. Among the more important may be men-

tioned those struck, along with the pennies, at

Walthamstow, by the British Copper Company ; the

type of which was a lion walking ; on the reverse,

Britannia, the letters " B.C.c." below. There were a

few varied pieces issued by the same Company. A
brass token is recorded as having been issued by the

" Office of the Leicester Chronicle," in 1810.
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A London piece, dated 1 8 14, was payaMe at
Romnanis's in Cheapside ; on the reverse was a
stocking frame with the legend, " truth, strength,
AND SPEED UNITED.- At Norwich, Tunstead and
Happing issued a token half-penny in 1812, payable
at the Corporation House. Several pieces were issued
in Bristol in 181 1. There are a few Staffordshire
tokens of this period indicating the commercial
activity of that district. There is a Stofford county
half-penny on which is a bust of George HI and the
legend, "STAFFORDSHIRE HALF-I'ENNV TOKEN," on
the reverse Commerce is seated with a shield and
other attributes, the date is 1814. Samuel Feredy
struck a piece at Bilston. Fletcher and Shawatt also
issued a Walsall half-penny in iSll, the type being
a bear anu a ragged staff. A few pieces were added
to the Sheffield tokens at this time, but they are not
of any great moment.
The silver tokens of Great Britain and Ireland,

issued during the years iSli and 18 12 by traders
and the Overseers of the Poor, form an independent
series, although they were a part of the token currency
of the nineteenth century. Many of the series are
very poor in design, and by no means minted with
care. However, they are of value to the specialist,

and many interesting collections have been gathered
tc^ether. The illustrations which are given in this
chapter are a very fair sample of the diflferent types
struck by several die-sinkers ; one of the most noted
being Young and Deakin, of Sheffield. The values
were m(»tly one shilling, and sixpence, although
there were some noUble exceptions. Fig. 253 is a
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shilling piece of William Horsfall, of Barnsley ; on
the obverse is the arms of Leeds, and on the reverse,

Commerce. Fig. 253 represents a token payable at
Bed«rorth Mill, issued October 25, 181 1, for the
CONVENIENCE OF CHANGE." The Manchester
shilling, shown in Fig 254, was issued by W.
Ballans, a tea-dealer in the Market Place ; a view of
his shop is given on the obverse. Fig. 255 is one
of the rare gold tokens of the period. It was for
half a guinea, and circulated in Sheffield. The
"Gainsbro" token of 181 1, shown in Fig. 256, is a
shilling issued by S. Sandars; on it may be seen
the old bridge over the river. Henry Hunt, of
Rowfant House, in Sussex, issued an agricultural
shilling on which is a ploughing scene (see Fig. 257).
The last illustration, Fig. 258, is a shilling issued
by James Gomme, in 181 1, at High Wycombe, in

Buckinghamshire.

Briefly, mention may be made of the use of foreign
coins and tokens made to pass current in this
country. The most noticeable of these eccentricities
of currency are the Spanish dollars and half-dollars,
which, during the long wars between England and
Spain and Spanish Dependencies, were captured by
British warships, and brought over to England as
treasure, generally deposited as bullion in the Bank
of England. These dollars, instead of being
melted up and recoined, were from time to time
countermarked. it is said no less than five

million silver coins taken in war were thus counter-
marked by Boulton and Watt at the Soho Mint,
between the years 1797 and 1810, the countermark
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fiw the mott part taking the form of the bust of

George III in a small val, closely assimilatir \ thu

mark used by the Goldsmiths' Company for marking

plate at that time. There are some scarcer pieces

showing the king's bust in an octagon. These

Spanish dollars were made to pass current fur 4s. pd.,

and supplemented the Bank of Kngla.. 1 and Bank
of Ireland tokens already referred to in a previous

chapter.

In concluding the story of coins, in so far as

appeals to the average collector, it may be pointt

out that to become an expert in anv one of the

branchifs of numismatics referred to much patient

research is necessary, the minmr variations in the

inscriptions and Iq^ends upon the pieces making all

the difference between a great rarity and a piece

of quite ordinary value. Moreover, the diffei-ence

between a coin or token of currency and one of the

much rarer pattern pieces may be very slight and

scarcely observable to any one unfamiliar with the

various types. To become acquainted with these

it is desirable to inspect closely, i often, the rare

pieces in our museums and in . le of the best

private collections of specialists, as the cult be*

comes a specialized study Mie interest is intensified,

and the search a't .
• raritie? \ :ener. It is f^''. same

with every hobby. There is a difference, however,

in coins—and stamps—in that mint condition has a

more marked influence upon the market value, and

also the value in the eyes of an enthusiastic collector,

than in the collection of many other obj'ets dart and

curios. Age, it is true, lends enchantment, but beauty
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of condition and the preservation of the piece are

what the numismatist seeks ; and as the cult is

developed in his hands he becomes more fastidious

in his choice and in his desire to fifee his caUnet

from undesirable specimois.
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Charles 1,207-14, 258,290, 291,303
'•

Charles II, 223 9, 258, 252, 303, 33*1

Chili, 326, 327
China, 38
Classification of Greek, 46, 47
Claudius, 103, 136

Cleopatra, 46

Coenwulf, 148

Columbia, 327

Commonwealth, 319, 220, 223, 258
Constantine the Great, 88, 91

Countermarked coins, 240, 380

Cromwell, tJlivcr, 220, 223

Crosses on coins, 166

Cunobelinc, 132

Cuthred, 147

Cynethryth, 143

Cyrene, 58

D
David I (Scots), 297
David II (Scots). 298
DelKisement of silver, 191
"

I )cfen(lcr of I he Faith," 235
Uioclelian, 84

Dion SOS, 50, 53
Domitian, 91, 100, IU4, 109, no
Dupundii (or second lirosi,), 83

E
Eadlnrrht, 147

Eadgar, 154

Eadmund, 153
Eadmund Ironside, 157

Eadred, 153
Eadwald, 148

i:a(lward the Elder, 153
Eadwig, 153

Eanred, 157

Early British, 13 1-9

Early mediums, 37, 38
East India Company, 27J, 27 {

Ecclesiastical coins, 147, 151, 154,

182, 188

Ecgberht, 147

Ecpfrith, 152

Fkuador, 327

Edge inscriptions, 224

Edward I, 169, 170, 286

Edward II, 16I, 170

Edward III, 170, 173, 174, 286

Edward IV, 130, 131, 181-3, 286

Edward V, 1S3

Edward VI, 192, 193, 194

I Edward VII, 252, 253. 264, 277,
2S0, 281

Edward the Confessor, 157

Edward the Martyr, 154
Eighteenth-century tokens, 343-71
Elagabalus, 118

Electron coins, 53
ElizalHith, 196, 199, 257, 289
Eric, 152

F

j

l''ainily ci.iii.-, (KoiiKini, yu h

1 l austina, the Elder, SS, 117
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Fish-hook money, 39
Fo^eries. 135

G
GalUi, 100

Gallicnus, 88, 121

GcUi, iiS

Georyc I, 235, 236, a6o

Geor^u II, 236, 239, 360

Gcort^c III, 339, 340, 341, 2O0,

274. 293

George IV, 241, 242, 26j, 279. 321

George V, 353. a54f 264, 277

Gibraltar, 381

Gold bullion, 41, 42

Gold coinage, introduction of, 168

Gold, the standard, 41

Greek, 45-58

Greek Kings of Egypt, 54, 57

Greek periods of Art, 46

(ireek types, 53-8

Griqua Ti wn, 271

Groat, firbi introduced, 173

Guatemala, 338

Gun money, 393

Guthred, 153

H
Hadrian, 1 13, 1 14

llainmered money, 40

Harold I, 157

Harold II, 157

Harrington farthings, 207, 257

Heliob, 50, 57
Hera, 53, 4
Hercules, 50, 88

Henry I, 165, 166

Henry 11, 167, 168

Henry III, 168, 169, 286

llciiry IV, 179, iSo

Ikiiry V, iSo

Henry VI, l8o, iSl, j8u

Henry VII, 187, 188

Henry VIII, 191, 193, 389

Hermes, 57

Houae of Hanover. 235-43

Iceni, 133

liars I (Irish), 285

Ifars HI (Irish), 286

Illegal mints, 166
" Imaginary" coins, 161

Imperial Greek, 49
Ina, 153

Indian mints, 273
Ionian Islands, 282

Irish coins, 285-93

Irish mints, 389

Isb, S3

F

J.imes I, 203, 204, 207, 257

James I (Scots), 398

James II, 339, 330, 259, 392, 304

James II (Scots), 398

James III (Scots), 2<)>S

James IV (Scots), 29S

James V (Scots), 29S

James VI (SciiU), 301. 302, 303

John, 168

Julia Domna, 117

Julian the Apostate, 122

Julius Cxsar, 73, 99, 135

Kilkenny money, 291

Kruger, I'resident, Traiisvuiil, 271

L
Lancastrian ;ind \ rkisl. 179 ,S4

l^iler i ;iii|)cTi)rs (Uome), 122

Lead tokens, 332
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LMa. 104

M
Macrinus, m8
Malcolm IV (So its), 297
Malta, 382

Man, Isle of, 393, 394
Mary, 194, 195, 196, 389
Maryland, 310, 313
Mary Queen of Scots, 298
Massachusetts, 310
Massilia, 131

Maundy money, 324, 337
Mercia, 147

Mexico, 328
Mill and screw, 194, 199
Mint marks, 207, 208, 211

Money of Necessity, 212, 213, 214
Money of Necessity (Irish), 390
Montreal tokens, 319

N
Nero, 103

Nerva, 103, no
Newfoundland, 322
Nickel coinage, 280

Nineteenth-century tokens, 375-82
Nomuui and Plantagenet, 161-75
Northurabria, 151

Nova ^ I tia, 321, 322

O
Obsidial money, 312, 213, 214, 290
Octavius, 73
Ofh, 147, 153
Orange River Colony, 371
Urmonde money, 290
Osred n, 152

Otho, 100

Oxford .Mini, 211

P
Pattern pieces, 347
"Pax" type, IJ7
I'eada, 47
Perkin Warbeck, 188

Personification of deities, if

••P«er'iPenre,"i53

PMition Crown, 223, 224
Phidon, King of the Arg« >s, 39
'* Plantation " Pewter, 314
Philip and Mary, 194, 195, 389
Prince of Wales bland, 378
Ptolany II, 54

Q
Quebec Bank tokens, 319

k

j

Recalled monies, 231

I

Rcdwulf, 153
I Regal copper, 357-64
Regal Greek, 47
Regnald II (Irish), 286
Remus and Romulus, 63

!
Republican coins (Roman), 73-6
Richard 1, 168

I

Richard II, 174
!
Richard III, 183-4

I

Ring money, 38
Robert II (Scots), 298
Robert III (Scots), 298
Robert, Earl of Gkmcester, 167
Roman coins, 63-128
Romano-British, 131-9
Rosa-Americana pence, 316

S

Sabina, i '.4

St. Eadmund, 151
St. Patrick half-pennies, zyi

Saxon coins, 143-57
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Saxon minti, 41 1 153
Scottidi cofaii, 397-30$

Selinut, 54
Septimus Severut, 91, 117, 136

Servius Tiillius, 64
Sestertii (or tirst brass), 83
Seventeenth-centnry tokens, 331-40
Sieiired, isa

Siege pieces, aia, 913, ai4

Sierra Leone Comi'wity, a7l

Sihtric (Earl), 152

Sihtric III (Irish), 285

Silver tokens, 375, 376

Snail money, 38

Sources of metal, 43
South American coins 335-^

Staters, 131

Stephen, 166, 167

"Sterling " money, 162

StraiU SettlemenU, 378

Stuart cdnage, 303-14

Stycas, 151

Sumatra, 278

Solfai, 70

T
Tarentum, 57
Tasciovanus, 135
Tavern pieces, 335
Thel)es, 54
Thurium, 54
Tiberius, 95, 96
Titus, too, 104

I

Tower Mint, 41

Town pieces, 335
Traders' tokens, 335-9
Trajan, 110, 113, 114

Tiulor coins, 187-99

Twelve Great Ctcsars, 83-104

U
Uninacribed coins, 132

United Sutcs, 333-35

V
Valerianus, 118

Veralamfami, 13$

Vespasian, 104

Victoria, Queen, 247,248, 251, 263,

264, 27/, 278, 279, 381, 330, 331

i Vitellius, 100, 104

W
Welsh mines, 43
Wessex, coins uf, 153-7

West Indies, 279-81

Wiglaf, 148

William I, 161, 162

William II, 163, 165
William III, 231, 304
William IV, 242, 243, 263, 277
William and Mary, 330, 331, 359,

304
William the Lion (ScoU), 397
" Wire " money, 240
Wood's half-pennies, 39a, 316








